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Thesis Summary 
Bitumen binders oxidise with air and cause ageing deterioration of asphalt pavements in 
the form of hardening, cracking and an overall decline in the mechanical performance. The degree 
of oxidative ageing is governed by many coupled internal and external physics and variables, 
making it difficult to predict. Mathematical models were established to represent the multiple 
physics that contribute to oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements. By coupling them together, these 
models can simultaneously simulate heat transfer, oxygen diffusion and oxidation kinetics to 
predict the oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements. The challenge lies in the non-linearity and 
circular dependency of these physics, making them difficult to solve and converge in numerical 
applications.  
The current study establishes a partial differential equation (PDE) based Finite Element 
(FE) modelling framework to solve these multiple physics using a weak form method. The 
framework is validated using field measurements of within-pavement temperatures and oxidative 
ageing products. A laboratory-based experimental investigation is conducted to select anti-ageing 
compounds (AACs) to mitigate oxidative ageing of bitumen binders effectively. Thin-film oven 
ageing and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) tests are used primarily to select 
potential AACs. Detailed rheological and chemical tests are followed to detect any effects of these 
AACs on the long-term ageing performance of bitumen binders.  
Results indicate that the weak-form PDE-based model can effectively address the circular 
dependency among ageing-related Multiphysics. The model can reliably predict hourly profiles 
of temperature, oxygen pressure and oxidation products growth along the pavement depth, in 
different climate zones and for extended periods of field ageing. The air void content and 
distribution play a vital role in limiting oxidative ageing. Dense asphalt pavements with a low air 
voids content (<5%) experience little to no ageing, whereas asphalt pavements with air void 
content of 5-9% experience a growing oxidative ageing rate with an increasing air void content. 
Pavements with high air voids (> 9%) will have a full access to oxygen from the atmosphere, thus 
the average carbonyl content is high and uniform across asphalt pavement depth with no clear 
ageing gradient. A normalised carbonyl index (NCI) was proposed to quantify the oxidative 
ageing of bitumen modified by AACs. The activation energy of oxidation is found to be a suitable 
parameter to evaluate and assort the effectiveness of different AACs. Bitumen samples modified 
with 12% (1 furfural: 5 Irganox 1076), 15% Irganox 1076 and 3.5% (3 DLTDP: 4 furfural) 
demonstrated the best anti-ageing behaviour by retarding carbonyl content growth and decreasing 
the fatigue damage among selected AACs without sacrificing the stiffness of binder. The study 
represents a step forward in the understanding of long-term behaviour of asphalt pavements.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Highways are extremely important to the economic and urban life of any country due to 
their direct effects on the national economic output. A quality roads network helps in reducing 
travel times and related costs in maintenance, operation and roads users. Asphalt pavements, 
which are the type of pavements surfaced by asphalt mixtures, form about 90% of the highway 
roads networks in the world. In Europe, the annual production of the asphalt mixtures in the past 
decade was estimated to be approximately 292 million tons, of which more than 7.3% of it is 
produced by the United Kingdom (Asphalt in Figures  2019). The global increase in truck traffic 
volumes has raised the need for better performing pavements. Proper performance of bituminous 
pavements is guaranteed if all the pavement layers (surface course, base and subbase) and the 
subgrade can appropriately support traffic loads under all service conditions. Deterioration or loss 
of pavement performance has been experienced in the form of rutting due to deformations in one 
or several layers, fatigue cracking due to repeated dynamic heavy vehicle loading, moisture 
damage-related distresses in the bituminous layers, surface wear in countries where studded tyres 
are used, and others (Dessouky et al. 2014, Leiva-Villacorta et al. 2016, Pan et al. 2017b, 
Manosalvas-Paredes et al. 2020). 
These forms of deterioration are more common in "aged" pavements. Ageing in asphalt 
pavements is attributed to the chemical and physical changes in bituminous binders when 
subjected to field environment for an extended period. Bitumen is an engineering binding material 
mainly used for paving applications. It is produced from the refining of crude oils and generally 
consists of about 85% carbon, 10% hydrogen, and heteroatoms such as sulphur (0–9%), oxygen 
(0–2%) and nitrogen (0–2%), as well as traces of metals such as vanadium, nickel and iron 
(Mortazavi and Moulthrop 1993, Lu et al. 2017). Bitumen is the most widely used binding 
materials in road pavements all over the world due to its excellent road performance. 
Approximately 95% of bitumen that is produced worldwide each year is applied in the paving 
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industry (Lesueur 2009, Sirin et al. 2018). However, the properties of bitumen are gradually 
degraded with influences of heat, sunlight, oxygen or a combination of these factors (Gao et al. 
2006, Feng et al. 2013).  
Ageing is primarily associated with the loss of volatile components and oxidation of the 
bitumen during asphalt mixture construction (short-term ageing) and progressive oxidation of the 
in-place material in the field (long-term ageing). Both factors cause an increase in viscosity of the 
bitumen and consequential stiffening and hardening of the mixture (Airey 2003). The detrimental 
effects of hardening in asphalt pavements were first recognised by pioneering pavement engineers 
in the 1990s and have been studied extensively during the past decades. Ageing affects pavement 
performance in many ways: ageing increases asphalt complex modulus and decreases the phase 
angle. As a result, mixtures become stiffer while fatigue life becomes reduced. (Sirin et al. 2018) 
One of the key challenges for the development of performance-based specifications for 
asphalt pavements is the prediction of in-time age hardening in the long term. Without having a 
reliable ageing model, making long-term pavement performance predictions in life cycle cost 
determination, risk assessment, or pavement maintenance planning will always remain erroneous 
(Woo et al. 2008, Das et al. 2015d). This is the to-be-addressed challenge that is focused on in 
this thesis. 
Substantial literature available shows that the theories and causative mechanisms of 
oxidative ageing are complex. Most publications ascribe ageing progression to variables like 
bitumen properties, mixture volumetric properties, pavement structure and environmental 
conditions of the field, indicating the Multiphysics nature of oxidative ageing of asphalt 
pavements. Specifically, ageing of asphalt materials involves three Multiphysics: (1) chemical 
oxidation reaction in the bitumen; (2) mechanical responses (e.g., altered viscosity); and (3) 
physical environmental processes (i.e., heat transfer and oxygen diffusion) leading to varying 
environmental profiles within pavements. These processes are influenced by the microstructural 
morphology, including bitumen mastic film thickness, pore size and air void distribution (as 
shown in Figure 1-1). The great diversity of variables and differences in earlier research results 
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reported make a prediction of oxidative ageing difficult. For this reason, existing studies only 
focused a "one physics" approach, which studies the effect of one variable on the oxidative ageing 
growth with ignoring the interactions among these physics. However, the interrelationships 
among them are circularly dependent in the dynamic ageing process. For example, oxygen 
distribution affects the chemical oxidation of bitumen, resulting in increased viscosity and 
decreased oxygen diffusivity, which in turn affects oxygen distribution and oxidative ageing. 
Ignoring the Multiphysics nature of the oxidative ageing in the pavement structure leads to 
simplification in modelling, thereby reducing the prediction accuracy or resulting in misleading 
results. Thus, oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements should be modelled in a Multiphysics 
perspective so that the dynamic circular dependencies among these physics are solved 
simultaneously for an accurate prediction of ageing in the asphalt pavements. In addition, 
Multiphysics modelling is capable of assessing the influence of different material and 
environmental components on oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements from both physical and 
chemical perspectives. 
The future of road integrity partly depends on a better understanding of the fundamental 
relationships between ageing and pavement mechanical response. This fundamental knowledge 
can be vital to pavement engineers owing to the need for a high level of risk management, 
customised design decisions and sustainable selection of materials.  
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Figure 1- 1 Physical processes of oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements: (1) heat transfer 
(2) oxygen diffusion (3) oxidation kinetics in terms of carbonyl area (CA) growth rate. 
With the objective of contributing towards this important knowledge, numerical 
modelling and laboratory testing presented in this thesis were undertaken to predict the oxidative 
field ageing of asphalt pavements, determine the influence of various variables on ageing 
deterioration, and develop roads to be more durable. After a comprehensive literature review, the 
study developed a framework for modelling oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements from a 
Multiphysics perspective. Specifically, a series of analytical models were identified to quantify 
the influence of each physics on the oxidative ageing. Then, an equation-based finite element (FE) 
modelling approach was employed to integrate these analytical models into the Comsol 
Multiphysics solver. The integrated FE model was used to compute the change of each physics 
during oxidative ageing simultaneously. The computational results facilitate an understanding of 
the oxidative ageing mechanism of asphalt pavements. Next, the oxidation kinetics of binders 
modified with anti-ageing compounds (AACs) were compared, and a screening method to 
evaluate the performance of different AACs was proposed.  
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1.2 Problem Statement 
Ageing of bitumen is identified by the increase in its stiffness which causes adverse 
changes in the mechanical performance of roads and eventually leads to ageing failure in the form 
of block, thermal or fatigue cracking. Oxidative ageing of the bitumen is typically quantified by 
the development of carbonyl functional groups using the Fourier Transformation Infrared 
Spectroscopy (FTIR) test (Liu et al. 1996). The effect of oxidative ageing on the mechanical 
performance of asphalt pavements is well recognised in the literature. Yet, there are shortcomings 
in current long-term ageing performance prediction models of asphalt pavements. These 
shortcomings are summarised as follows:  
1. Ageing theories and field measurements have well characterised the individual 
physics associated with the ageing in the asphalt pavement structures. For instance, 
the effects of temperature profile, oxygen diffusion or bitumen’s properties on the 
ageing evolution in the pavements. However, applying Multiphysics models in 
ageing predictions, considering their circular and time-dependency, was limited due 
to the unclear interactions between the multiple physics as well as the Finite Element 
(FE) modelling restrictions. Such restrictions include limitations on specific 
constitutive models, non-user-friendly interfaces, and inadequate modelling abilities. 
Additionally, user-defined subroutines must be programmed to address different 
physics simultaneously. Research methods based on traditional methods has been 
difficult to adapt to the development of transportation infrastructure. The 
development of supercomputing, large-capacity storage, artificial intelligence 
technology, numerical simulation, and intelligent simulation have gradually become 
important means and approaches for theoretical research and engineering practice 
that can solve this issue.  
2. Immense studies covered the ageing mechanism of bitumen binders and less on the 
ageing in asphalt pavement structures as a whole. It is impossible to accurately 
quantify the effect of different variables on the ageing degree and distribution without 
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a reliable ageing prediction model. Thus, once a Multiphysics model is established, 
a parametric analysis for oxidative ageing in asphalt pavements will be needed to 
guide a studied modification in pavement design and materials selection. 
3. It is difficult to compare the ageing performance of modified binder samples of 
various modifiers or binders of different sources subjectively. The reason behind this 
is that studies adopted various ageing conditioning techniques and evaluation criteria.  
4. Mechanical characterisation theories were mostly based on crude-oil based virgin 
bitumen and asphalt mixtures subjected to limited stress and strain conditions. 
However, the modern-day binder is the modified bitumen with a variety of additives. 
It is expected to sustain satisfactory resistance to fatigue and thermal cracking for 
extended periods in the field. Limited literature is available on the fatigue 
characterisation of bitumen modified with anti-ageing additives. 
This thesis aims to address these research gaps by: (1) developing a comprehensive and 
integrated Multiphysics ageing prediction model sensitive to all different variables of the ageing 
process, making use of recent developments in supercomputing technologies, Multiphysics FE 
modelling capabilities, and cumulative literature on the subject; (2) prolonging the working life 
of pavements using anti-ageing modifiers; (3) understanding the complex ageing mechanism in 
asphalt pavements by a complete parametric analysis.  
1.3 Research Objectives 
The overall aim of this research is to establish a reliable oxidative ageing prediction 
model that can estimate the rate of binder oxidation within the pavement structures, with 
considering the multiple physics that contribute to the ageing evolution and distribution. The 
Multiphysics model is capable of capturing the effect of the mixture morphology, pavement 
structure, binder type, and environmental conditions on the degree of oxidative ageing. This will 
result in (1) providing a better understanding of the field ageing behaviour of asphalt pavements; 
(2) enabling researchers and engineers to make accurate performance deterioration prediction 
models of asphalt pavements; (3) performing feasibility analysis studies that can improve design 
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protocols and specifications to reduce or delay maintenance needs. To achieve the research aim, 
the following objectives are set:  
1. Build a heat transfer model of asphalt pavements to forecast the hourly temperature 
profiles at any region, and validate this model against recorded data collected from 
field in different climates.  
2. Build an oxygen diffusion model that predicts oxygen concentrations at any time and 
location within the asphalt concrete layer, particularly in air channels and mastic 
coating film within the asphalt mixture materials.  
3. Develop an oxidation reaction model to simulate the growth rate of carbonyl 
functional groups in the mastic film. Then, link it to the oxygen diffusion and heat 
transfer models to consider the circular dependency among these three physics. After 
that, validate the overall ageing model against the carbonyl content of field samples 
collected at multiple depths within the asphalt concrete wearing layer for distinct 
ageing intervals.  
4. Investigate the effect of different anti-ageing compounds (AACs) on the oxidation 
kinetics of thin-film aged bitumen samples using Fourier Transformation Infrared 
(FTIR) spectroscopy, and validate these observations with complete rheological and 
chemical testing on laboratory aged specimens. Consider the effect of AAC-
inclusion on the degree and extent of field ageing of asphalt pavements using the 
proposed FE ageing model.  
5. Run a parametric sensitivity analysis for model parameters that are: (1) affecting the 
oxidative ageing growth rate (e.g., the activation energy of oxidation), (2) materials 
properties contributing to oxidation, and (3) boundary conditions of pavement 
structure (e.g., the existence of porous layer under the asphalt concrete course). 
Moreover, study the effect of changing climatic data from one climatic region to 
another and their impact on the oxidative ageing growth rate.  
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1.4 Thesis Structure 
This thesis comprised three journal papers that have been published in international peer-
reviewed scientific journals and one paper that is currently under review (refer to Appendix A). 
The thesis also contains a literature review of the existing studies and collected data from the field 
pavements and the literature to form an integrated, standalone document about the oxidative 
ageing of asphalt pavement in the field. This thesis consists of seven chapters as illustrated in 
Figure 1-2 and aligned as follows.  
 
Figure 1- 2 Thesis structure and workflow chart. 
Chapter One illustrated the research background, problem statement, research 
objectives, and chapters layout.  
Chapter Two presents the main findings from the literature review covering published 
work from a range of scientific journals, technical reports, and professional bodies that investigate 
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the ageing behaviour of bituminous materials and asphalt mixtures, methods to quantify changes 
in the chemical and physical properties of bitumen and asphalt concrete due to ageing and 
proposed anti-ageing materials. The chapter is also looking into modelling techniques to predict 
the ageing in asphalt pavements.  
Chapter Three integrates the oxidative ageing partial differential equations into one 
ageing model. Thus, this chapter illustrates all parts of the proposed ageing modelling framework. 
This includes details on the physical domain (geometry) with determining active areas for each 
process (physics), methods of solving the constitutive equations, initial parameters (to represent 
the asphalt concrete condition before subjecting it to field settings), constant and variable inputs, 
and time-dependent climate information.  
Chapter Four presents all yielded simulation results, then it validates the model against 
actual available field data. The validation process is done in two stages: (1) validation of the 
temperature prediction model using hourly collected field data at different depth intervals. (2) 
validation of the integrated ageing model against carbonyl growth rate collected from field cores 
and recorded by previous researchers. Chapters three and four were published as a paper in the 
Journal of Cleaner Production (Omairey et al. 2021) 
Chapter Five provides insights into how some of the model inputs affect ageing growth 
and distribution. This is especially important to reflect whether the model follows the same ageing 
behaviour of actual pavement in the field and identifies parameters that play a dominant role in 
the oxidative ageing of asphalt pavement. One test section is utilised for this purpose. The 
sensitivity analysis is divided into two main divisions: (1) internal variables (e.g., the effect of 
thermal properties, pavement morphology and structure on the oxidative ageing), and (2) external 
variables (e.g., the impact of climate region on the oxidative ageing). This chapter is submitted as 
a paper for publication in the International Journal of Pavement Engineering (under review).   
Chapter Six looks into ways to reduce or mitigate the degree and extent of oxidative 
ageing by means of chemical additives to work as anti-ageing agents when added to bitumen 
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binders. First, preliminary tests are conducted to filter out ineffective anti-ageing additives. Then, 
detailed chemical and rheological tests are followed to ensure selected AACs can modify the 
bitumen with sufficient fatigue and rutting performance. Finally, the effectiveness of AACs- 
inclusion in mitigating field oxidative ageing was investigated using the proposed oxidative 
ageing modelling framework. This chapter has been published in two journal papers in the Journal 
of Construction and Building Materials (Omairey et al. 2019, Omairey et al. 2020) 
Chapter Seven contains a summary of this study, the main conclusions and 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
The purpose of this chapter is to critically review relevant literature and motivate the 
methods used in this study. The review starts with a general introduction on bitumen binders, 
asphalt pavements and types of asphalt pavement deterioration, and then the review carries on 
introducing the oxidative ageing of binders and flexible pavements. Then it presents the internal 
and external factors that contribute to oxidative ageing. The chapter addresses the lack of 
understanding of field oxidative ageing caused by its many inputs. Following that, the available 
analytical models of ageing-related Multiphysics are introduced, some of which are employed in 
this study. The chapter also covers the current laboratory methods and techniques available to 
assess, quantify, and effectively reduce and mitigate the oxidative ageing.  
2.1 Bitumen Binders 
Bitumen-based construction materials, including bituminous binders and asphalt 
mixtures, are mainly used to pave roads and highways. Bitumen is a hydrocarbon product 
produced by removing light fractions (such as liquid petroleum gas, petrol and diesel) from crude 
oil during the refining process (Hunter et al. 2015, Tauste et al. 2018). It is an extremely complex 
material, composed of thousands of various paraffinic, aromatic, and naphthenic compounds and 
hydrocarbons, with varying saturations, polarity, and functional groups. This diversity in the 
chemical composition of bitumen causes variation in its mechanical behaviour (Petersen 2000). 
From a rheological point of view, bitumen should be considered a viscoelastic material, 
very sensitive to temperature (Yu et al. 2015, Zakaria 2020). Even though the asphalt binder is 
only one component in an asphalt mixture, it is the component that provides the material with the 
desired viscoelastic properties. In addition to increasing driving comfort and flexible 
maintenance, this viscoelastic behaviour plays a prominent role in many aspects of mixture 
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2.2 Asphalt Pavement 
Pavements are engineered structures and are important for our everyday life, commerce 
and trade. Like any other engineered structure, pavements are expected to be adequately strong 
and durable for their design life. They are expected to function properly by providing a smooth 
travelling surface for the traffic under various conditions of the environment. In order to ensure 
this, pavements must be designed, constructed, maintained, and managed properly. 
Pavements can be broadly classified into asphalt (or flexible) and concrete (or rigid) 
pavement. Pavements consist of different layers, more so in the case of asphalt pavements than 
concrete ones. From the bottom up, these layers are known as the subgrade, subbase, base, and 
binder and/or surface. There are certain pavements with asphalt surface layers on top of concrete 
layers. 
The layered structure of the pavement is meant for ensuring that the load is spread out 
below the tire, such that the resultant stress at the bottom layer of the pavement, the subgrade, is 
low enough not to cause damage. The most significant load applied to a pavement surface comes 
from a truck or an aircraft tire. The approach in a flexible pavement is to spread the load in such 
a way that the stress at the subgrade soil level is small enough so that it can sustain the stress 
without any major deformation (Mallick and El-Korchi 2008). 
Three types of coats are used in the flexible pavement system which are seal coat, tack coat and 
prime coat (Zakaria 2020).  
• Surface course: Surface course is also known as wearing course, is a bituminous layer 
that contains high-quality material to withstand direct loading from traffic. The main 
function of this layer is to provide skid resistance surface which vehicles can travel safely, 
in addition to providing friction and drainage for the pavement. The surface course is 
constructed using a good quality aggregate and high dense bitumen. 
• Binder course: The binder course consists of aggregates and bitumen. The material used 
in this layer is similar to the base course but smaller aggregate size with less bitumen 
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content than the surface layer. The purpose of the binder course is to transfer the loads 
from the surface course to the base course. 
• Base course: Base course is constructed either hydraulically bound (e.g. concrete) or 
granular, or both with larger aggregate size. Apart from structural support, the function 
of this layer is to distribute the loads from the top layers to the subbase and subgrade 
layer. Moreover, the sub surface drainage system can be provided within the base course. 
• Subbase course: Subbase course is placed beneath of base course, and the function of this 
layer is similar between these two layers. Generally, the hydraulically bound or granular 
is used in this layer and the construction of subbase course is dependent on the subgrade 
soil. A subbase course is not needed if the soil of subgrade is strong and stiff. 
• Subgrade: Subgrade layer is a foundation for the pavement system that located at the 
bottom layer. This layer consists of a natural soil layer that is compacted to the desired 
density. The main purpose of subgrade is to transfer the load from the above layers to the 
ground, and thus, it should be strong enough to take the stresses. 
• Seal coat: Seal coat is a thin surface treatment used to waterproof the surface course and 
to provide skid resistance. 
• Tack coat: Tack coat is a very light application of asphalt, usually asphalt emulsion 
diluted with water. It provides proper bonding between two layers of binder course and 
must be thin, uniformly cover the entire surface and set very fast. 
• Prime coat: Prime coat is an application of low viscous cutback bitumen to an absorbent 
surface like granular bases on which a binder layer is placed. It provides bonding between 
two layers. Unlike tack cost, prime coat penetrates into layer below, plugs the voids, and 
forms a watertight surface (Zakaria 2020). 
2.3 Pavement Deterioration 
The major flexible pavement failure modes are fatigue cracking, rutting and thermal 
cracking. Fatigue failure is one of the main forms of asphalt pavement damage (You et al. 2016, 
Zhang et al. 2018a, Lv et al. 2020). The appearance of surface cracks is mainly due to the fatigue 
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cracking in the long-term perspective. Therefore, fatigue design is the critical factor of asphalt 
pavement structure design. So far, the ageing of asphalt mixture was not accurately considered in 
the current asphalt pavement design around the world, the impact of asphalt mixture ageing on 
the asphalt pavement fatigue life need more attention in the asphalt pavement structure design 
(Lv et al. 2020). 
Rutting is a very common distress mechanism observed in flexible asphalt pavements 
under high-temperature conditions (45–85°C) (Phillips and Robertus 1996, Chen et al. 2018). 
Typically, rutting is characterised by depressions in the wheel path and mixture shearing can occur 
along the sides of the pavement. These depressions may cover extensions from some meters up 
to several kilometres depending on the vehicle speeds, the compaction conditions and the climate 
temperatures (Domingos et al. 2017).  
Thermal fatigue failure as a result of heating and cooling cycles have been studied 
recently using an asphalt thermal cracking analyser (Marasteanu et al. 2012, Elkashef et al. 2018). 
Thermal shrinkage cracking in asphalt pavement occurs when the thermal tensile stress within the 
asphalt pavement that results from temperature drop exceeds the strength at that temperature. 
Thermal cracks typically appear as transverse cracks (pavement cracks perpendicular to the 
direction of traffic) at regular intervals in the field pavements. Low-temperature thermal cracks 
have been controlled historically by limiting the asphalt binder stiffness. Assuming similar asphalt 
binder tensile strengths and coefficients of thermal expansion/contraction, binders with a higher 
stiffness will crack at a higher temperature than softer binders (Kim 2005). Therefore, thermal 
cracking is common in aged asphalt roads because of the increase in binder stiffness upon ageing. 
Thermal cracking performance is derived mainly by the relaxation modulus and creep compliance 
of asphalt mixtures and binders. 
2.4 Introduction to Oxidative Ageing 
Existing studies demonstrated that the chemical composition of bitumen changes with 
ageing, which occurs in two phases, i.e., short- and long-term ageing (Mirza 1995, Airey 2003). 
Short-term ageing occurs during the initial construction phase due to volatilisation, oxidation, and 
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absorption of oily components in the maltenes during mixing. Long-term ageing occurs in the 
pavement service stage and is mainly due to the oxidation process.  
Oxidative ageing is the reaction between asphalt constituents and atmospheric oxygen. 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) test is usually employed to identify changes in 
the chemical composition of bitumen due to ageing. According to existing FTIR studies, the 
oxidative ageing of bitumen causes the formation of carbonyl (C=O) and sulfoxide (S=O) 
functional group compounds (Petersen 2009, Zhao et al. 2010, Yang et al. 2018). Moreover, the 
formed carbonyl is much greater than the sulfoxides in terms of product quantity. Therefore, many 
researchers utilised carbonyl formation solely to characterise the change in the chemical 
composition of bitumen in the oxidative ageing process (Liu et al. 1996, Jin et al. 2011). They 
determined the carbonyl area (CA) from the FTIR tests to quantify the oxidative ageing of 
bitumen. While doing so, they found that a linear relationship exists between the carbonyl content 
formed and the oxygen absorbed by the bitumen. A correlation also exists between the bitumen's 
hardening susceptibility and the carbonyl content (Glover et al. 2014). Such a parameter was well 
allied to ageing time, ageing temperature and oxygen pressure. In addition to changes in chemical 
composition, the rheological properties of bitumen (e.g., viscosity and dynamic shear modulus) 
also exhibit hardening characteristics in the oxidative ageing process. The hardening leads to an 
increase in these properties so that the asphalt material becomes stiffer and more brittle. Many 
laboratory and field studies confirmed that the oxidative ageing of asphalt materials leads to the 
degradation of their physical, chemical, and mechanical properties, which could cause 
deterioration of the materials and distresses in the pavement structures, eventually resulting in the 
reduction of pavement durability. Thus, a comprehensive understanding and reliable prediction 
of the oxidative ageing performance of asphalt pavements is needed. 
2.5 Oxidative Ageing-related Multiphysics and Variables 
Existing studies focused on the oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements can be categorised 
into four groups according to the various physical fields involved in pavement ageing: oxidative 
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kinetics, asphalt morphology, environmental conditions, and ageing effects on mechanical 
responses. This literature review and dissertation is focused on the first three aspects. 
2.5.1 Oxidative kinetics of bitumen and asphalt 
Liu et al. (1996) and Peterson and Harnsberger (1998) found that bitumen typically 
oxidises in two stages, a nonlinear fast-rate and linear constant-rate stages (Liu et al. 1996, 
Petersen and Harnsberger 1998). To quantify this phenomenon, Jin et al. (2011) developed a two-
reaction kinetics model to predict CA of bitumen in various oxidative ageing conditions (Jin et 
al. 2011). Luo et al. (2015, 2019) extended this model to include the change in stiffness of aged 
asphalts in the field (Luo et al. 2015, 2019).  
Oxidation kinetics of bitumen is a well-known element determining the rate of oxidative 
ageing. This is particularly important because studies recognised that binders of the same 
temperature performance grade do not necessarily achieve the same ageing performance 
(Rochlani et al. 2020). The dissimilarity in behaviour can be attributed to differences in the 
oxidation kinetics of binders. The activation energy required to cause oxidation in binders was 
found to be a good indicator of their ageing susceptibility (Liu et al. 1996, Glover et al. 2009a, 
Liu et al. 2020). Researchers adopted similar kinetics-based ageing modelling concepts and 
formulations to represent the physical and chemical dynamics of pavement materials (Luo et al. 
2015, Wang et al. 2015, Luo et al. 2018, Luo et al. 2019). The activation energy is a binder-source 
dependent parameter; it is the energy required to establish a chemical reaction between oxygen 
and bitumen, measured in units of (kJ/mol). A high activation energy is desirable because it means 
the binder is insusceptible to oxidation. In contrast, low activation energy indicates the binder can 
age faster, i.e., more susceptible to oxidative ageing. It is found that the activation energy can be 
altered by the inclusion of additives (e.g., anti-ageing compounds) to the bitumen. However, the 
scale of this alteration in the activation energy on the field ageing of asphalt pavements is still 
ambiguous, particularly under a complex environmental condition including coupled temperature 
and oxygen distribution in the pavement structure. 
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2.5.2 Influence of asphalt mixture morphology on oxidative ageing 
Another main physics in the oxidative ageing process is oxygen diffusion. Oxygen 
diffuses from the atmospheric environment to asphalt pavements to react chemically with bitumen 
forming carbonyl and sulfoxide functional groups. Therefore, the availability of oxygen is 
essential to feed this oxidative chemical reaction. Peterson (2009) and Abu Al-Rub (2013) 
reported that oxygen diffuses inside asphalt pavement through the interconnected air voids in the 
asphalt layer (Petersen 2009, Al-Rub et al. 2013). Lower air void contents result in lower oxygen 
diffusivity, which will reduce the severity of oxidative ageing. Yin et al. (2017) performed a 
tensile stiffness test on 30 field-aged asphalt samples with different air void contents and then 
extracted the bitumen to conduct rheology testing. They observed less hardening in the asphalt 
sample with a lower interconnected air-void content (Yin et al. 2017). Oxygen diffusion can be 
experimentally quantified in the bitumen binder and its constituents (saturates, aromatics, resins, 
and asphaltenes) using the oxygen absorption ageing (OOA) (Qi et al. 2003), and the oxygen 
diffusion in the interconnected air voids of compacted asphalt mixtures can be quantified using 
the diffusion apparatus developed by Wen & Wang (2018) (Wen and Wang 2018). 
The oxygen accessibility from the top and bottom boundaries of the asphalt layer is the 
first factor influencing the oxygen diffusion and thus affecting the oxidative ageing profile in the 
pavement structure. The surface of asphalt concrete commonly experiences a higher degree of 
oxidative ageing than that of asphalt at deeper layers (Han 2011, Glover et al. 2014, Yin et al. 
2017). This is a result of higher temperatures and easy access to oxygen from atmospheric air. 
There is debate on the carbonyl area distribution pattern and the factors that contribute to it, such 
as porosity of underlying layers and air voids distribution and content in the asphalt pavements. 
For instance, it is believed that using a treated base or milling techniques (for new overlays) will 
reduce the ageing of asphalt pavement (Luo et al. 2018). Thus, it is vital to investigate the effect 
of oxygen accessibility at the lower boundary condition of AC layer on the carbonyl area profile. 
The air voids distribution and air voids content are the second and third potential 
influencers on oxygen pressure distribution, leading to the variations of the oxidative ageing 
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profile within the asphalt concrete. Many studies were focused on characterising air voids 
distribution within the pavement structure in terms of air voids content, number and diameter of 
air voids, and availability of accessible air channels (Castelblanco Torres 2006, Caro et al. 2010, 
Han 2011, Glover et al. 2014, Wang et al. 2014, Rose 2016, Zhao et al. 2019). Results found a 
non-uniform C-shaped distribution of the air voids content along the pavement depth is commonly 
observed in field-compacted samples (Prapaitrakul et al. 2009, Zhao et al. 2019). Where the air 
voids content is less at the middle than at the top and bottom of AC because of movement 
constraints and lower temperatures at the top and bottom upon compaction. Digital imaging 
techniques and volumetric testing protocols were established to determine and thus characterise 
the air voids distribution. CT-scanning technique measures air voids of diameters not less than 
0.0211 mm with usually 0.1 mm vertical intervals (Jiang et al. 2020). Recent advancements in 
quality control measures, design procedures, and materials characteristics ensure the field 
compaction can achieve desired specifications for the average air voids content. However, it is 
impossible to guarantee the air voids profile within AC depth is uniform, nor it is possible to 
achieve a consistent profile across the pavement depth from a point to another in the same road 
section. For this reason, studies adopted different approaches to model and simulate the 
volumetric distribution of air voids. For instance, studies that developed mechanical models to 
represent the asphalt pavement structures either placed air voids randomly (to achieve the desired 
air void content, AAV%) in pavement structures (Zhang et al. 2018c, Zhang et al. 2019) or used 
probabilistic distribution for the air voids sizes and numbers (Castelblanco Torres 2006, Caro et 
al. 2010). In both modelling conditions, there was no defined relationship between the air voids 
distribution and pavement depth. Therefore, the current study investigates the significance of air 
voids content and vertical profile of voids distribution on field oxidative ageing of asphalt 
pavements.  
The extent of oxidative ageing is also bounded by the film thickness of asphalt mastic 
surrounding accessible air channels within the asphalt concrete. It could be that the thicker the 
mastic coating thickness, the less the average carbonyl area will be. Previous studies showed that 
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laboratory-mixed and compacted asphalt concrete specimens with lower mastic film thickness 
and better mastic distribution are more susceptible to oxidative ageing, resulting in a dramatic 
decrease in pavement's resistance to cracking (Jiang et al. 2020). Thus it is also essential to look 
into the effect of mastic film thickness on the oxidative ageing propagation under field conditions. 
2.5.3 Environmental effects on ageing  
Environmental factors affect oxygen transport and diffusion as well as pavement 
temperature profile, which further impacts oxidative ageing. Prapaitrakul et al. (2009) developed 
an oxygen transport model to predict asphalt oxidation in pavements, which involved oxygen 
pressure, oxygen concentration, oxygen diffusivity, and pavement temperature (Prapaitrakul et 
al. 2009). Jin et al. (2013) found that oxygen diffusivity in transport media was related to the 
temperature and viscosity of the material (Jin et al. 2013). Lytton et al. (1993) developed a one-
dimensional heat transfer model, the Enhanced Integrated Climate Model (EICM), to calculate 
heat conduction in asphalt pavements (Lytton et al. 1993). They assumed a constant-temperature 
boundary condition (BC) well below the pavement surface. The required climatic inputs included 
solar radiation, ambient temperature, wind speed, pavement albedo, pavement emissivity, and 
thermal diffusivity.  Han et al. (2011) improved the prediction accuracy of the EICM by taking 
into account the unsteady-state heat flux boundary condition (Han et al. 2011). The modified heat 
transfer model was validated by comparing prediction results to measured temperature data from 
29 pavement sites across the United States. 
Distribution of oxidative ageing products in pavements is strongly linked to their 
temperature profile. Non-uniform temperature distribution within pavement depth causes 
oxidative ageing and pavement modulus gradients to exist (Hall et al. 2012, Yin et al. 2017). 
According to Lu et al. (2009), the performance of asphalt pavements is closely related to the 
temperature profile, and the influence of temperature on pavement performance can be more 
significant than that of loading level and duration (Lu et al. 2009). Further studies revealed that 
reduction of the temperature by several degrees was easily possible with positive implications on 
pavement mechanical response and environment (Hall et al. 2012). Mallick et al. (2009) used 
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NCHRP 1-37A MEPDG to demonstrate that for the same traffic and pavement materials, 
pavement life can be extended by five years for a 5°C decline in temperature (Mallick et al. 2009). 
Internal factors govern the temperature profile in the asphalt pavements, including the 
thermal properties of paving materials, the thickness of layers, and the presence of thermal 
isolation fillers. These factors can be altered to control the temperature profile to some extent. 
Whereas the external factors, including the atmospheric temperature, geographic location, and 
earth temperature, cannot be controlled. Enhancing the thermal properties of asphalt pavement 
(to cool down its temperature) by adding thermal modifiers or isolators to prevent excessive 
thermal exposure is more practical than replacing paving materials with other substances or 
changing the thickness of pavement layers.  
Several studies have quantified the effect of thermal parameters on the temperature 
profile of asphalt pavements (Solaimanian and Kennedy 1993, Gui et al. 2007, Lu et al. 2009, 
Wang et al. 2010, Bobes-Jesus et al. 2013, Alavi et al. 2014, Chen et al. 2015a, Chen et al. 2017). 
However, there are limited research outputs that measure the direct impact of thermal properties 
of paving materials on the content and distribution of oxidation products like carbonyl and 
sulfoxide in the field asphalt pavements. Therefore, it is vital to understand the effect of thermal 
properties on the temperature profile of asphalt pavement, and subsequently on the degree and 
extent of oxidative ageing to mitigate performance deterioration due to long-term thermal 
exposure and oxidation.  
2.6 Constitutive Models for Ageing Related Multiphysics 
Oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements is a complex process governed by oxidation 
kinetics, oxygen diffusion, and heat transfer. The earliest research attempts to use the 
Multiphysics approach for modelling the oxidative ageing of petroleum binders could be traced 
back to Dickinson (1984). He linked diffusion-controlled oxidative reaction to bitumen hardening 
using the finite difference method for unsteady-state condition (Dickinson 1984). Herrington 
(2012) further developed a numerical model to predict the diffusion and reaction of oxygen in 
petroleum bitumen films (Herrington 2012). His model parameters for the diffusion–oxidation 
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process were obtained by correlating oxygen uptake of bitumen solutions to changes in carbonyl 
infrared spectral absorption and viscosity. The model developed predicted the average viscosity 
in bitumen films after exposure to a constant temperature and ageing time. Following on 
Herrington’s mathematical models, Das et al. (2015) investigated the effect of diffusion-
controlled oxidative ageing on different mixture morphologies based on oxidative ageing 
mechanism and diffusion-reaction of bitumen using FEM (Das et al. 2015a, Das et al. 2015b, Das 
et al. 2015c, Das et al. 2015d). In parallel, a comprehensive experimental investigation, field 
ageing data collection and detailed mathematical models were carried out by (Lunsford 1994, 
Glover et al. 2009b, Prapaitrakul et al. 2009, Han 2011, Han et al. 2011, Jin et al. 2011, Jin 2012, 
Jin et al. 2013, Glover et al. 2014, Rose 2016, Cui et al. 2018). The established constitutive models 
to characterise ageing physics are detailed in this section.  
2.6.1 Oxidative kinetics model 
Oxidative kinetics of bitumen is characterised by the formation of carbonyl (C=O) and 
quantified by the carbonyl area (CA) measured from FTIR results. Jin et al. (2011) developed a 
two-reaction kinetics model to predict the reaction rate of CA in bitumen (Jin et al. 2011), as 
shown in Equation 2-1. 
 𝐶𝐴 = 𝐶𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 + (𝐶𝐴𝑜 − 𝐶𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘)(1 − 𝑒
−𝑘𝑓𝑡  ) + 𝑘𝑐𝑡 (2-1) 
where 𝐶𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 is the CA of unaged tank bitumen; 𝐶𝐴𝑜  is the intercept of the constant-rate line, 
which is a unitless value; 𝑘𝑓 and 𝑘𝑐 are fast-rate and constant-rate reaction constants, respectively, 
in 1/day; and 𝑡 is field ageing time. The fast and constant rate reaction constants 𝑘𝑓 and 𝑘𝑐 are 
temperature and binder-source dependent and can be predicted using the Arrhenius expression 
shown in Equations 2-2 and 2-3. 
 𝑘𝑓 = 𝐴𝑓 𝑒 
−𝐸𝑎𝑓/𝑅𝑇 (2-2) 
 𝑘𝑐 = 𝐴𝑐  𝑒 
−𝐸𝑎𝑐/𝑅𝑇 (2-3) 
where 𝐴𝑓 and 𝐴𝑐  are fast-rate and constant-rate pre-exponential factors, respectively, in 1/day, 
𝐸𝑎𝑓 and 𝐸𝑎𝑐 are fast-rate and constant-rate activation energies, respectively, in kJ/mol; 𝑅 is a 
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universal gas constant (𝑅 =  8.314 𝐽/(𝑚𝑜𝑙 · 𝐾)); and T is the absolute temperature, in K. To 
consider the oxygen partial pressure (as a measure of oxygen content), Equations 2-2 and 2-3 
were expanded to Equations 2-4 and 2-5 (Jin et al. 2013).  
 𝑘𝑓 = 𝐴𝑓 𝑃
𝛼𝑒 −𝐸 𝑎𝑓/𝑅𝑇 (2-4) 
 𝑘𝑐 = 𝐴𝑐𝑃
𝛼𝑒 −𝐸𝑎𝑐/𝑅𝑇     (2-5) 
where 𝑃 is the oxygen partial pressure and α is the reaction order for oxygen pressure. The terms 
𝐴𝑓  𝑃
𝛼 and 𝐴𝑐  𝑃
𝛼 are described in ln(1/day) units. 
2.6.2 Oxygen transport model 
Oxygen transported in a pavement structure can be characterised by the oxygen pressure 
rate with time at any location within the asphalt layer. The oxygen transport model is shown in 
Equation 2-6, a 2nd order PDE (Han et al. 2011). The more aged the bitumen is, the more oxygen 
has been consumed; thus, the lower oxygen pressure will be in the transport media. Therefore, the 
equation uses CA growth rate to quantify the oxygen consumption rate as a reducing factor to the 

















]; 𝐷𝑜 is oxygen diffusivity in 
pure bitumen in m2/s; 𝑐 is a factor that converts the reaction rate of CA to oxygen consumption 
rate (3.71 × 10−4  mol/ml); 𝑓𝑐𝑓 is the field calibration factor for the effect of fine-graded matter 
in the mastic; and ℎ is the solubility constant of oxygen in asphalt, which is a unitless value. 
Solubility is a temperature-sensitive parameter and can be altered for any temperature using 
Equation 2-7, where ℎ𝑜 is the oxygen solubility in bitumen at a standard temperature of 30 °C 
(ℎ𝑜 = 0.0076) (Dickinson 1984). The oxygen diffusion coefficient is a function of the 
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= 5.21 × 10−12𝐿𝑆𝑉−0.55 (2-8) 
 𝐿𝑆𝑉 = 𝑒(𝑚+𝐻𝑆.𝐶𝐴)      (2-9) 
where LSV is the low-shear-rate-limiting viscosity, which is a measurement of the rheological 
properties of the asphalt binder when it is undisturbed by external forces (Glover et al. 2014). LSV 
is temperature- and CA-dependent. HS is the asphalt hardening susceptibility which is the change 
in log-viscosity with respect to the change in CA, and m is an experimental parameter, which is 
the intercept of log-viscosity with CA. HS and m are functions of temperature, as seen in 
Equations 2-10 and 2-11 (Vehrencamp 1953). 𝑇𝑜 is the standard temperature at which 𝐻𝑆 and 𝑚 
are measured. 













)                                                                                           (2-11) 
2.6.3 Heat transfer model 
One dimensional Fourier's law of heat conduction is used to determine the temperature 
profile across pavement depth, as shown in Equation 2-12. The thermal diffusivity of each 
pavement layer and temperature transfer rate at the bottom of the pavement are illustrated in 

















= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡                                                                                                                       (2-14) 
where 𝑦 is the pavement depth, in meters; 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity of the pavement layer, in 
W/(m. K); ρ is the corresponding material density, in kg/m3; α is the heat diffusivity; and 𝑐𝑝 is 
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the heat capacity in J/(kg.K). The surface boundary for the heat transfer model was defined by 






= 𝑄𝑠 − ?̌?. 𝑄𝑠 + 𝑄𝑎 − 𝑄𝑟 − 𝑄𝑐 − 𝑄𝑓 (2-15) 
where 𝑇𝑠 is the pavement surface temperature, in K; 𝑦 is the pavement depth; 𝑄𝑠 is the heat flux 
due to solar radiation; ?̌? is the albedo of the pavement surface (the fraction of reflected solar 
radiation); 𝑄𝑎  is the down-welling long-wave radiation heat flux from the atmosphere; 𝑄𝑟 is the 
outgoing long-wave radiation heat flux from the pavement surface; 𝑄𝑐 is the convective heat flux; 
and 𝑄𝑓 is the heat conduction from the surface into the pavement; with all heat fluxes expressed 
in W/m2 (Jin et al. 2013). 
2.7 Ageing Quantification and Anti-ageing Compounds 
Along with the call for developing a comprehensive Multiphysics prediction model of 
field ageing, ageing characterisation of bitumen binders modified with anti-ageing compounds 
(AACs) is also needed to mitigate the ageing and build durable flexible pavements to withstand 
various distresses.  
2.7.1 Quantifying ageing of bituminous materials 
As discussed in previous sections, at the molecular level, bitumen consists of a wide 
variety of hydrocarbons of aliphatic and aromatic molecules, with some molecules of both 
aromatic and aliphatic nature. Some of these hydrocarbons also contain one or more heteroatoms, 
nitrogen, sulfur, and metals.  Thousands of different species may be present in the bitumen, 
making it a monumental task to define bitumen based on specific molecular species. It is more 
effective to classify the chemistry according to the molecular generic groups or types (Robertson 
et al. 1991, Petersen 2009). A wide range of FTIR applications for bitumen exist, including 
materials and ageing recognition, bitumen interaction with modifiers, and moisture effects on 
ageing (Ma et al. 2011, Ma et al. 2012, Ma et al. 2016). For ageing recognition and quantification, 
researchers have established various parameters to characterise the carbonyl-growth, one of which 
is carbonyl area (CA) that is defined as the area integral under the absorbance curve of the FTIR 
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test within a wavelength range of 1820 to 1650 cm-1 (Cui et al. 2018). The carbonyl area is 
intensively used to quantify the ageing performance of petroleum bitumen. However, it has 
limitations in comparing the ageing performance of modified binders. Some additives contain 
carbonyl functional groups in their primary chemical form that may change upon ageing, making 
it unclear how ageing is propagated (Ma et al. 2011). Additionally, using a constant wavelength 
range (1820 to 1650 cm-1) to define CA can cause inaccuracy in calculating the carbonyl area due 
to changes encountered in the absorbance wave pattern within or around that range. This case is 
more pronounced when bitumen lacks carbonyl before ageing, which sometimes causes a 
negative value. Herrington (2012) defined carbonyl area as the ratio of area under 1640 to 1810 
cm-1 to the area under 1600 cm-1 peak (using 1810 cm-1 as a baseline)(Herrington 2012). Liu et 
al. (2015) introduced a carbonyl index as the carbonyl area ratio under 1700 cm-1 peak to that of 
methylene group under 1375 cm-1 peak to eliminate the effect of bitumen sample thickness on the 
carbonyl area (Liu et al. 2015). Another practice was to divide the carbonyl area under peak 1700 
cm-1 by summation of all absorbance areas of bitumen (Lamontagne et al. 2001) or a portion of it 
(Yao et al. 2013).  Similarly, sulfoxide index (which is an additional oxidation measure) was 
calculated by the same procedures but under a peak of 1031 cm-1 instead of 1700 cm-1. It can be 
seen that there is no agreed or consistent method to determine the carbonyl content, and the 
decision was somewhat arbitrary depending on individual choices.  
The attempt to characterise the ageing quantity of modified bitumen binders such as SBS 
polymer modified binders by carbonyl formation adds another complexity layer. This led to 
adopting a new set of testing methods and conditions (Ma et al. 2017). Few attempts were made 
to address this issue (Ma et al. 2012). Zhao et al. (2010) studied ageing characteristics and 
materials interaction of polymer modified bitumen using two carbonyl parameters (Zhao et al. 
2010). One parameter was carbonyl index to study the ageing properties of bitumen-polymer 
blend. The second parameter was carbonyl area to address the changes occurring in polymer and 
base bitumen individually upon ageing. However, no explanation was provided for using those 
two various parameters. Therefore, it is difficult to compare the ageing resistance for the bitumen 
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with different modifiers subjectively. It is also unclear which FTIR parameter effectively ranks 
anti-ageing compounds (AACs) according to their performance in reducing the bitumen's ageing. 
Reasons for this attributed to the adoption of various ageing conditions (such as short-term ageing, 
long-term ageing, different temperatures and pressure conditions), evaluation criteria (rheological 
properties or chemical changes), and parameters used (ageing indices).  
2.7.2 Anti-ageing compounds for ageing mitigation  
The oxidative ageing causes hardening of the material and increases the likelihood of 
fracture of a pavement due to the decreased resistance to fatigue cracking (Tauste et al. 2018). 
Fatigue cracking is a result of repeated traffic loads and pavement materials degradation under 
rigorous environmental conditions, such as exposure to heat, solar radiation, and oxygen from air. 
The in-service asphalt pavements are more susceptible to fatigue cracking at later stages of their 
life as asphalt mixtures become brittle due to ageing. Fatigue resistance of bitumen binders was 
found to fundamentally determine and directly correlate to the fatigue resistance of asphalt 
mixtures (Anderson and Kennedy 1993, Wang et al. 2016). Therefore, one solution to prolong the 
service life of asphalt pavements and prevent fatigue failure is by modifying the bitumen with 
anti-ageing compounds (AACs).  
AACs are believed to reduce oxidative ageing, one of the major contributors to pavement 
ageing (Petersen 2009). Researchers found that these additives can reduce the growth of carbonyl 
and sulfoxides (Gawel et al. 2016). The development of oxidation products associates with the 
increase in molecular size of asphaltenes, resins and reduction of free volume space for saturates, 
causing less molecular diffusion and decreases the self-healing capability of bitumen, leading to 
bitumen hardening (Xu and Wang 2017). Therefore, inducing AACs reduces bitumen hardening, 
enhances fatigue resistance in asphalt pavements, and prolongs their service life. However, a 
consistent primary selection criterion to screen promising AACs is needed. Additionally, the 
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2.8 Characterisation of Anti-ageing Compounds Modified Bitumen 
2.8.1 Fatigue characterisation methods for AAC-modified bitumen 
The fatigue behaviour of asphalt binders is characterised using the dynamic shear 
rheometer (DSR) test, and the criterion of fatigue failure of bitumen binders is a subject of on-
going research (Pronk and Hopman 1991, Anderson and Kennedy 1993, Bahia et al. 1999, 
Ghuzlan and Carpenter 2000, Anderson et al. 2001, Wang et al. 2016). Many studies stated the 
Superpave asphalt binder specification criterion for fatigue characterisation to be inaccurate, 
particularly for polymer-modified bitumen. Mainly because the Superpave fatigue parameter 
(|G*|∙sin δ), where G* is the complex shear modulus and 𝛿 is the phase angle, relies on the linear 
viscoelastic properties at undamaged conditions (relatively small strain levels), producing 
unrepresentative results. Still, in reality, the fatigue failure occurs at high strain levels where the 
bitumen is in damaged conditions. Therefore, the use of undamaged viscoelastic properties alone 
yields inaccurate fatigue characterisation, which is more pronounced in modified bitumen (Bahia 
et al. 1999, Anderson et al. 2001, Wang et al. 2018). Thus, a different fatigue evaluation term 
called the dissipated energy ratio (DER) was employed to characterise the fatigue behaviour of 
asphalt binders. DER gave a better representation of the fatigue properties of a various range of 
binders (Pronk and Hopman 1991, Ghuzlan and Carpenter 2000, Anderson et al. 2001). DER is 
represented by Equations 2-16, 2-17 and 2-18 (Pronk and Hopman 1991). 
 𝑊𝑖 = 𝜋𝜎𝑖𝛾𝑖sin(𝛿𝑖)                                  (2-16) 
 𝑊∑ 𝑛 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖
𝑛




                      (2-18) 
where Wi is dissipated energy density at load cycle i; σi is the stress amplitude at load cycle i; γi 
is the strain amplitude at load cycle i; δi is the phase angle at load cycle i; and ∑Wi is the 
cumulative dissipated energy (Wn), up to cycle n. 
A new fatigue measure for asphalt binders was proposed recently by Zhang and Gao 
(2021) using a DSR-based crack (DSR-C) growth model derived from dissipated strain energy 
equilibrium principle and damage mechanics (Zhang and Gao 2021). They employed DSR test to 
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determine the shear moduli and phase angles at both undamaged and damaged conditions. Two 
DSR testing schemes were adopted: (1) linear amplitude sweep (LAS) to obtain the undamaged 
material properties; (2) time sweep (TS) tests to obtain the fatigue properties at the damaged 
condition. Results were validated at different temperatures, frequencies and strain levels. The 
fatigue damage was quantified directly by a predicted crack length (cp), illustrated in Equation 
2-19.  








] 𝑟𝑜                 (2-19) 
where, ro is the original radius of the sample; |G
*
N | and  |G
*
o| are the shear moduli for the damaged 
and undamaged samples, respectively; δN and δo the phase angles of the damaged and undamaged 
samples, respectively; and cp is the predicted crack length at the Nth loading cycle of time sweep 
fatigue test. 
The crack length predicted by DSR-C model (Equation 2-19) was effectively validated 
for virgin and polymer-modified bitumen at different loading and temperature conditions. A 
digital visualisation approach similar to that employed by Hintz and Bahia (2013) and Shan et al. 
(2017) was adopted for DSR-C model validation (Hintz and Bahia 2013, Shan et al. 2017). The 
fatigue evaluation approaches mentioned earlier are used in the present study to investigate the 
fatigue performance of bitumen modified with different AACs.  
2.8.2 Changes in chemical composition and fatigue resistance 
Some studies attempted to recognise a link between ageing-induced chemical changes 
and fatigue and healing behaviour of bitumen (Wu et al. 2009, Xu et al. 2017). SARA (saturates, 
aromatics, resins and asphaltenes) fractionation technique was utilised for this purpose. It was 
observed that a higher ratio of flocculated fractions (asphaltenes and saturates) to dispersed 
constituents (aromatics and resins) in bitumen led to a higher |G*|∙sin δ value. This observation 
means the higher the flocculated content, the stiffer the bitumen will be (Sun et al. 2017, Ameri 
et al. 2018, Yang et al. 2018, Wang and Wang 2019). Therefore, bitumen will be more prone to 
fatigue cracking. Others investigated the effect of molecular size of bitumen components on the 
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fatigue properties of asphalt binders using Size Exclusion Chromatography test (Jennings et al. 
1981, Sun et al. 2017, Wang and Wang 2019). Findings explained that the existence of small 
molecules within the binder is favourable for improving fatigue resistance performance, and 
bigger size molecules generate poor fatigue resistance. However, SARA fractionation techniques 
and molecular size analysis pose limitation concerns due to the continuous introduction of various 
new types of modifiers and chemical additives to bitumen (Wang and Wang 2019). These 
standard practices are designed to analyse petroleum bitumen without any modifiers. When used 
for modified binders, these tests can only characterise the chemical composition of their base 
binders rather than the combination of bitumen with chemical additives (Wang and Wang 2019). 
Thus, a direct correlation between oxidative ageing products and fatigue performance for aged 
asphalt binders (including those modified with AACs) is needed. 
A few attempts correlate the fatigue behaviour of bitumen to its molecular structure using 
FTIR test results (Jennings et al. 1981, Sun et al. 2017). These attempts utilised FTIR absorption 
peaks 1600, 1460, and 1376 cm-1 to characterise fatigue damage behaviour of asphalt binders, 
where those peaks represent benzene ring, methylene CH2 and methyl CH3, respectively. These 
functional groups are employed to evaluate the chemical structures of bitumen, where the higher 
the ratio of area under peak 1460 cm-1 to that for peak 1376 cm-1, the lower the branched-chain 
molecules in the sample. In contrast, the higher the area under peak 1600 cm-1, the higher the 
molecular weight of bitumen. However, peaks 1600, 1460 and 1376 cm-1 remain unchanged 
during ageing (Xu and Wang 2017). Therefore, this FTIR analysis approach cannot evaluate 
ageing effects on the fatigue behaviour of bitumen binders. It is believed that pavements are more 
susceptible to fatigue cracking at later stages of their service lives when asphalt is severely aged 
(McGennis et al. 1994, Hajj and Bhasin 2018), and ageing induced growth of oxidation products 
affects binder-aggregate molecular adhesion properties (Gao et al. 2018, Gao et al. 2019). 
Therefore, further studies are needed to investigate any links between the chemical functional 
groups responsible for ageing and fatigue performance of long-term aged (LT-aged) modified-
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asphalt binders. This would establish a step further in building a comprehensive mechanistic 
pavement performance prediction model.  
2.9 Summary of Literature Review  
This critique of the available literature has indicated that long-term ageing occurs in the 
pavement service stage and is mainly due to the oxidation process. Ageing of asphalt materials 
involves three Multiphysics (1) chemical oxidation reaction in the bitumen; (2) mechanical 
responses (e.g., altered viscosity); and (3) physical environmental processes (i.e., heat transfer 
and oxygen diffusion) leading to varying environmental profiles within pavements. These 
processes are influenced by the microstructural morphology, including asphalt film thickness, 
pore size, and air void distribution. The Multiphysics nature of ageing has been well characterised 
by ageing theories and field measurements, as shown in the above studies. However, applying 
Multiphysics models in ageing predictions, considering their circular and time-dependency, is 
limited due to some FE modelling restrictions.  
Moreover, the existing studies evaluated the influences of pavement material properties 
(e.g., thermal properties and oxidation kinetics), structural parameters (e.g., air voids content and 
distribution, and mastic coating film) or climate conditions on the oxidative ageing in the asphalt 
pavements, separately. This kind of parametric evaluations is relatively isolated, which means the 
interactions or constrains between the material, structural, and climate variables on the ageing 
evolution were not accounted for. This may have already resulted in misleading conclusions on 
the significance of one parameter on the ageing production. 
Additionally, there are recognised limitations in ageing quantification. For instance, there 
is no agreed or consistent method for effectively determining oxidation products content, leading 
to difficulties in nominating anti-ageing compounds to reduce or mitigate ageing. Finally, studies 
concerned with anti-ageing materials were mostly laboratory-based, and the true impact of these 
additives on ageing evolution and propagation is still ambiguous.    
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Chapter 3 Integration of Ageing Multiphysics Models in 
Equation-based Finite Element Modelling Framework* 
The oxidative ageing process results from chemical and physical operations happening 
concurrently in the complex pavement structure under the influence of constantly changing 
environmental conditions in the field. As discussed in the previous chapter, analytical methods 
are incapable of accommodating a key objective in this study, which is accounting for the effect 
of various physics. Thus, this chapter develops a weak form partial differential equation (PDE) 
based finite element (FE) models as a Multiphysics tool to accurately predict the oxidative ageing 
growth in terms of carbonyl area production while considering the changes in environmental 
profiles (i.e., heat transfer and oxygen diffusion) and physical properties (i.e., viscosity). This 
chapter includes a brief introduction to weak form PDEs, then details of each component of the 
comprehensive oxidative ageing model are presented, including: (1) model geometry, (2) model 
interfaces, (3) model variables, (4) model parameters, (5) interpolation functions, and (6) user-
defined materials properties. Finally, a database of physiochemical properties of field-oxidised 
asphalts will be collected from the existing literature. 
3.1 Weak Form PDE based FE Modelling 
The weak form partial differential equation (PDE) based FE modelling is adopted to solve 
time-dependent physics on a two-dimensional domain without the need for user subroutine 
programming. As a general-purpose FE program, Comsol Multiphysics provides an efficient 
computational platform to solve PDEs (Comsol Multiphysics Reference Manual  2013). The weak 
form of a PDE is an important mathematical analysis method to find the solutions to the PDE. A 
 
* Models developed in this chapter are published as part of : Omairey, E. L., et al. (2021). "An 
equation-based Multiphysics modelling framework for oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements." 
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weak form of the differential equations is equivalent to the governing equation and boundary 
conditions. i.e. the strong form. In many disciplines, the weak form has specific names; e.g., it is 
called the principle of virtual work in stress analysis (Jacob and Ted 2007). 
The major advantage of using the weak form of PDE modelling in Comsol rather than 
traditional FE modelling is that no user subroutine is needed, and the control/constitutive 
equations of different physics can be defined and solved by equation-based models. Thus the 
different physics such as viscoelasticity, plasticity, fracture, heat transfer and moisture diffusion 
can be easily modelled using weak form PDEs (Zhang et al. 2016, Zhang et al. 2018b). 
To summerise how weak form PDEs work, assume a two-dimensional heat transfer 
equation at unsteady-state condition (temperature change with time) with a heat source. 
Therefore, the temperature (T) will be a function of the position (x, y) and time (t) working in a 
specific domain defined by x and y intervals. The equation involves the second derivative of the 
temperature, and its solution will give the temperature profile within the specified domain. 
Solving the second derivative can cause numerical issues in practical situations where the 
differentiability of the temperature profile may be limited (Liu 2014). For instance, at a boundary 
where the adjacent materials have different values of thermal conductivity, the first derivative of 
the temperature becomes discontinuous, and the second derivative can not be evaluated 
numerically (Liu 2014). This can happen when modelling the temperature profile of a pavement 
of different layers. The weak form role is to turn PDE into an integral equation to simplify the 
numerical algorithm.  
To turn the differential equation (Equation 3-1) into an integral equation, a first approach 



























= 0 (3-2) 
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where, Ω is the entire domain. Thus, the average value over the entire domain is zero. This is “too 
weak” compared to the strong form in Equation (3-1). To improve this, the integrand is multiplied 
by a weight function or a test function, test(T), that is non-trivial only in a narrow range.  Each 
weight function limits the contribution of the integrand to a narrow range centred around different 
x and y values, thus achieving the same effect as the collection of integral equations (Liu 2014). 
The weight function can be thought of as an enforcer: whatever it multiplies is enforced to be zero 
by its arbitrariness (Jacob and Ted 2007). Thus, when applying Galerkin method, Equation (3-















= 0 (3-3) 
Or it can be written as:  
 ∫ −𝜌 . 𝐶𝑝
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡









= 0 (3-4) 
To reduce the order of differentiation of the second term in Equation (3-4), the method of 


























. 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑇𝑦) (3-6) 
where test(Tx) and test(Ty) are derivatives of the weight function test(T) in x and y directions. 
By retaining these two equations in Equation (3-4), it will be; 
 
∫ −𝜌 . 𝐶𝑝
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡
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The second and fourth terms of the equation are converted to boundary elements using the 


















= ∫ 𝑘 
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑥
. 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑇). 𝜂𝑥 . 𝑑𝑠
𝜕Ω
+ ∫ 𝑘 
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑦




where 𝜕Ω being the boundary of the domain, 𝜂𝑥  and 𝜂𝑦 are the normal vectors oriented away from 
the domain, and 𝑑𝑠 is a small length on the boundary. Thus, the first derivatives of the solved 
variables (called the natural boundary condition or the Neumann boundary condition) can be 
represented in the weak form PDE. The fixed boundary condition (i.e., Dirichlet boundary 
condition) can be specified too. The weak formulation uses the exact mechanism of test functions 
and its natural boundary conditions to construct additional terms for the fixed boundary conditions 
so that the overall flux at a particular boundary generates a constant value for the variable. 
The other parts of Equation (3-7) represents the weak form of the equation, and it is also 
the overall equation if there was no flux at the boundaries. It is written as; 
 ∫ [−𝜌 . 𝐶𝑝
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡
. 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑇) − 𝑘.
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑥





= 0 (3-9) 
Therefore, the weak formulation can be implemented by enforcing test functions to clamp down 
the solution, then integrating the weak form by parts to provide the numerical benefit of reduced 
differentiation order and provide a natural way to specify boundary conditions. In the following 
sections, a framework is proposed to model the oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements in the field 
using the PDE solver, Comsol. The proposed finite element framework consists of (1) model 
geometry (physical domains) with specified materials properties for each domain; (2) model 
physics (represented by the weak form of PDEs); and (3) model parameters, variables, and time-
dependent interpolation functions. 
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3.2 Model Geometry for Ageing Simulation in Asphalt Pavements 
A two-dimensional geometry was developed in this study (Figure 3-1). The dimensions 
of the geometry are customised according to pavement structure and volumetric properties of the 
asphalt mixture. The geometry consists of three main domains: (1) interconnected air channels in 
the asphalt concrete (AC) layer, (2) mastic coating film and, (3) underlying pavement layers (base, 
subbase and subgrade). Herein, the thickness of the mastic coating film is defined as the diffusion 
depth (𝑑𝐷) which is different from the conventional film thickness, in that it is the bitumen mastic 
coating film thickness that surrounds the interconnected air channels, not the aggregate particles 
(Glover et al. 2014). Figure 3-2 illustrates the idea of diffusion depth, where oxygen diffuses 
horizontally in a hollow cylinder from the air channel along the mastic coating thickness towards 
the mastic-aggregate interface. The diffusion depth approach is more realistic in reflecting the 
nature of the pavement structure in that the diffusion of oxygen into the mastic occurs via the 
surface area of the mastic exposed to air (i.e., surrounding air channels), rather than that 






where 𝑉𝑏𝑒 is the volume of effective binder (total volume of bitumen in the mix excluding the 
volume absorbed by aggregate), and 𝑆𝑒𝑎 is the exposed surface area of binder to the accessible 
air voids. The overall two-dimensional mesh consists of 15625 elements with 1550 edge elements 
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Figure 3- 1 Geometry of the integrated ageing model (not plotted to a scale). The domains 
of the geometry are identified by numbers (domain 1: interconnected air channels, domain 
2: mastic coating film, domain 3: base layer, domain 4: subbase layer, and domain 5: 
subgrade layer). Domain 2 has two vertical interfaces, air-mastic interface and mastic-
aggregate interface. Aggregate is not included in the geometry. 
 
Figure 3- 2 Graphic illustration of the diffusion depth of oxygen in the asphalt pavement. 
The heat transition rate among the different pavement layers affects the temperature 
profile in the topmost layer (AC layer); consequently, it affects the overall oxidative ageing 
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includes the entire pavement structure even though underlying layers (i.e., base, subbase and 
subgrade layers) do not suffer from oxidative ageing. 
3.3 Model Interfaces for Ageing Multiphysics 
This section describes the model interfaces to couple the constitutive models discussed 
earlier in Chapter 2 (Section 2.6) into one integrated Multiphysics ageing model. Specifically, 
five interfaces are coupled together to form the oxidative ageing model. These interfaces and their 
active domains on the geometry are shown in Figure 3-3. In this figure, there are five interfaces 
(heat transfer in pavement, vertical diffusion of oxygen in the interconnected air voids, horizontal 
diffusion of oxygen in the asphalt mastic, carbonyl area growth at the air-mastic contact surface, 
and carbonyl area growth in the asphalt mastic), each work at a certain domain in the geometry, 
called the active domain (represented by red highlights in Figure 3-3). For example, the interface, 
horizontal diffusion of oxygen in the asphalt mastic, will make use of the oxygen diffusion 
equation (Equation 2-6), and it will be held active in the asphalt mastic (domain 2 of the 
geometry). More details on this are mentioned in the following sub-sections.  
 
Figure 3- 3 Model interfaces and their active domains in the geometry (highlighted in red 
colour). The model interfaces work simultaneously and circularly with each other. 
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3.3.1 Heat transfer in pavement layers interface (T) 
The time-dependent pavement temperature profile uses the weak form interface. Comsol 
solver can simulate any physics with this interface as it provides a blank platform to construct 
mathematical models, as shown in Equation 3-11.   
 ∫[𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡]𝑑𝛺
𝛺
= 0 (3-11) 
The pavement heat transfer process (i.e., conduction, convection and radiation) are 
simulated with weak contributions at the active boundaries. Fourier’s law equation at unsteady 
heat transfer in a two-dimensional domain (Equation 3-1) is converted into the weak form with 
some added customised inputs (i.e., heat sources) (Comsol Multiphysics Reference Manual  
2013). The weak expression of the equation is input as: 
 
−𝑇𝑡 ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑇) ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙. 𝑟ℎ𝑜 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙. 𝐶𝑝 ∗ 1[𝑚] − 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙. 𝑘_𝑖𝑠𝑜 ∗ 𝑇𝑥
∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑇𝑥) ∗ 1[𝑚] − 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙. 𝑘_𝑖𝑠𝑜 ∗ 𝑇𝑦 ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑇𝑦) ∗ 1[𝑚] 
(3-12) 
where Tt is time derivative of temperature in K/s; test(T) is a test function of temperature; 
material.rho is the prespecified density of each domain; material.Cp is the prespecified heat 
capacity for each domain; material.k_iso is the isotropic thermal conductivity at each domain; Tx 
is derivative of temperature in x-direction; and Ty is temperature derivative in y-direction. 
Since the heat transfer interface is held active for all the domains (active domain=all 
domains in the geometry), the thermal properties for each domain are defined. The thermal 
properties are described in material components (Section 3.4).  
The initial temperature in the geometry (at 𝑡 = 0) is set to be the mean annual subsurface 
soil temperature (T=T0), which is the temperature measured at a depth of three meters (Dickinson 
1984). The initial temperature was found to have negligible short-term effects on the heat transfer 
model and no impact on the overall ageing model. In addition, the initial rate of heat transfer is 
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The temperature at the lower boundary is also considered a constant, equals to the mean 
annual subsurface soil temperature (Dirichlet boundary condition at the bottom boundary of the 
geometry: T=T0). Therefore, the bottom boundary for the heat transfer interface depends on the 
climatic region where the road section is located. This assumption provides more area-specific 
inputs that can increase the accuracy of the temperature profile. The subsurface soil temperatures 
at different depths are available in the Climate Tool at the Long-Term Pavement Performance 
(LTPP) database. They are originally collected from the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), for the project Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and 
Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2), where the depths of the subsurface temperatures are 
available in detail. 
Heat fluxes at the top boundary condition of the geometry (boundary condition at the 
surface of the pavement) are defined as: 
 
((1 − 𝑎𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑜(𝑡)) ∗ 𝑄𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟(𝑡)) ∗ 1[𝑚] + ((ℎ𝑐 ∗ 1[𝑊/𝑚^2/𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐶]) ∗ (𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑡)
− 𝑇)) ∗ 1[𝑚] + (5.67𝐸 − 8[𝑊/𝑚^2/𝐾^4] ∗ (𝑎𝑐 ∗ (𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑡))^4
− 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑡) ∗ 𝑇^4)) ∗ 1[𝑚] 
(3-13) 
where, albedo(t) is prespecified hourly albedo values input in the model as time-dependent 
interpolation function; Qsolar(t) is the hourly time-dependent shortwave solar radiation; hc is the 
coefficient of heat transfer at the surface of asphalt pavement; Tair(t) is hourly recorded air 
temperature introduced as a time-dependent interpolation function; and emissivity(t) is hourly 
emissivity values which are also time-dependent. 
The external vertical boundaries of the overall geometry are considered thermally 
insulated (no heat flux across the vertical borders); thus, the temperature gradient across the 
boundary is zero. The topmost boundary of the pavement (which makes up the upper borders for 
the air voids and mastic domains) is defined according to Han et al. (2011) in Equation 2-15 
(Han et al. 2011). This equation is broken down in the current model into several general inward 
heat flux equations. The convective heat flux is defined in the model using the equation:  
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 𝑄𝑐 = (𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇) ℎ𝑐 (3-14) 
where 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the air temperature at the road section, in K; and ℎ𝑐 is the heat transfer coefficient 
obtained by Vehrencamp's empirical equation (Equation 3-15) and employed by Lytton et al. 
(1993) and  Han et al. (2011) for the determination of pavement temperature profiles by using the 
finite difference method (Vehrencamp 1953, Lytton et al. 1993, Han et al. 2011).  
 











where 𝑈𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 is the wind speed above the road section, in m/s. 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 and 𝑈𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 are hourly inputs, 
therefore they are introduced to the model as interpolation functions (refer to Section 3.4).  
The down-welling and ongoing long-wave radiations are defined as: 
 𝑄𝑎 − 𝑄𝑐 = 5.67 ∗ 10
−8 ∗ (𝑎𝑐 ∗ 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟
4 − 𝑒𝑐 ∗ 𝑇4)  (3-16) 
where 𝑎𝑐 is the absorption coefficient of the pavement. It is a climatic region-dependent model 
parameter, and 𝑒𝑐 is the emission coefficient of the pavement, which is a time-dependent 
coefficient; therefore, it is introduced in Section 3.4 using time interpolation function tool.  
Finally, the heat flux within the pavement at the surface is expressed by Fourier's law: 




The heat transfer physics employs the LTPP Climate Tool to obtain site-specific hourly 
air temperature, wind speed, solar radiation, albedo and emissivity values. Therefore, this model 
covers more time-dependent parameters, such as albedo and emissivity coefficient, which were 
considered constants or seasonal variables in the previous pavement profile prediction model 
(Han 2011). Additionally, the previous model calculates the hourly heat flux on the surface and 
the temperature at different depths using the finite-difference approximation. In contrast, this 
model measures the temperature profile at any point simultaneously. Another improvement is that 
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the current model uses the field mean subsurface soil temperature as a bottom boundary, which 
is location-dependent, rather than using a fixed decline rate or a constant value for all the climate 
regions.  
3.3.2 Oxygen diffusion along interconnected air channels interface (Pair) 
Oxygen diffuses from the ambient air into the interconnected air channels first, before it 
spreads into the bitumen mass. Therefore, it is imperative to simulate oxygen diffusion from the 
air to the accessible air channels. In Comsol solver, the weak form and the coefficient form PDE 
interfaces can be used to simulate oxygen diffusion in the air voids. The coefficient form PDE 
interface is a general interface that can solve one dependent variable in up to second-order 
derivatives in both time and space (Comsol Multiphysics Reference Manual  2013). Comsol 















]                                                                                (3-19) 
where 𝑢 is the dependent variable to solve for, and 𝑑𝑎 , 𝑐, 𝛾, 𝛽, 𝑎 and 𝑓 are user-defined 
coefficients. To utilise the general form PDE in Equation 3-18 to determine oxygen diffusion in 
the interconnected air channels as expressed in Equation 2-6: 𝑢 is defined as the partial pressure 
of oxygen (𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟); 𝑐 is defined as the coefficient of oxygen diffusion in the air voids (𝐷𝑜2) which 
is related to the air voids percentage in the AC mix; γ, β, and 𝑎 are all substituted by zero; and 𝑑𝑎 
is replaced by 1. The source term 𝑓 is expressed by:  






                                                                                                                                             (3-20) 
This interface is held active for the interconnected air channels domain only (domain 1 
in Figure 3-1). The amount of oxygen in the AC matrix is measured and represented by the 
oxygen partial pressure, as described in Equation 2-6. According to Equation 2-6, the oxygen 
consumption rate is inversely proportional to the CA-growth rate. The same also applies to the 
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oxygen content in the air channels; therefore, the carbonyl area considered in this physics is CA 
at the air channel-mastic interface, namely, 𝐶𝐴𝑖. The approximate diffusion coefficient (𝐷𝑜2) in 
the air channels is obtained from the work of Wen and Wang (2018) by correlating 𝐷𝑜2 to the air 
voids content in the asphalt mixture (Wen and Wang 2018). Therefore, 𝐷𝑜2 is a constant that is 
dependent on the asphalt morphology. Moreover, the field correction factor 𝑓𝑐𝑓 mentioned in 
Equation 2-6 is given a value of 1 for the diffusion of oxygen in the air channels.  
The initial value for the oxygen partial pressure is considered equal to the oxygen pressure 
in the ambient air (0.2 atm), while the initial oxygen partial pressure rate (at 𝑡 = 0) is zero. 
Additionally, since the air channel is connected to the atmospheric air, the boundary condition of 
the oxygen partial pressure at the topmost surface of the air voids channel is taken to be 0.2 atm 
at any time. The same applies to the AC-base course interface, where the unbound base layer is 
assumed to be porous, thus allowing free access of the air to the AC layer (Wang et al. 2014). 
Therefore, oxygen partial pressure at the bottom surface boundary of the air voids channels 
(domain 1 in Figure 3-1) equals 0.2 atm (Han 2011). When a treated base is used, such as cement 
or asphalt treated base, access to free air is constrained, leading to the unavailability of oxygen; 
thus, the oxygen partial pressure at any time will be zero. The effect of using an impermeable 
base layer on oxidative ageing is discussed in Chapter 5.  One additional BC is considered here: 
the interface between the air channel and the bitumen coating surface (bounds domain 1 from the 
right side in Figure 3-1). The partial pressure here is interchangeable (circularly dependent) 
between the air-channels and the mastic coating. Therefore, the boundary condition is defined as 
(𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 𝑃𝑏), where 𝑃𝑏 is the oxygen partial pressure in the AC mastic. 
Now that the coefficient form interface was discussed in detail, the weak form interface 
is illustrated. The advantages of using the weak form over the coefficient form interface are that 
the weak form is more simplified/generalised and can be implemented to solve any mathematical 
model. Therefore, it can be used to simulate all model physics with minimum user training. The 
weak expression is defined as:  
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𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑡 ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟) + (𝑖𝑓(𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 < 0.0001[𝑎𝑡𝑚],0, 𝑐0 ∗ 𝑇 ∗ 𝑅/ℎ ∗
𝑑(𝐶𝐴𝑖, 𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐸))) ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟) + 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑥 ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑥) ∗ 𝐷𝑜2 + 𝐷𝑜2 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑦 ∗
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑦)                                                                                                                                          
(3-21) 
where Pairt is the time derivative of oxygen pressure in air channels; test(Pair) is the test function 
of oxygen pressure in air channels; Pair is the oxygen pressure in air channels measured in Pa; 
CAi is carbonyl area at the air channels-mastic interface; Pairx and Pairy are Pair derivatives in x 
and y directions, respectively; Do2 is the coefficient of oxygen diffusion in the air channels 
(function of air voids content); test(Pairx) and test(Pairy) are derivatives of Pair test function for 
x and y, respectively; and Pb is oxygen pressure in the mastic coating. 
Similar to the coefficient form interface, the active domain is specified as domain 1 
(shown in Figure 3-1), with Pair initial (at t=0) is 0.2 atm,  and  
𝜕𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝜕𝑡
= 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜. The boundary 
condition at the air channel-bitumen coating interface (vertical line between domains 1 and 2) is 
defined as a Dirichlet boundary with (𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 𝑃𝑏) at the air channel-bitumen coating interface. 
Finally, at the top and bottom of domain 1 (at the top and bottom of the air pores domain), a 
Dirichlet boundary condition is also defined as (𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 0.2 𝑎𝑡𝑚).  
3.3.3 Oxygen diffusion inside the mastic coating film interface (Pb) 
When oxygen diffuses into the interconnected air channels, it then spreads into the 
bitumen mastic and causes oxidation. The coefficient form PDE and weak form interfaces can be 
utilised to simulate the diffusion process of oxygen in the mastic phase, and the latter is detailed 
here. The equation is activated in domain 2 (shown in Figure 3-1), representing the AC mastic 
coating film. In this interface, the oxygen partial pressure (𝑃𝑏) describes the oxygen content by 
using Equation 2-6. The coefficient of diffusion here is CA- and temperature-dependent variable 
(𝐷𝑜) according to Equation 2-8, unlike the coefficient of oxygen diffusion in the air channels 
(𝐷𝑜2) which was a constant value and dependent on the structure of the mixture (air voids content-
dependent). Since 𝐷𝑜 is not constant; it is introduced to the model as a variable (Section 3.4). 
Additionally, since oxygen diffusion is carbonyl area dependent (Equation 2-6), the carbonyl 
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area considered here is the stationary carbonyl area inside the mastic film (domain 2 in Figure 3-
1), namely ( 𝐶𝐴𝑏). Whereas the field calibration factor 𝑓𝑐𝑓 was given a value of 1 because all 
the AC volumetric properties are available. The weak expression will be: 
 




∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑃𝑏) + 𝑃𝑏𝑥 ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑃𝑏𝑥) ∗ 𝐷 ∗ 𝑓𝑐𝑓 + 𝐷 ∗ 𝑓𝑐𝑓 ∗ 𝑃𝑏𝑦
∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑃𝑏𝑦) 
(3-22) 
where Pbt is time derivative of oxygen pressure in the mastic coating film; test(Pb) is the test 
function for oxygen pressure in mastic; CAb is carbonyl area in the mastic coating film; Pbx and 
Pby are Pb derivatives in x and y directions, respectively; and test(Pbx) and test(Pby) are 
derivatives of Pb test function with respect to x and y. 
The boundary conditions of this interface are defined as follows. The initial partial 
oxygen pressure is considered to have a small initial value of 0.0001 atm, and the initial rate of 
oxygen partial pressure is set to zero. Since the topmost and bottom surfaces of mastic are freely 
exposed to the ambient atmospheric air, the oxygen partial pressure at these two BCs is defined 
as 0.2 atm at any time. The BC at the mastic-air channels interface (shown in Figure 3-1 as a 
vertical line between domains 1 and 2) is defined as (𝑃𝑏 = 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟). Therefore, this interface is 
circularly dependent on the vertical diffusion of oxygen in the air channels interface. In other 
words, the oxygen partial pressure in the air channels model serves as a line BC for the oxygen 
partial pressure in the mastic interface.  
Oxygen diffusion within the asphalt layer is a central component of modelling the 
oxidation process. However, the rate and extent of oxidation are bitumen-source dependent; 
therefore, the following two model interfaces are employed to simulate oxidation kinetics. Two 
different interfaces for the oxidation rate are necessary because it is also oxygen pressure 
dependent. Furthermore, since the air channels possess a coefficient of oxygen diffusion different 
from that in the bitumen mastic, an interface is needed to simulate the carbonyl growth at the 
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mastic-air channel interface and use it as a boundary condition for the growth of carbonyl inside 
the mastic. 
3.3.4 Carbonyl area at the mastic-air channels interface (CAi) 
This interface is held active at domain 1 (shown in Figure 3-1) to determine the growth 
of carbonyl at the mastic-air channels interface. The model uses the differential form of Equation 




−𝑘𝑓𝑡 + 𝑘𝑐                            (3-23) 
where 𝑀𝑅𝑇𝐹𝑂 is the limiting amount of carbonyl formation due to the first-order reaction after hot 
mix production. To convert Equation 3-23 into the weak form, the weak expression is defined 
as: 
 
𝐶𝐴𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝐶𝐴𝑖) − (𝑖𝑓(𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 < 0.0001[𝑎𝑡𝑚], 0, 𝑀 ∗ 𝐾𝑓 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐾𝑓 ∗ 𝑡) +
𝐾𝑐))  ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝐶𝐴𝑖)                         
(3-24) 
where CAit is the time derivative of CA at air channel-mastic interface; test(CAi) is a test function 
of CA at the air channel-mastic interface; Kf and Kc are fast-rate and constant-rate exponential 
functions of CA growth; M is the limiting amount of carbonyl formation due to the first-order 
reaction after hot mix production; CAb is CA in the mastic (domain 2); and CA0 is the initial 
carbonyl content in mastic before ageing. 
The initial value for 𝐶𝐴𝑖 can be obtained by conducting an FTIR scanning test for the 
unaged bitumen binder, so that (CAi= CA0, CA0 is CA of unaged binder), and the initial carbonyl 
rate (at 𝑡 = 0) is defined to be zero. The carbonyl area 𝐶𝐴𝑖 at the BC where the air channels and 
mastic meet is made equal to CA in the mastic domain (𝐶𝐴𝑏) so that the two domains will have 
circular dependency (i.e., 𝐶𝐴𝑖 = 𝐶𝐴𝑏 at the BC). 
3.3.5 Ageing kinetics for carbonyl area in the asphalt mastic interface (CAb) 
The weak form interface is employed to simulate the oxidation kinetics inside the mastic 
(domain 2 shown in Figure 3-1). Similar to Equation 3-23 that is being used to simulate the 
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carbonyl growth at the mastic-air channels interface, Equation 3-25 is implemented to predict 




−𝑘𝑓𝑡+𝑘𝑐                            (3-25) 
Thus, the weak expression is defined as: 
 
𝐶𝐴𝑏𝑡 ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝐶𝐴𝑏) − (𝑖𝑓(𝑃𝑏 < 0.0001[𝑎𝑡𝑚], 0, 𝑀 ∗ 𝑘𝑓 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑘𝑓 ∗ 𝑡) +
𝑘𝑐))  ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝐶𝐴𝑏)                         
(3-26) 
where CAbt is time derivative of CA in the mastic; test(CAb) is a test function of CA at the air 
channel-mastic interface; and kf and kc are fast-rate and constant-rate exponential functions of 
CA growth. 
The initial value (at 𝑡 = 0) is set to be the carbonyl area in the virgin (unaged) bitumen. 
The bitumen-air channels interface (domain 1-domain 2 interface) is defined as (𝐶𝐴𝑏 = 𝐶𝐴𝑖) to 
allow the circular-dependency between the two carbonyl interfaces.  
3.4 Model Variables, Parameters and Material Properties as Model 
Inputs 
3.4.1 Model variables defined in the PDE-FE model 
The following variables are defined:  
1. The coefficient of heat convection at the surface boundary (ℎ𝑐), as defined in Equation 
3-15. The equation is expressed in the following format: 
 
ℎ𝑐 = 697.33 ∗ (0.000144 ∗ (𝑖𝑓(𝑇𝑎𝑣 == 0, 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑇𝑎𝑣 +
0.00001), 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑇𝑎𝑣)))^0.3 ∗ (𝑈𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑(𝑡)/1[𝑚/𝑠])^0.7 + 0.00097 ∗
(𝑖𝑓(𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 == 0, 𝑎𝑏𝑠(0.00001 + 𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓), 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓)))^0.3)               
(3-27) 
 𝑇𝑎𝑣 = (𝑇/1[𝐾] + 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑡)/1[𝐾])/2 (3-28) 
 𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = (𝑇/1[𝐾] − 273.15) − (𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑡)/1[𝐾] − 273.15)) (3-29) 
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2. Oxidation kinetics coefficients (𝑘𝑓 and 𝑘𝑐), as defined in Equations 2-2 and 2-3. Since 
𝑘𝑓 and 𝑘𝑐 are oxygen pressure-dependent; they are defined separately for the air-channels 
(domain 1) and mastic (domain 2) as follows: 
At the air channels-mastic interface: 
  𝐾𝑓 = 𝐴𝑓 ∗ (𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟/101325[𝑃𝑎])^𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸𝑎𝑓/𝑅/𝑇)                            (3-30) 
 𝐾𝑐 = 𝐴𝑐 ∗ (𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟/101325[𝑃𝑎])^𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸𝑎𝑐/𝑅/𝑇) (3-31) 
In the mastic: 
 𝑘𝑓 = 𝐴𝑓 ∗ (𝑃𝑏/101325[𝑃𝑎])^𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸𝑎𝑓/𝑅/𝑇) (3-32) 
 𝑘𝑐 = 𝐴𝑐 ∗ (𝑃𝑏/101325[𝑃𝑎])^𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸𝑎𝑐/𝑅/𝑇) (3-33) 
3. Diffusion of oxygen in the bitumen coefficient (𝐷𝑜), defined in Equation 2-8, and its 
corresponding variables (shown in Equations 2-9, 2-10, and 2-11) are expressed in the 
following format: 
  𝐷 = ((5.21𝐸 − 12) ∗ (𝐿𝑆𝑉^ − 0.55) ∗ 𝑇)/1[𝐾 ∗ 𝑠/𝑚^2]                           (3-34) 
 𝐿𝑆𝑉 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑚 + 𝐻𝑆 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑏) (3-35) 
 𝑚 = 𝑚_𝑇0 + 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 ∗ ((1/𝑇) − (1/333.3[𝐾])) (3-36) 
 𝐻𝑆 = 𝐻𝑆_𝑇0 + 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 ∗ ((1/𝑇) − (1/333.3[𝐾])) (3-37) 
4. Coefficient of oxygen solubility in the bitumen (ℎ), as defined in Equation 2-7 and 
written in the following format: 
 ℎ = ℎ0 ∗ (1 + 0.0215 ∗ (𝑇/1[𝐾] − 273.15 − 30))                            (3-38) 
5. Coefficient of oxygen diffusion in the air channels (𝐷𝑜2). The pavement structure is 
employed to estimate the coefficient of oxygen diffusion in the air channels (𝐷𝑜2). To do 
so, a correlation between the average air voids (AAV) in the pavement and the coefficient 
of diffusion in the air pores is established based on an empirical set of laboratory 
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measurements provided by Wen and Wang (2018) (Wen and Wang 2018). This 




) = 101.7866∗log(AAV)−7.3139                            (3-39) 
The equation is input into the FE model, as follows: 
 𝐷𝑜2 = 10^(1.7866 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑎𝑣) − 7.3139) ∗ 1[𝑐𝑚^2/𝑠]                            (3-40) 
where AAVav is the average air voids content in the field. 
6. Average carbonyl area (𝐶𝐴𝑦). It is necessary to calculate the average CA from the model 
predictions at the specific pavement depth. There are two factors to consider when 
determining the average predicted CA at any depth of the AC layer: (1) the oxygen 
diffusion depth is employed based on the model illustrated in Figure 3-2 such that oxygen 
diffuses horizontally in a hollow cylinder from the air channel along the mastic coating 
thickness toward the mastic-aggregate interface; (2) the carbonyl area is decreasing and 
non-uniformly distributed across the mastic film thickness (as will be shown in Figure 
4-7 (c)). Therefore, the volumetric integration in Equation 3-41 was adopted to calculate 
the average predicted carbonyl area at a certain depth.  
 𝐶𝐴𝑦 =







where 𝐶𝐴𝑦 is the average predicted carbonyl area at a certain depth of the AC layer (y), 𝐶𝐴(𝑟) is 
the predicted carbonyl area at a radius of (r), 𝑟 is the radius calculated from the centre of the air 
channels, the minimum radius would be the radius of the air channels (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑟), and the maximum 
radius would be the radius of the air channels plus the oxygen diffusion depth (𝑑𝐷) in the mastic 
coating film, i.e., 𝑅 = 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝑑𝐷. The average carbonyl area at any depth is set in the model’s 
variables by means of General Projection operator, which uses path integrals of 𝐶𝐴𝑏 in a preset 
direction and domain. In this case, it is domain 2 (mastic film shown in Figure 3-1) in the x-
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direction. For example, the equation for average CA (CAav) for US277 (which will be discussed 
in Chapter 4) will be: 
 
𝐶𝐴𝑎𝑣 = 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗1(𝐶𝐴𝑏 ∗ 2 ∗ 𝑃𝑖 ∗ (𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝑥 ∗  𝑚𝑖𝑛(1, 𝑖𝑓(𝑦 >= 0.0508[𝑚],
0.000386[𝑚]/𝑥, 𝑖𝑓(𝑦 >= 0.0381[𝑚],0.000615[𝑚]/𝑥, 𝑖𝑓(𝑦 >
= 0.0254[𝑚],0.000748[𝑚]/𝑥, 𝑖𝑓(𝑦 >
= 0.0127[𝑚], 0.000706[𝑚]/ 𝑥,
0.000462[𝑚]/𝑥)))))))/ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗1(2 ∗ 𝑃𝑖 ∗ (𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝑥
∗  𝑚𝑖𝑛(1, 𝑖𝑓(𝑦 >= 0.0508[𝑚], 0.000386[𝑚]/𝑥, 𝑖𝑓(𝑦 >
= 0.0381[𝑚],0.000615[𝑚]/𝑥,
𝑖𝑓(𝑦 >=  0.0254[𝑚], 0.000748[𝑚]/𝑥, 𝑖𝑓(𝑦 >= 0.0127[𝑚],
0.000706[𝑚]/𝑥, 0.000462[𝑚]/𝑥))))))) 
(3-42) 
where, 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗1 is a predefined general projection operator,  𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the mean radius of air 
voids. CAav is also dependent on the average diffusion depth, as seen in Equation 3-41, where 
mean diffusion depth values at each AC layer (values for road section US277 shown in Chapter 
4 , Table 4-3) were input into the equation.  
 Other variables were input into the model to examine the model sensitivity to certain 
parameters. These additional parameters will be discussed in Chapter 5.  
3.4.2 Model parameters and materials properties defined as model inputs 
The model parameters that are associated with the ageing Multiphysics and defined the PDE-FE 
model include: 
1. Geometry dimensions (obtained from the structural design specifications of the pavement 
and the volumetric characteristics of the AC mix). 
2. Oxidation kinetics constants 𝑀𝑅𝑇𝐹𝑂, 𝐶𝐴𝑜, 𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑓, 𝐸𝑎𝑓, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑎𝑐. These parameters can 
be obtained by performing laboratory ageing tests (rolling thin film oven and pressurised 
ageing vessel tests), rheological tests, and FTIR to obtain CA at different ageing stages 
(Glover et al. 2014). 
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3. The temperature at the bottom of the pavement and the initial temperature (at 𝑡 = 0). 
These temperatures are considered equal to the subsurface soil temperature at a depth of 
3 meters, available in the LTPP Climate Tool database for various regions.  
4. The field correction factor, 𝑓𝑐𝑓, is utilised to correct the coefficient of oxygen diffusion 
in the mastic in case there is not enough information about the binder absorbed by the 
aggregate and the existence of fine matter in the mastic.  
An example of parameter inputs for road section US277 located in Laredo, Texas, USA 
are shown in Table 3-1.  
Table 3- 1 Model parameters for road section US277 in Laredo, Texas. 
Name Value Description 
Ac 0.75 absorption coefficient 
Eac 103.8[kJ/mol] activation energy of constant-rate oxidation  
Eaf 75.4[kJ/mol] activation energy of fast-rate oxidation 
AAV 7.27 air voids content  
c0 3.71E-4[mol/ml] carbonyl content to pressure conversion 
factor 
m_T0 5.84 CA-viscosity intercept at standard 
temperature 
Ac 5.034E13[1/day] coefficient of constant-rate oxidation 
Af 5.0497E10[1/day] coefficient of fast-rate oxidation 
Tas 0.0762[m] depth of asphalt layer (domains 1 and 2 in 
Figure 3-1) 
Tlowerbase 0.15[m] depth of lower base layer 
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Tsubgrade 2[m] depth of subgrade layer 
Tupperbase 0.3[m] depth of the base layer 
Fcf 1 field correction factor 
R 8.314[J/K/mol] gas constant 
HS_T0 3.97 hardening susceptibility at standard 
temperature 
CA0 0.942 initial CA value 
Pi 0.0001[atm] initial oxygen pressure 
T0 22.5[degC] initial temperature 
M 0.05 limiting amount of CA due to the first-order 
reaction 
Was 1[mm] maximum width of mastic coating 
h0 0.0076 oxygen solubility inside the mastic at a 
standard temperature 
Aa 0.27 reaction order of oxygen pressure in the 
Arrhenius equation of CA growth 
Gamma 1656[K] temperature shift factor 
Delta 20360[K] temperature shift factor 
Wair 0.5124[mm] width of air channels 
The materials properties are values assigned to specific domains in the geometry. Heat 
transfer in the pavement depends on the thermal properties of the pavement materials. Therefore, 
the thermal characteristics of the pavement layers are introduced to the model in this section. The 
inputs for each layer (for each domain in Figure 3-1) include thermal conductivity, density and 
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heat capacity. The thermal properties of the air channels (domain 1) and the mastic coating film 
(domain 2) are similar as they both represent the AC layer in the heat transfer interface. The 
sensitivity and significance of each parameter on the pavement temperature prediction model 
were assessed in previous studies. It was found that the thermal diffusivity (𝛼) of AC, which is a 
term that combines thermal conductivity, density, and heat capacity (Equation 2-13), had 
negligible effects on model accuracy if it was kept in the range of 4.4 –  6.4 𝑥 10 − 7 m2/s (Luca 
and Mrawira 2005, Han et al. 2011).  
Due to the lack of field measurements, the thermal properties of pavement layers were 
collected from the literature (Highter 1984, Yavuzturk et al. 2005, Gui et al. 2007, Nguyen et al. 
2012, Alawi and Helal 2014, Shi 2014, Bai et al. 2015, Chen et al. 2015b, Hassn et al. 2016a, 
Hassn et al. 2016b, Alavi et al. 2017, Pan et al. 2017a) (listed in Table 3-2) and employed in the 
current model. Table 3-3 lists the thermal properties used for each pavement layer in this study. 
There is no evidence of significant changes to the thermal properties of asphalt pavement upon 
ageing (Pan et al. 2017a); therefore, the materials thermal properties are kept constant. A 
parametric sensitivity analysis is conducted (detailed in Chapter 5) to assess the effect of these 
parameters on field oxidative ageing growth rate.  
















2.89-0.14 2570-628 2250 5.9 (Highter 1984) 
1.21 924 2238 - (Gui et al. 2007) 
0.82-1.16 945-963.7 1906-2371  (Hassn et al. 2016a, 
Hassn et al. 2016b) 
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1.86 959 2282 8.53 (Bai et al. 2015) 
1.35 823 - - (Nguyen et al. 2012) 
0.5-2.5 2000 - - (Yavuzturk et al. 
2005) 
1.548-1.622 - - 7.44-7.59 (Pan et al. 2017a) 
1.5 921 2550 - (Alavi et al. 2017) 
Asphalt 
binders 
0.169-0.191 - - 1.23-1.28 (Pan et al. 2017a) 
0.8 - - - (Chen et al. 2015b) 
Aggregate 2.86 - - - (Chen et al. 2015b) 
Wearing 
layer 
2.5 1003 2300 - (Alawi and Helal 
2014) 
Base layer , 
bound base 
(old HMA) 




1.8 1100 2200 - (Alawi and Helal 
2014) 
1.5 805 2370 - (Alavi et al. 2017) 
Portland 
cement 
0.53 - - - (Shi 2014) 
Subbase 1.8 900 2200 - (Alawi and Helal 
2014) 
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1.7 1100 2200 - (Alavi et al. 2017) 
1 1906 1500 - (Gui et al. 2007) 
Table 3- 3 Thermal properties of pavement layers used in this study. 
Pavement layer Thermal 
conductivity, k 
(W/m.K) 




Asphalt concrete 2.3 960 2450 
Base and subbase 1.5 805 2350 
Subgrade 1.7 1100 2200 
3.4.3 Time-dependent parameters as model inputs 
The time-dependent inputs are introduced into the Comsol program by tables or files 
containing discrete points, called interpolation functions (Comsol Multiphysics Reference 
Manual  2013). Therefore, they can be generated to introduce the time-dependent climate inputs 
needed for the pavement temperature model. These inputs include the hourly records of shortwave 
solar radiation, air temperature, wind speed, emissivity, and albedo values. These hourly climate 
data are available in the LTPP Climate Tool for different climatic regions. An example of these 
inputs is shown in Table 3-4, in which site specific-data for road section US277 in Laredo -Texas, 
USA, collected from climate station (MERRA 130881) for only 10 hours, are shown in the table. 
The implemented model for this road section (US277) used collected inputs for 30720 hours (i.e., 
3.5 years), as explained in Chapter 4.  
Table 3- 4 An example of time-dependent hourly climate data for road section US277 





















t   f(t) 
01/07/2008 0 1 0 28.3 4 0 0.972393 
01/07/2008 1 2 0 27.6 4 0 0.972387 
01/07/2008 2 3 0 27 3 0 0.972243 
01/07/2008 3 4 0 26.5 3 0 0.97238 
01/07/2008 4 5 0 26.1 3 0 0.972374 
01/07/2008 5 6 0 25.7 2 0 0.972367 
01/07/2008 6 7 0.18859 26 2 1.1 0.97236 
01/07/2008 7 8 0.187919 27.3 3 59.1 0.972354 
01/07/2008 8 9 0.18499 29 3 200.5 0.972347 
01/07/2008 9 10 0.174064 30.4 3 328.1 0.972341 
3.5 Summary of Ageing Multiphysics Modelling Framework 
A Multiphysics finite element (FE) framework is developed in this chapter to integrate 
the ageing physics (heat transfer in the pavement, oxygen diffusion in the asphalt layer, and 
oxidation reaction in the asphalt mastic) into one model to solve them simultaneously.  
The proposed FE framework consists of (1) model geometry (physical domains) with 
specified materials properties for each domain; (2) model physics (represented by the weak form 
of partial differential equations (PDEs)); and (3) model parameters, variables, and time-dependent 
interpolation functions. A two-dimensional geometry with a high computational efficiency is 
developed with customised dimensions according to pavement structure and volumetric 
properties of asphalt mixture. A time-dependent simulation is built using five circularly dependent 
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physics that work simultaneously at certain geometry domains by converting the PDEs into weak-
form physics in Comsol Multiphysics solver.  
Finally, information such as pavement structure, oxidation kinetics of bitumen, and 
morphology of mixture is input into the model as parameters, variables, shape functions, and 
materials properties. Site-specific hourly climatic data were obtained from the Climate Tool at 
the Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) database and input into the model as time-
dependent interpolation functions. Compared to other models, the model is built to rely more on 
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Chapter 4 Predictions and Validations of Field Ageing in 
Asphalt Pavements* 
In this chapter, the results of the integrated ageing model are analysed and compared 
against field measurements. Results confirm the circular dependency among the four physics of 
ageing (temperature change, oxygen diffusion, oxidative reaction, and viscosity change). The 
validation process is carried out in two stages: (1) validation of the pavement temperature model, 
(2) validation of the integrated ageing model.  
4.1 Integrated Ageing Multiphysics Model for Asphalt Pavements 
Two road sections were selected to run the integrated ageing model: US277 and US83, 
both located in Texas, USA, in different climate regions. They were chosen in this study due to 
the availability of the Carbonyl Area (CA) values in the binder at different ageing periods, which 
will be used to validate model predictions. Ageing data were collected from the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) reports (Glover et al. 2014). In addition to CA, properties of binders, 
mixtures, and pavement structures were also recorded. Aged binders were extracted and recovered 
from field-aged cores, sliced into several pieces with a thickness of 12.7 mm and then tested using 
FTIR to determine CA values (Han 2011, Jin et al. 2013, Glover et al. 2014). Table 4-1 shows 
general information of the mixture and binder types as well as the environmental zones for these 
sections.  
Table 4-2 lists the oxidation kinetics and viscosity hardening properties of the virgin 
binders. The volumetric properties of the asphalt concrete layers were obtained from CT-scan 
images (Han 2011, Han et al. 2011, Jin et al. 2013, Glover et al. 2014) and listed in Table 4-3. 
 
* Findings derived from this chapter are published as part of : Omairey, E. L., et al. (2021). "An 
equation-based Multiphysics modelling framework for oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements." 
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Mean values of diffusion depths and air voids radiuses were employed as geometry inputs; for air 
channel thickness (thickness of domain 1 in Figure 3-1) and mastic film thickness (thickness of 
domain 2 in Figure 3-1). 
 Table 4- 1 General Information on mixture and binder types used for road sections US277 

















US277 -  
Laredo, 
Texas 






Dry-Cold 50.8 SEM PG 70-28 7.7 06/2008 
 Table 4- 2 Oxidation kinetics parameters for road sections US277 and US83 (Han 2011, 































12 0.12 49.1 072.5 
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Table 4- 3 Mixture volumetric properties for the extruded field cores for sections US277 























































































Figure 4-1 illustrates the pavement structures for road sections US277 and US83 (Sebesta 
et al. 2006, Martin et al. 2013). In addition to setting up the geometry for the ageing models, the 
pavement structure is also employed to estimate the coefficient of oxygen diffusion in the air 
channels (𝐷𝑜2). Since AAV% is recorded in FHWA reports (Table 4-1), the coefficients of 
oxygen diffusion in the interconnected air channels for road sections US277 and US83 were 
calculated using Equation (3-39). 
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(a)                                                                                (b) 
Figure 4- 1 Pavement profiles of (a) road section US277 in Laredo, Texas, USA; and (b) 
road section US83 in Childress, Texas, USA. 
Other inputs for the model include hourly climate data (air temperatures, wind speed, 
shortwave solar radiation, albedo, and emissivity) obtained from the Climate Tool in the LTPP 
database. The ageing models can be run for any duration; however, for model validation purposes 
in the current study, the durations were limited by the availability of field carbonyl data. 
Therefore, hourly climate data were collected for July 2008 - January 2012 for road section US277 
when the last coring sample was extruded in January 2012. For road section US83, hourly climate 
data were collected for July 2008 – November 2011. Since the selected road sections are located 
in different environmental regions, the absorption coefficients (𝑎𝑐) will differ. Absorption 
coefficients were obtained from the environmental parametric study conducted by Han (2011), 
with values of 0.75 and 0.70 for road sections US277 and US83, respectively (Han 2011).  
4.2 Simulation Results of Ageing Multiphysics in Asphalt Pavements 
After developing the equation-based modelling framework for oxidative ageing of asphalt 
pavements and collecting all climatic data, binder properties, and pavement structure inputs, two 
pavement models were run. Data were collected for every one-hour interval, with outputs 
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including the pavement temperature profile, partial oxygen pressure in the air channels, partial 
oxygen pressure inside the mastic, and the carbonyl area within the mastic.  
4.2.1 Pavement temperature profiles (T) 
The heat transfer interface predicted pavement temperature at any depth across the 
pavement profile. Outputs for each hour at any location within the pavement structure were 
obtained and employed simultaneously in the other interfaces (i.e., oxygen diffusion and 
oxidation kinetics). The temperature profile is a one-way process which means it is not affected 
by the oxygen pressure distribution or the carbonyl area growth within the pavement structure; 
however, it plays a significant role in the pressure distribution and the growth rate of the oxidation 
products. Figure 4-2 shows temperature change plotted against time for road section US277 at 
different depths of the AC layer and the temperature variation with AC depth at different time 
intervals. Since the topmost layers are closer to atmospheric seasonal changes, temperatures at 
the surface show more seasonal variation than those in deeper layers. Additionally, the daily 
temperature variation between daytime and nighttime is more pronounced at the pavement surface 
than at greater depths.    
 
(a) Temperature versus ageing time. 
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(b) Temperature profile of asphalt layer. 
Figure 4- 2 Temperature profile for road section US277, located in Laredo, Texas, USA. 
(a) Temperature plotted against time at three asphalt concrete (AC) depths (surface, ½ 
AC, and bottom of AC layer) for one year. (b) Temperature profile for the AC layer at 
four different times throughout the year. Winter and summer seasons are highlighted with 
blue and yellow colours, respectively. 
4.2.2 Partial oxygen pressure along interconnected air channels (Pair) 
The accessibility and distribution of oxygen within the pavement play a vital role in the 
oxidative ageing of asphalt pavement. Without a continuous supply of oxygen from the 
surrounding atmosphere into interconnected air channels and then to the bitumen in the mastic 
film, the oxidation process will stop. The coefficient of oxygen diffusion in the air channels is a 
constant value with time that depends on the percentage of air voids, whereas the coefficient of 
oxygen diffusion in the mastic is a function of CA and temperature; thus, it is changing with 
ageing time. While the coefficient of oxygen diffusion in the air channels is approximately 1000 
times greater than that in the mastic, oxygen distribution in the air and the mastic are circularly 
linked. Oxygen in the air channels is supplied by the ambient atmosphere, and it will be consumed 
by the binder in the asphalt mastic due to oxidation; therefore, more oxygen will transport from 
the air into the air voids and then into the mastic.  
Figure 4-3 shows the partial oxygen pressure distribution in the air channels (domain 1 
in Figure 3-1) for road section US277 over a period of 3.5 years. As expected, the oxygen pressure 
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varies between 0 – 0.2 atm, as the oxygen pressure in the atmosphere is 0.2 atm. The oxygen 
partial pressure is low with high daily variations during the summer season because the 
surrounding mastic consumes more oxygen in the oxidation process in summer. In contrast, the 
oxygen pressure is high with low daily variations in the winter because the oxidation rate is low 
in this season due to low temperatures. Similar patterns were observed for road section US83.  
 
(a) Oxygen partial pressure in the air channels versus ageing time. 
 
(b) Profile of oxygen pressure in the air channels. 
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Figure 4- 3 Oxygen partial pressure distribution in the air channels for road section 
US277, located in Laredo, Texas, USA. (a) Oxygen partial pressure in the air channels 
plotted against ageing time at different asphalt concrete (AC) depths (surface, ¼ AC, ½ 
AC, ¾ AC, and bottom of AC layer). (b) Oxygen pressure in the air channels against the 
depth of AC layer at different field ageing times. Winter and summer seasons are 
highlighted in blue and yellow colours, respectively. 
In this model, oxygen can diffuse freely from the air into the interconnected air channels 
from both the topmost surface and the bottom of the asphalt layer, assuming the base material is 
crushed stones of high porosity. Therefore, complete access of oxygen into the pavement is 
assumed (Han 2011, Wen and Wang 2018). Consequently, Figures 4-3 (a) and (b) show that the 
oxygen pressure in the middle of the AC layer (1/2 AC) is low and it becomes higher at the top 
and bottom of the AC layer due to the boundary conditions; this forms a clear C-shaped curve 
across the pavement depth. This observation is consistent with the oxygen distribution in the field 
observed by Wang et al. (2014) (Wang et al. 2014).  
Although the oxygen movement is two-dimensional, due to the relatively high diffusivity 
of oxygen in the air channels, there is no clear difference in the oxygen partial pressure in the 
horizontal direction (x-direction) within the air channels domain (domain 1 in Figure 3-1). 
However, there is a considerable difference in the vertical direction as oxygen was supplied from 
the top and bottom surfaces of the AC layer. For this reason, this interface is referred to as the 
vertical diffusion of oxygen in the interconnected air channels. 
4.2.3 Partial oxygen pressure inside asphalt mastic coating film (Pb) 
When exposed to oxygen and high temperatures, the bitumen in the asphalt mastic will 
suffer from oxidation. As a result, it will consume the oxygen that diffused into the mastic. When 
the temperature is low, the oxidation process will be halted as the energy required to initiate 
oxidation is not reached; therefore, the oxygen will not be consumed, and the oxygen pressure 
will increase in the mastic due to continuous oxygen diffusion. Figure 4-4 shows the oxygen 
pressure distribution in the asphalt mastic (labelled as domain 2 in Figure 3-1). Figure 4-4 (a) 
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shows that the oxygen pressure in the mastic follows the same pattern as that in the air channels 
(Figure 4-3) but with lower oxygen pressures in the mastic. This is reasonable as the oxygen from 
the air diffuses through more steps to reach the mastic and oxygen is consumed by the oxidative 
reactions. As shown in Figure 4-4 (b), the oxygen pressure in the mastic forms a C-shaped curve 
where the middle AC layer (1/2 AC) has low oxygen pressure, while the top and bottom surfaces 
of the AC layer have much higher oxygen pressures as they are exposed to atmospheric air 
pressure. The oxygen pressure in winter is consistently higher than in summer as oxygen is 
consumed due to severe oxidation in summer.  
 
(a) Oxygen partial pressure in the mastic plotted against ageing time at different asphalt 
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(c) Oxygen partial pressure distribution in the mastic across the mastic coating film. 
Figure 4- 4 Oxygen partial pressure distribution in the mastic for road section US277, 
located in Laredo, Texas, USA. (a) Oxygen partial pressure in the mastic plotted against 
ageing time at different asphalt concrete (AC) depths (surface, ½ AC, ¾ AC, and bottom 
AC layer), at points located at 1/3 the mastic thickness. (b) Oxygen pressure in the mastic 
plotted against depth of AC layer at different time intervals for points located at 1/3 the 
mastic thickness. (c) Oxygen partial pressure distribution in the mastic plotted against 
width of mastic coating film at different field ageing times at 1/3 AC depth. Winter and 
summer seasons are highlighted in blue and yellow colours, respectively. 
Since the coefficient of oxygen diffusion inside the mastic is low, the oxygen pressure 
distribution will be non-uniform across the mastic film thickness at any time interval (when 𝑡 >
0). As shown in Figure 4-4 (c), the oxygen pressure is higher at the air-mastic interface but 
decreases horizontally along the mastic thickness toward the mastic-aggregate interface. The non-
uniform distribution of the oxygen pressure along the film thickness suggests that the carbonyl 
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area growth will follow a similar pattern even if the temperature is constant across the mastic film 
thickness.  
Moreover, the coefficient of oxygen diffusion 𝐷𝑜 is inversely proportional to the carbonyl 
content (as illustrated in Equations 2-8 and 2-9). Therefore, it will decline with ageing time, as 
shown in Figure 4-5. This suggests that oxygen diffusion will limit the oxidation process 
gradually with progressive ageing. Figure 4-5 also shows that the coefficient of oxygen diffusion 
changes periodically with temperature due to the fact that oxygen diffusivity in the mastic is 
highly associated with the viscosity of the binder, which is affected by temperature and oxidative 
hardening. Therefore, neglecting the ageing effect, the oxygen diffusivity would be expected to 
be higher in summer due to low apparent viscosity and lower in winter when high apparent 
viscosity is high. However, when considering the ageing effect, as shown in Figure 4-5, the 
coefficient of oxygen diffusion decreases in summer due to the increase in CA and maintains a 
relatively constant value during winter due to the lack of oxygen consumption.  
 
Figure 4- 5 Coefficient of oxygen diffusion in the mastic plotted against ageing time at 
different asphalt concrete (AC) depths (surface, ¼ AC, ½ AC, ¾ AC, and bottom of  AC 
layer) for road section US277, located in Laredo, Texas, USA. Points are located at 1/3 the 
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mastic thickness. Winter and summer seasons are highlighted in blue and yellow colours, 
respectively. 
4.2.4 Carbonyl area at the air channels-mastic interface (CAi) 
The bitumen at the air-mastic interface is in direct contact with the oxygen in the air 
channels; therefore, it experiences more ageing than the bitumen at the same pavement depth 
inside the mastic film. Carbonyl production at this location relies on the availability of oxygen 
pressure in the air channels. The physical domain, domain 1 (illustrated in Figure 3-1), was 
employed in the modelling framework to measure CA at the air channels-mastic interface. Results 
for the CA growth with time at different depths are shown in Figure 4-6 (a). The growth pattern 
of the CA was affected by both temperature and oxygen pressure changes, displaying a faster 
growth rate in summer and a slower (or zero) growth rate in winter. This behaviour is attributed 
to the accelerated oxidation due to high temperatures in summer, leading to a faster generation of 
carbonyl. Moreover, carbonyl growth declines with field ageing time, as a result of decreased 
oxygen diffusivity due to the increase in CA and oxidation hardening in the mastic. Figure 4-6 
(b) shows that the CA pattern with depth forms an unsymmetrical C-shaped curve with higher 
CA values at the surface and the bottom of the AC layer and lower CA values in the middle of 
the AC layer. This pattern follows that of the oxygen pressure distribution in the air channels but 
with slightly higher CA values at the top surface than at the bottom due to higher surface 
temperatures that result in higher oxidative reactions. Figure 4-6 shows that, compared to deeper 
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(a) Carbonyl area growth versus ageing time at different asphalt concrete (AC) depths. 
 
(b) Carbonyl area profile across asphalt concrete (AC) depth. 
Figure 4- 6 Carbonyl area at the air channels-mastic interface for road section US277, 
located in Laredo, Texas, USA. (a) Carbonyl area plotted against ageing time at different 
AC depths (surface, ¼ AC, ½ AC, ¾ AC, and bottom of AC layer). Winter and summer 
seasons are highlighted in blue and yellow colours, respectively. (b) Carbonyl area plotted 
against depth of AC at different ageing times. 
4.2.5 Carbonyl area within the asphalt mastic coating film (CAb) 
Predicted results for road section US277 are detailed in this section. Figure 4-7 (a and b) 
shows that the carbonyl growth in the mastic follows the same pattern as that at the air-mastic 
interface; namely, the carbonyl grows quickly in summer due to high temperatures but increases 
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at a very slow or zero rate in winter. The carbonyl area at the surface and bottom is higher than 
that in the middle due to high oxygen availability at the surface and bottom, leading to the C-
shaped curve of the carbonyl profile along the pavement depth, as shown in Figure 4-7 (b). The 
CA values in the asphalt mastic are much less than those at the air-mastic interfaces, at the same 
pavement depth, although they have the same temperature profile. This observation shows that 
the availability of oxygen constrains carbonyl growth.  
 
(a) Carbonyl area in the mastic plotted against ageing time at different AC depths. 
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(c) Carbonyl area in the mastic plotted against thickness of mastic coating film. 
 Figure 4- 7 Carbonyl area in the mastic (𝑪𝑨𝒃) for road section US277, located in Laredo, 
Texas, USA. (a) 𝑪𝑨𝒃 plotted against ageing time at different AC depths (surface, ¼ AC, ½ 
AC, ¾ AC, and bottom of AC layer), at points located at 1/3 the mastic thickness. Winter 
and summer seasons are highlighted in blue and yellow colours, respectively. (b) Carbonyl 
area in the mastic plotted against depth of AC layer at different time intervals. Points are 
located at 1/3 the mastic thickness. (c) Carbonyl area in the mastic plotted against 
thickness of mastic coating film at different field ageing times at 1/3 AC depth. 
Figure 4-7 (c) shows the carbonyl area across the mastic coating film thickness at a 
certain depth of the AC layer (1/3 AC depth). CA is not produced equally across the width of the 
mastic coating film but decreases quickly along the film thickness, moving away from the air-
mastic interface. This observation is particularly important when calculating the average carbonyl 
area at a certain pavement depth. As shown in the simplified air/mastic structure in Figure 3-2, 
the perimeter of asphalt mastic surrounding the air channels is much less than that in contact with 
the aggregate. This material distribution should be considered when calculating the average 
carbonyl area at a certain pavement depth.  
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4.3 Field Validations of Temperature Profiles in Asphalt Pavements 
The temperature profile of flexible pavement plays a vital role in the oxidative ageing 
process. When the temperature increases, the diffusivity of oxygen in the mastic increases, and 
oxidation accelerates, which subsequently leads to more oxidative ageing in the pavement. 
Similarly, when the temperature drops, the bitumen in the asphalt mixture will experience a 
temporary physical hardening (increase in viscosity), which blocks or decreases oxidation of the 
pavement, leading to a slower oxidative ageing rate. Therefore, it is crucial to ensure the accuracy 
of predicted temperature profiles. 
Since the time-dependent heat transfer interface is independent of the other physics of 
ageing, it can be run and validated individually before combining it into the integrated ageing 
model. The LTPP database contains the hourly field temperatures of 82 road sections in different 
climate regions across the United States. The field temperatures were collected using thermistors 
installed at various pavement depths, and the collected data are available for specified time 
intervals.  
This study selected three road sections from different climate regions, including (1) road 
section 48-1068 in Lamar, Texas, USA (in wet, no freeze region); (2) road section 27-1028 in 
Otter Tail, Minnesota, USA (in wet, freeze region); and  (3) road section 16-1010 in Idaho, USA 
(in dry, freeze region). Figure 4-8 shows the location of the selected sections, and Table 4-4 
contains their pavement structures (layers types and thicknesses). The predicted pavement 
temperature profiles were compared against the hourly recorded temperatures from five 
thermistors installed at different pavement depths. Table 4-5 lists the depths of the thermistor 
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Figure 4- 8 Distribution map of selected road sections to predict and validate the 
pavement temperature profiles. 
Table 4- 4 Pavement structures of the selected sections obtained from the Long-term 
Pavement Performance (LTPP) database. 
Layer description Layer code Layer type Representative 
thickness (mm) 
Road section 48 – 1068 in Lamar, Texas 
Asphalt overlay AC asphalt concrete layer 80 
Original asphalt layer AC asphalt concrete layer 198 
Base layer GB unbound (granular) base 152 
Subbase layer TS bound (treated) subbase 203 
Subgrade SS subgrade (untreated) N/A 
Road section 27- 1028 in Otter Tail, Minnesota 
Asphalt overlay AC asphalt concrete layer 41 
Original AC layer AC asphalt concrete layer 51 
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AC treated base layer AC asphalt concrete layer 152 
Subgrade SS subgrade (untreated) N/A 
Road section 16-1010 in Idaho 
Asphalt overlay AC asphalt concrete layer 132 
Original AC layer AC asphalt concrete layer 145 
Base layer GB unbound (granular base) 137 
Subgrade SS subgrade (untreated) N/A 
Table 4- 5 Location of thermistors for the selected sections obtained from the Long-term 
Pavement Performance (LTPP) database. 
Thermistor identification number Depth from the pavement surface (m) 
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5 0.696 






In addition to the pavement structure, the hourly air temperatures, wind speed, short-wave 
solar radiation, albedo, and emissivity were collected from the LTPP database and incorporated 
into the temperature prediction models. Optimised absorption coefficients were employed by 
region. For road sections 48-1086, 27-1028, and 16-1010, Han et al. (2011) determined the 
following absorption coefficients: 0.7, 0.75, and 0.7, respectively (Han et al. 2011). The mean 
subsurface soil temperatures obtained from MERRA-2 were 17, 5.3 and 6.3°C for road sections 
48-1068, 27-1028, and 16-1010, respectively. These subsurface soil temperatures were also 
considered the bottom Dirichlet boundary condition for the temperature prediction models. 
Previous studies regarded temperature as a constant value (33.5ºC) or changing at a constant rate 
for depths below three meters (Han et al. 2011). Therefore, using actual site-specific soil 
temperatures is expected to provide greater accuracy, especially for deeper pavement layers.  
The empirical equation proposed by Vehrencamp (Equation 3-15) (Vehrencamp 1953) 
causes the heat transfer coefficient of conduction (ℎ𝑐) to drop in freezing conditions, which 
creates a divergence between predicted and measured temperatures during the winter season 
(shown in Figure 4-9) and causes a maximum mean absolute error (MAE) of more than 12ºC. 
Thus, the error was likely caused by using empirical parameters for the heat transfer equation, 
specifically the heat conduction coefficient between the pavement surface and air, (ℎ𝑐). These 
parameters were obtained experimentally under ideal conditions where the surface temperature is 
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always higher than the air temperature with a variance range of 6.3 to 26 ºC (Vehrencamp 1953). 
Field conditions do not always match this assumption. For example, in regions susceptible to 
freezing, the air temperature is sometimes higher than pavement temperature during the winter 
season. This causes heat to transfer from the air to the pavement, not in the opposite direction 
(pavement to air). Physically, the heat conduction rate is assumed to be the same regardless of the 
route of heat transfer (air to/from pavement surface); however, there are no data to support this 
assumption. 
 
Figure 4- 9 Divergence between predicted and measured temperatures before and after 
applying a minimum limit to the coefficient of heat conduction (𝒉𝒄). 
Therefore, a limitation is proposed for the heat conduction equation so that if the 
difference in temperature between the air and pavement surface exceeds -4ºC, it will not cause 
the heat conduction to drop radically (as shown in Equation 4-1). This constraint ensures a certain 
level of heat conduction is achieved even during the freezing condition, a condition which the 
empirical conduction equation (Equation 3-15) did not cover.  
 𝑄𝑐 = (𝑖𝑓 (𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑡) − 𝑇) > −4, −4, (𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇)) ℎ𝑐 (4-1) 
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Figures 4-10, 4-11, and 4-12 compare predicted hourly pavement temperatures with 
field-measured temperatures at different pavement depths over time for road sections 48-1068, 
27-1028 and 16-1010, respectively. These figures show that predicted temperatures at various 
pavement depths are comparable to those measured in the field. Daily temperature variations are 
reduced as pavement depth increases. For validation purposes, the models were run for a 
minimum of one year to capture temperatures in all seasons. The time interval is also bounded by 
the availability of field measurements in the LTPP database. The mean absolute error (MAE) is 
measured at five pavement depths for each road section and detailed in Figures 4-10, 4-11, and 
4-12. In which, MAE=  
1
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠(𝑛)
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Figure 4- 10 Predicted and field-measured temperatures for road section 48-1068 in 
Lamar, Texas, USA, for one year (January 1994-December 1994) at depths of 0.025, 0.128, 
0.232, 0.321, and 0.397 m, respectively, measured from the surface of the pavement with 
the mean absolute error (MAE) at different depths. Winter and summer seasons are 
highlighted in blue and yellow colours, respectively. 
 
 Figure 4- 11 Predicted and field-measured temperatures for road section 27-1028 in Otter 
Tail, Minnesota, USA, for the period (March 1996-June 1997) at depths of 0.025, 0.115, 
0.205, 0.623, and 0.696 m, respectively, measured from the surface of the pavement with 
the mean absolute error (MAE) at different depths. 
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Figure 4- 12 Predicted and field temperatures for road section 16-1010 in Idaho, USA, for 
the period (October 1993-March 1995) at depths of 0.023, 0.137, 0.25, 0.349, and 0.427 m, 
respectively, measured from the surface of the pavement with the mean absolute error 
(MAE) at different depths. 
The maximum mean absolute error (MAE) values of 8.12ºC and 6.27ºC were encountered 
close to the pavement surface at 0.025 m and 0.023 m in the cold (freeze) regions (Minnesota and 
Idaho), and the error was more distinct in the winter season. Nonetheless, the model appears to 
have sufficient accuracy, particularly for ageing prediction purposes where ageing occurs at high 
temperatures and stops when the temperature is low, suggests that the small divergence during 
cold seasons will not affect oxidative ageing. 
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4.4 Field Validations of Ageing Predictions in Asphalt Pavements 
To verify the ageing model results, predicted carbonyl area values were compared with 
CA measurements of the binder extracted from field cores. The FHWA reports show that the 
cores were extruded from field sections at various ageing intervals. Cores were assembled and 
analysed for air voids percentage and accessible air voids by using air voids determination 
procedures and X-ray CT scans; then binders were extracted and recovered from sliced asphalt 
concrete samples at different pavement depths. The recovered binders were then analysed for 
oxidation products, specifically the carbonyl area, using FTIR (Glover et al. 2014). This process 
is illustrated in Figure 4-13.  
 
Figure 4- 13 Illustration of field sample extraction and binder recovery processes. 
The measured CA at a specific pavement depth is an overall representation of the carbonyl 
contents of the sliced asphalt samples at that depth.The average predicted carbonyl area was 
obtained for each AC layer at different pavement depths using Equations 3-41 and 3-42 and 
compared against field measurements (shown in Table 4-6). Figure 4-14 shows a comparison 
between the predicted carbonyl content and the carbonyl content measured in the field for cores 
recovered at the wheel path. The field data seem to have unsystematic patterns across the 
pavement depth; for example, the field measurements of CA for road section US277 form an S-
shaped ageing gradient across the pavement depth. Nonetheless, in general, there is a meaningful 
agreement between the field measurements and the predicted values obtained by the 
comprehensive oxidative ageing models, and the predicted carbonyl profile shows a consistent 
increase with ageing year and a C-shaped curve along the pavement depth.  
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Table 4- 6 Carbonyl area for field aged recovered binders collected at the wheel bath for 
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(a) Carbonyl area for road section US277 in Laredo, Texas, USA 
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(b) Carbonyl area for road section US83 in Childress, Texas, USA. 
Figure 4- 14 Comparison between the carbonyl area of recovered field cores and the 
predicted carbonyl area in the mastic (𝑪𝑨𝒃) obtained from the proposed oxidative ageing 
models (a) for road section US277 in Laredo, Texas, USA; and (b) for road section US83 in 
Childress, Texas, USA. 
4.5 Summary of Field Ageing Predictions and Validations 
In this chapter, ageing predictions for selected road sections were provided using the 
integrated Multiphysics ageing modelling framework. The circular dependency among ageing-
related physics was addressed, and the proposed ageing prediction model was validated using 
available field measurements of the temperature and ageing profiles in the asphalt pavements.  
Ageing model input data such as climate, material and structural information were 
collected from the Long-term Pavement Performance (LTPP) database and the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) reports and imported into the finite element model (FEM). It is found 
that the model can effectively address the circular dependency among ageing-related 
Multiphysics (i.e., heat transfer, oxygen diffusion, and oxidation kinetics). Partial differential 
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equations (PDEs)-based FEM can reliably predict annual hourly profiles of temperature, oxygen 
pressure, and oxidation products growth across the pavement depth, in different climate zones. 
Oxygen pressure within the asphalt structure frequently changes due to seasonal and daily 
temperature variation, and it is affected by the oxidation process. Modelling results in this study 
support that oxidative ageing is non-uniform and decreasing in general across pavement depth 
because it is highly sensitive to oxygen pressure and temperature profiles. This unique behaviour 
cannot be observed without using the circular-dependent Multiphysics model.  
The temperature profiles in asphalt pavements were validated using field temperatures 
for three road sections at different pavement depths. The proposed comprehensive ageing model 
was also validated using field measurements of the oxidation products (the carbonyl area) for two 
road sections located in Texas, USA, by comparing the predictions with the carbonyl area from 
field samples collected by the FHWA.  
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Chapter 5 Parametric Analysis and Field Validations of 
Oxidative Ageing in Asphalt Pavements* 
In this chapter, a parametric study is conducted using the Multiphysics modelling 
approach to predict the field ageing and evaluate the effects of material thermal properties, air 
voids content and distribution, mastic coating thickness, oxygen accessibility, and climate region 
on the spatial and temporal evolution of oxidative ageing in the asphalt pavements. The findings 
are validated using available literature results as well as field data from 14 European road sections.    
First, a suitable range of values is identified for each parameter based on the experimental 
data extracted from an extensive literature search. Parameters covered include internal 
parameters associated with paving materials properties (thermal conductivity and heat capacity), 
pavement structures (bound and unbound base layers), and morphology of asphalt concrete 
(mastic coating film, and air voids content and distribution); and external factors (climate 
region). Then ageing predictions for each set of parameters are made for one year of field ageing 
simulations, analysed and compared with field measurements for validation. The overall aim is 
to investigate model inputs effect on ageing growth and distribution to identify parameters that 
play a vital role in the oxidative ageing of asphalt pavement. 
5.1 Effects of Thermal Properties on Ageing in Pavements 
The thermal diffusivity of a material is a term that combines all three pillars of thermal 
behaviour, that is, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and density together. It plays a chief role 
in the heat transfer process. This parametric study focuses on thermal conductivity and heat 
capacity, without considering the effect of density on ageing evolution. This is because the density 
 
* Findings of this chapter are summarised in a journal paper: Omairey, E., Zhang Y., Soenenb H., and 
Carbonneauc, X. (submitted in March 2021). "Parametric Analysis and Field Validations of Oxidative 
Ageing in Asphalt Pavements using Multiphysics Modelling Approaches" under peer reviewal by 
International Journal of Pavement Engineering.  
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falls within a narrow range (i.e., it does not change significantly for the same material type); for 
example, density ranges for asphalt concrete, base and subbase layers are 2100-2350 kg/m3, 1800-
2375 kg/m3, and 1500-2350 kg/m3, respectively (Luca and Mrawira 2005, Han 2011, Alawi and 
Helal 2014, Hassn et al. 2016a, Alavi et al. 2017, Li et al. 2019). Thus, the density will not 
originate a significant change in the temperature profile when altered. Additionally, there are 
several design limitations and performance implications that are linked to asphalt materials. 
Therefore, changing this material property merely to mitigate oxidative ageing is not applicable 
from a practical point of view. It should also be noted that the influence of thermal properties on 
the temperature profile of pavement is bounded by the thickness of paving layers. However, just 
like density, changing layers thicknesses has many economic and design implications; thus, it is 
kept constant. It should be kept in mind that the results of this parametric study (in terms of the 
influence of thermal properties on the temperature profile and oxidative ageing products) are 
sensitive to changes in layers thicknesses. For instance, the temperature at the bottom AC layer 
becomes less influenced by the temperature of outside atmosphere when increasing the pavement 
thickness, because of the increased thermal mass of AC materials (Gui et al. 2007, Alavi et al. 
2014). 
First, thermal conductivity and heat capacity values for all pavement materials are 
collected from the literature (Luca and Mrawira 2005, Gui et al. 2007, Han 2011, Alawi and Helal 
2014, Hassn et al. 2016a, Alavi et al. 2017, Li et al. 2019). Then, a range of thermal conductivity 
and heat capacity values is considered in this parametric study. There is no evidence of important 
changes in the thermal properties of pavement materials upon ageing (Pan et al. 2017b); 
accordingly, the thermal properties are kept constant with time.  
Road section US277, located in dry-warm environmental zone, is employed to carry out 
the parametric analysis. Such warm climatic regions have more implications on oxidative ageing 
than cold areas, where oxidative ageing damage is less of a problem in the latter. The model is 
run for one year to consider temperature variations in all seasons. 
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5.1.1 Thermal conductivity 
Thermal conductivity is a material property and a measure of its ability to transfer heat. 
Materials with low thermal conductivity values have a low heat transfer rate (e.g., thermal 
isolators); whereas, materials of high thermal conductivity values experience a high heat transfer 
rate (e.g., metals). The thermal conductivity of the asphalt mixtures can be altered by adding 
fillers. Chen et al. (2015, 2017) found that the thermal conductivity of dense asphalt mixtures 
increased by 0.5 W/m/K by adding 20% graphite powders to bitumen (Chen et al. 2015a, Chen et 
al. 2017). Furthermore, aggregate type predominantly influences the thermal conductivity of 
asphalt concrete mixtures (Qin 2016), where it can be reduced by 0.5 W/m/K by replacing 40% 
of coarse granites with ceramic aggregates. 
Table 5-1 contains the typical range of thermal conductivity values for all pavement 
layers (AC, base, and subgrade layers). Three thermal conductivity values are considered for each 
pavement layer in the parametric sensitivity study. These are the maximum, minimum and mid-
range values. One parameter is tested at a time while keeping others at the mid-range. Thus, nine 
field ageing simulations are set to run.  
Table 5- 1 Typical range of thermal conductivity values for different layers of asphalt 
pavement. 
Material Thermal conductivity (W/m/K) Low Middle High 
Asphalt concrete 1.00– 2.88 1.00 1.94 2.88 
Base layer 1.00- 2.50 1.00 1.75 2.50 
Subgrade layer 0.19 – 2.50 0.19 1.345 2.50 
Figure 5-1 shows the predicted pavement temperature profile for all thermal conductivity 
values; results are collected during peak temperatures in the daytime in the summer season. One 
profile pattern is observed for all thermal conductivity of the asphalt layer (𝑘𝑎𝑠) values in this 
figure, with a temperature variation of 2.5°C at one depth. The peak temperature is recorded at 
the top surface of AC layer. It then declines gradually in the base layer, rises again at the base-
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subgrade interface (making an S-shaped pattern), and then decreases in the subgrade to reach the 
pre-determined earth temperature. This S-shaped formation can be attributed to the existence of 
higher thermal conductivity value of the base layer compared to that of the subgrade. When this 
happens, the temperature will easily transport from the heat source (outside atmosphere) into the 
asphalt concrete and base at a fast rate. Then, the heat transfer rate will drop at the subgrade-base 
interface. Any excess heat will be trapped in the middle of the AC layer due to the low thermal 
conductivity of subgrade, causing such a unique pattern. This perhaps designates that a consistent 
thermal conductivity along pavement depth is desirable to prevent additional temperature 
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Figure 5- 1 Predicted temperature profiles for road section US277 for different thermal 
conductivity values at peak daily temperature in summer. (a) Temperature profiles across 
the pavement, (b) asphalt concrete (AC) temperature profiles for different 𝒌𝒂𝒔 values (c) 
AC temperature profiles for different 𝒌𝒃 values, (d) AC temperature profiles for different 
𝒌𝒔𝒈 values. The yellow highlight of the figure indicates data are collected in warm 
intervals (summer, peak daily temperatures). 
The observed temperature gradient in relation to changes in asphalt thermal conductivity 
(𝑘𝑎𝑠) agrees well with others' findings, in that the surface temperature declines with increasing 
the thermal conductivity of AC while the temperature rises as depth increases (Solaimanian and 
Bolzan 1993, Solaimanian and Kennedy 1993, Wang et al. 2010, Bobes-Jesus et al. 2013). 
Increasing 𝑘𝑎𝑠 lowers the surface temperature and increases the bottom temperature, thus lead to 
a less temperature gradient in asphalt layer, this can benefit the reduction of the ageing gradient 
and cracking damage. 
Results also suggest reducing the thermal conductivity of base and subgrade layers did 
not cause a significant improvement (temperature reduction < 2°C) within the AC layer.  
Figure 5-2 shows the temperature prediction for pavements with different asphalt thermal 
conductivity values (𝑘𝑎𝑠) for four days intervals in the summer and winter seasons at the surface 
and bottom of AC layer. A nonlinear correlation exists between the AC temperature and thermal 
conductivity values. The minimum thermal conductivity in the AC layer (𝑘𝑎𝑠 = 1 𝑊/𝑚/𝐾) 
yielded greater day-to-night surface temperature variations and overall lower variations at AC 
bottom. This behaviour is predictable because the heat will be accumulated at the near-surface 
depths because it cannot transport deeper, due to low heat transfer rate caused by this small 𝑘𝑎𝑠. 
While at the bottom of AC layer, the temperature is more stable and less affected by the outer 
atmosphere for the same reason, which is the low heat transfer rate. Chen et al. (2015) recorded 
similar observations, the day-to-night temperature gradient decreases by increasing the pavement 
thermal conductivity (Chen et al. 2015a). To conclude, increasing 𝑘𝑎𝑠 reduces the peak 
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temperature in summer, which can help to minimise rutting damage. At the same time, increasing 
𝑘𝑎𝑠 will increase the bottom temperature (Figure 5-2 (d)), which softens the bitumen, leading to 
less fatigue damage. 
 
 
Figure 5- 2 Temperature variation with time in asphalt concrete (AC) layer with thermal 
conductivity (𝒌𝒂𝒔= 1, 1.94, and 2.88 W/m/K) for summer and winter time intervals at (a) 
AC surface during summer (b) AC surface during winter  (c) AC bottom during summer, 
and (d) AC bottom during winter. The yellow and blue highlights indicate warm and cold 
intervals, respectively. 
The mean increase in the daily maximum temperature at the top surface of AC layer due 
to reducing 𝑘𝑎𝑠 from 2.88 W/m/K to 1 W/m/K is 5°C, and the mean decline in the daily maximum 
temperature at the bottom of the asphalt layer is 4.1°C. The change in the daily maximum 
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temperature is particularly important to the field oxidative ageing growth level and extent. To 
explain, Mallick et al. (2009) demonstrated that for the same traffic and pavement materials, the 
pavement life could be extended by five years for a 5°C decline in temperature, using NCHRP 1-
37A MEPDG (Mallick et al. 2009). Thus, the change in carbonyl growth with ageing time is 
investigated. Figure 5-3 shows the carbonyl growth rate at the surface-mastic interface at the top, 
middle and bottom of the AC layer. The carbonyl indices (CI)  (where, CI= (CA of aged binder - 
CA of unaged binder)*100/CA of unaged binder) at the surface of asphalt pavement at air-mastic 
interface for 𝑘𝑎𝑠 of 1 W/m/K and 2.88 W/m/K are 22.2% and 17%, respectively after one year of 
field ageing simulation. The difference in CI makes up a 5% increase per ageing year due to 
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Figure 5- 3 Carbonyl area at the air channels-mastic interface (𝑪𝑨𝒊) versus ageing time, 
for different thermal conductivity values (𝒌𝒂𝒔= 1, 1.94, and 2.88 W/m/K) at three asphalt 
concrete (AC) depths (a) AC surface, (b) mid-AC depth, and (c) AC bottom. 
Figure 5-4 shows the average predicted carbonyl content in the mastic within AC depth 
for the thermal conductivity values (1, 1.94, and 2.88 W/m/K) for one year of field ageing. The 
average carbonyl content within the depth after one year of ageing is consistent with its 
corresponding temperature profile. It seems that maintaining a low thermal conductivity at the 
AC layer will cause higher oxidative ageing at the surface that declines gradually at deeper levels. 
Results for Figure 5-4 suggest that increasing 𝑘𝑎𝑠 reduces the ageing gradient, which may help 
on reducing thermal and top-down cracking. 
 
Figure 5- 4 Average carbonyl area across the asphalt concrete (AC) depth after one year 
of field ageing simulation using different thermal conductivity values (𝒌𝒂𝒔). Small sudden 
jumps/ changes in the curve are attributed to using different mastic film thicknesses across 
the asphalt depth when calculating the average carbonyl content.  
The thermal conductivity of underlayers (base and subgrade) is shown to have a minimal 
effect on the temperature profile and carbonyl content within the asphalt concrete layer. 
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5.1.2 Heat capacity of pavement materials 
The heat capacity of a material is its ability to store heat. It is measured by the energy 
required to change the temperature of a certain mass of material by one degree. A high heat 
capacity value indicates a better ability of the material to maintain its temperature.  
Table 5-2 contains the typical range of heat capacity values for all pavement layers 
(asphalt concrete, base, and subgrade layers). Three heat capacity values are considered for each 
pavement layer in the parametric sensitivity study. One heat capacity value is tested at a time 
while keeping other parameters at mid-range values. Therefore, nine ageing simulation tests are 
set to run.  
 Table 5- 2 Typical range of heat capacity values for different asphalt pavement layers. 
Material Heat capacity (J/kg/K) Low Middle High 
Asphalt concrete 700-1200 700 950 1200 
Base layer 700-1100 700 900 1100 
Subgrade layer 600-1100 600 850 1100 
Altering heat capacity caused a limited change in the temperature (maximum difference 
of 2°C), as shown in Figure 5-5. Higher temperatures are observed for low 𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑠 (𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑠 =700 
J/kg/K), caused by the rapid change in temperature and the layer's low ability to store or maintain 
its heat conditions. This suggests using low heat capacity at the surface layer is undesirable. 
Asphalt pavements with high heat capacity need more time to reach maximum temperatures than 
those with low heat capacities, which agrees well with other research findings (Yavuzturk et al. 
2005, Bobes-Jesus et al. 2013).  
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Figure 5- 5 Temperature profiles within the asphalt concrete (AC) layer collected at same 
peak daytime hour in summer for different heat capacity values at asphalt concrete 
(𝑯𝑪𝒂𝒔), base (𝑯𝑪𝒃 ) and subgrade (𝑯𝑪𝒔𝒈) layers.  
It can also be seen from Figure 5-5 that changing 𝐻𝐶𝑏 and 𝐻𝐶𝑠𝑔 is correlated nonlinearly 
with the temperature change in AC. This is because the temperature at AC layer is only a small 
fraction of the overall profile of the pavement, and the resultant temperature profile is affected by 
how all layers are working together to transport and store heat. It is therefore recommended to 
run a temperature simulation analysis when designing a pavement of specific thermal 
requirements.  
The heat capacity of AC layer (𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑠) has more impact on the temperature profile than 
heat capacities of underlying layers; thus 𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑠 results are going to be discussed in more detail. 
Figure 5-6 shows the day-to-night temperature variations at different locations of AC in the 
summer and winter seasons. The temperature fluctuation is a bit more intense at 𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑠 =
700 𝐽/𝑘𝑔/𝐾 compared to that at higher heat capacity values, with an average difference of 1 to 
2°C, and the fluctuation is more pronounced in the summer. Bobes-Jesus et al. (2013) noticed 
similar behaviour, in that the temperature variations decreases as asphalt pavement specific heat 
increases (Bobes-Jesus et al. 2013) due to the greater heat storage capacity of the pavement.  
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Figure 5- 6 Temperature variation with time at asphalt concrete (AC) with heat capacity 
values of (𝑯𝑪𝒂𝒔= 700, 950, and 1200 J/kg/K) at (a) AC surface in summer (b) AC surface 
in winter  (c) AC bottom in summer, and (d) AC bottom in winter.  
Figure 5-7 shows the carbonyl growth with time for different heat capacity values in the 
AC layer. Asphalt pavement with lower heat capacity (𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑠 = 700 𝐽/𝑘𝑔/𝐾) experienced more 
oxidative ageing compared to greater heat capacity values. However, the difference in the 
carbonyl index after one year of field ageing due to decreasing 𝐻𝐶𝑎𝑠 from 1200 to 700 J/kg/K did 
not exceed one percent of increase at the surface of AC. Furthermore, the impact of heat capacity 
of underlying layers (base and subgrade) on the oxidative ageing growth rate is also negligible.  
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Figure 5- 7 Carbonyl area at the air channels-mastic interface (𝑪𝑨𝒊) versus ageing time, 
for different heat capacity values (𝑯𝑪𝒂𝒔=700, 950, and 1200 J/kg/C) at three asphalt 
concrete depths (AC) (a) AC surface, (b) mid-AC depth, and (c) AC bottom. 
To conclude, the thermal properties of underlying layers (base and subgrade) causes little 
to no effects on the temperature profile and oxidative ageing products content and distribution for 
this data set. Thus, any values within the range can be safe to use in future modelling. The most 
notable effect was caused by changing the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the AC. The 
maximum daily surface temperature can be reduced by a maximum of 5°C, which according to 
previous literature, can extend the service life by five years when considering all distress factors, 
not that caused by oxidative ageing alone.   
5.2 Effect of Oxygen Accessibility on Ageing in Pavements 
The porosity of underlying layers may affect oxygen supply and the ageing process in the 
AC. This section covers the influence of bottom boundary condition on oxygen pressure 
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distribution and CA growth rate. Two extreme scenarios are considered: (1) oxygen can diffuse 
freely from the lower boundary (i.e., presence of porous base layer), and (2) there is no access of 
oxygen from the lower boundary (i.e., presence of treated base layer). The first case (free access 
to oxygen) is predefined in the existing ageing model. The second condition (no access to oxygen) 
is achieved by adjusting the boundary condition of oxygen diffusion in both air channel and mastic 
in the ageing model. To explain, in Section 3.3, amend oxygen diffusion interfaces at the 
interconnected air channels and inside the mastic film thickness by removing the bottom domain 
of Dirichlet boundary condition (𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 0.2 𝑎𝑡𝑚, and 𝑃𝑏 = 0.2 𝑎𝑡𝑚). Thus, oxygen pressure of 
0.2 atm is supplied at the top surface only. 
Figure 5-8 shows oxygen pressure distribution in the air channels at two different time 
intervals: (1) at peak daytime during summer season when rapid oxidation is expected to occur, 
(2) at night-time during winter when the oxidation is unlikely to occur. It is noted that the oxygen 
pressure (P) at the bottom boundary is more than 0 even for a predefined Dirichlet boundary 
condition of zero, it is because the oxygen pressure is dependent on the coefficient of oxygen 
diffusion in the air channels (𝐷𝑜2) (where the latter is considerably high in the air channels). Thus, 
oxygen can still reach the bottom boundary for this data set (mixture morphology, internal 
structure, and climate data). 
 
Figure 5- 8 Oxygen pressure in the air channels (𝑷𝒂𝒊𝒓) across asphalt concrete (AC) depth 
at (a) peak daytime in summer, (b) peak night-time in winter.  
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Figure 5-9 shows the oxygen pressure distribution within the mastic coating at different 
AC depths. More oxygen diffused into the asphalt mastic when the lower boundary condition is 




 Figure 5- 9 Oxygen pressure profile across mastic coating thickness at different asphalt 
concrete (AC) depths (1/4, 1/2 and 3/4 depth from AC top surface), collected in two 
seasonal conditions (winter and summer seasons).  
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Oxygen pressure within the asphalt mastic plays a vital role on the level and distribution 
of oxidative ageing. Figure 5-10 shows the carbonyl area at the air channels-mastic interface 
(𝐶𝐴𝑖), and that at one third the asphalt mastic coating thickness (𝐶𝐴𝑏) after one year of field 
ageing simulation. The pavement with free access to oxygen from top and bottom (e.g., an 
unbound granular base is used) is forming carbonyl area profile of a C-shaped curve, and 
pavement with access to oxygen from top surface only but no access to oxygen from the bottom 
surface (e.g., treated base is used) is creating an r-shaped carbonyl area profile. Moreover, 
pavement with access to oxygen from both top and bottom sides experienced more overall ageing, 
as seen in Figure 5-10 (a). Wang et al. (2014) placed oxygen sensors at different locations in 
asphalt pavement layer in the field (Wang et al. 2014). They observed that the sensor located in 
the middle of the asphalt pavement slab shows reduced oxygen concentration compared with one 
not covered by the slab, and one closer to the slab edge (has less accessibility to air). They stated 
that the difference in oxygen content at the pavement's upper and bottom layers creates an oxygen 
pressure gradient, contributing to the variations of asphalt ageing in a pavement structure. These 
conclusions agree with the obtained simulation results in this study. Because the ageing gradient 
is more significant for (𝑃𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 =  0 𝑎𝑡𝑚), it may lead to a more severe top-down cracking, but 
less bottom-up cracking. 
  
Figure 5- 10 Carbonyl area across the pavement depth for one year of field ageing 
simulation at (a) air channels-mastic interface, (b) 1/3 mastic film thickness. 
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 Figure 5-11 shows CA's growth at the air channels-mastic interface for one year of field 
ageing simulation. The pattern agrees with Figure 5-10 in that CA values at the surface are 




Figure 5- 11 Carbonyl area at the air channels-mastic interface (𝑪𝑨𝒊) versus ageing time, 
for two oxygen accessibility conditions (Pbottom=0 or 0.2 atm) at (a) AC surface, (b) mid-AC 
depth, and (c) AC bottom. 
5.3 Effect of Mastic Coating Film Thickness on Ageing in Pavements 
The extent of oxidative ageing in asphalt mastics is bound by the coating film thickness 
surrounding accessible air channels (i.e., diffusion depth of oxygen). The current ageing model 
uses CT-scan and imaging analysis to determine the coating thickness from extracted field cores 
across the AC layer. The mastic thickness is then used as a geometric parameter to measure the 
average carbonyl area (CA) profile across the AC layer. Thus, the extent of CA is not a function 
of diffusion depth. Figures 5-12 (a and b) show that there is a volumetric relationship between 
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CA and diffusion depth using three mastic coating thicknesses (2.55, 3.40 and 5.00 mm) for one 
year of field ageing simulation. All tested samples experienced similar behaviour, and the 
oxidative ageing did not extend beyond 0.07 mm of coating thickness after one year of exposure 
to field ageing simulation for all three samples for this specific data set.  
 
Figure 5- 12 (a) Carbonyl area profile in the binder mastic film (𝑪𝑨𝒃) measured at the 
middle depth of AC layer after one year of field ageing simulation. (b) Average carbonyl 
area in asphalt mastic for AC with different mastic coating film thicknesses (2.55, 3.40, 
and 5.00 mm) after one year of field ageing. 
Thus, the thicker the mastic coating film, the less the average carbonyl area will be. These 
findings agree well will previous studies, where it was found that asphalt pavements of less mastic 
coating film and better mastic distribution are more susceptible to oxidative ageing, resulting in 
a dramatic decrease of pavement's resistance to cracking (Jiang et al. 2020). 
5.4 Effect of Air Voids Distribution and Content on Ageing in 
Pavements  
In this section, the effect of a simplified C-shaped distribution of air voids on the 
oxidative ageing profile will be considered and compared with results from the constant air voids 
approach. Then, the effect of average air voids percentage on oxidative ageing is investigated. 
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5.4.1 Effect of air void distribution on ageing in pavements 
The role of air voids in the proposed equation-based ageing model is manifested in three 
parts (1) model geometry: the average air voids radius is forming the width of air channels 
(domain 1); (2) coefficient of oxygen diffusion in the air channels (𝐷𝑜2): the coefficient of oxygen 
diffusion in the air channels is linked to the average air voids content (AAV) as seen in Equation 
5-1 and Figure 5-13 (derived from the experimental results of Wen and Wang (2018) (Wen and 
Wang 2018); (3) average carbonyl content at a certain depth (𝐶𝐴𝑦): the predicted carbonyl area 
at any depth is calculated using the volumetric integration of mastic surrounding air voids 
channels (as can be seen in Equation 5-2).  
 𝐷𝑜2(𝑐𝑚
2 𝑠⁄ ) = 101.7866∗log(AAV%)−7.3139, 𝑅2 = 0.8725 (5-1) 
 𝐶𝐴𝑦 =
∫ 2 𝜋𝐶𝐴(𝑟) 𝑟 𝑑𝑟
𝑅1
𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝜋 (𝑅2 − 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑟
2 )
 (5-2) 
where R1 equals the air voids diameter (rair) plus the average diffusion depth at a certain AC depth, 
CA(r) is the carbonyl area at a specific point, and r is the horizontal coordinate of the point.  
 
Figure 5- 13 Correlation between the coefficient of oxygen diffusion (𝑫𝒐𝟐) and air voids 
content (AAV%) (derived from experimental measurements of (Wen and Wang 2018)). 
Two parameters linked to air voids distribution were employed in the proposed ageing 
model, that is (1) air voids content and (2) average radius of air voids. The air voids distribution 
(number and diameter) were obtained using x-ray CT-scan technique (Glover et al. 2014), 
however, the accuracy of CT-scan data (i.e., number, distribution and diameter of air voids) is 
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highly dependent on the number and location of extracted core samples. Additionally, it is unclear 
how many cores can be considered representative of the volumetric properties of the actual road 
section in the field. Thus, a relationship between air voids content and diameter (or radius) is 
employed to replace any dependency of the proposed ageing model on the air voids diameter from 
CT-scan images. This relationship was recognised empirically by Zhang et al. (2014) as displayed 
in Figure 5-14 and Equation 5-3 (with 𝑅² =  0.7431) (Zhang et al. 2014). It is worth to mention 
that this relationship may not apply to dense-graded mixtures (air voids content is less than 2%), 
as appears in Figure 5-14, the equation would still generates air voids radius even for zero air 
voids content. This error is attributed to limitations in air voids measuring techniques.  
 
Figure 5- 14 Empirical correlation between average air void radius and air void content of 
asphalt mixtures based on laboratory and field samples (Zhang et al. 2014). 
 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  0.0037(𝐴𝐴𝑉%)
2  +  0.0071(𝐴𝐴𝑉%) +  0.5583 (5-3) 
To study ageing sensitivity to air voids distribution, a C-shaped distribution pattern will 
be imposed in the model. The minimum value of air voids content is located at the middle of AC 
layer, and the maximum value is located at the top and bottom. To quantify these two extreme 
AAV values in relationship to the average air voids content, data collected from 48 field cores at 
19 road sections located in the United States were employed to estimate the standard deviation 
from the mean of air voids content across depth. The air voids profiles for these road sections are 
documented in (Glover et al. 2014). Although these sections did not necessarily demonstrate a C-
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shaped distribution, they give insight into the nature of variation in air voids content in the AC 
structure. Figure 5-15 shows that 30% of studied core samples had a 1.5% to 2% deviation in the 
air voids content from the mean AAV. Therefore, the estimated minimum and maximum air voids 
content for the C-shaped distribution will have 2% to 1.5% deviation from the mean value in the 
current study.  
 
Figure 5- 15 Ranges of standard deviation from the mean of air voids across pavement 
depth for 48 field cores collected from 19 road sections in the United States (based on 
collected field data in (Glover et al. 2014)) 
Accordingly, the parabolic general formula is employed to form a C-shaped distribution 











+ 𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 (5-4) 
where, 𝐴𝐴𝑉 is the air voids content at any AC depth (𝑦), 𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the maximum 
and minimum air voids contents, respectively, and 𝑇𝑎𝑠 is the total depth of AC measured in meters.  
𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 are calculated using Equations 5-5 and 5-6, they ensure that average value 
of air voids content calculated from the proposed C-shaped curve equals the mean air voids of 
asphalt pavement.  
 𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐴𝐴𝑉% + 2 𝑎          (5-5) 
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 𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴𝐴𝑉% − 𝑎                                                                                                            (5-6) 
where, 𝑎 is equal or less than 1% to maintain a standard deviation from the mean within the range 
(2 to 1.5%), as discussed in Figure 5-15.  
The oxygen pressure distribution in the air channels is expected to undergo changes when 
air voids distribution is altered because the coefficient of oxygen diffusion in air channels (𝐷𝑜2) 
is air voids dependent. Increasing the air voids content at the top and bottom of AC by forcing a 
C-shaped arrangement caused a slight increase in the oxygen pressure, as shown in Figure 5-16. 
Consequently, there is a uniform increase in the carbonyl area growth across AC depth (Figure 
5-17). Thus, although the average air voids content is kept the same, a non-uniform air voids 
distribution allowed more oxygen access to AC and increased the oxidative ageing across the 
pavement depth.  
 
Figure 5- 16 Oxygen pressure profile in the air channels (𝑷𝒂𝒊𝒓) for a uniform air voids 
distribution (a=0) and C-shaped air voids distribution (a=1) at an average air voids ratio 
of 8%, at (a) peak night-time in winter, (b) peak daytime in summer.  
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Figure 5- 17 Average carbonyl area profile for a uniform air voids distribution (a=0) and 
C-shaped air voids distribution (a=1) at average air voids ratio of 8%, for one year of field 
ageing simulation. 
5.4.2 Effect of air voids content on ageing in pavements 
A wide range of air void contents (AAV) from 2 to 14% with 1% increment was set in 
this parametric study. The variation in AAV distribution across depth was set as a C-shaped 
distribution (a=1). Figure 5-18 shows carbonyl growth at the air-mastic interface for one year of 
field ageing simulation in the middle of the AC course. The results indicate a nonlinear change in 
carbonyl content with air voids content and the existence of two air voids thresholds. Pavements 
with air voids content of 5% and less experienced limited to no oxidative ageing. Altering the air 
voids from 5% to 9% caused a constant increase in CA, whereas increasing the air voids by more 
than 9% did not increase carbonyl formation rate. Thus it can be concluded: (1) dense AC of low 
air voids content (<5%) will experience little to no ageing especially in the middle of AC layers; 
(2) asphalt pavements with air voids content of (5-9%) will experience AAV-dependent oxidative 
ageing, where higher AAV leads to a higher ageing rate; (3) pavements with air voids of (>9%) 
will have a full access to oxygen from the atmosphere, and thus the oxidative ageing is very 
significant and will not be constrained by AAV. Figure 5-19 shows the average CA content across 
pavement depth for AC with various AAVs. The results confirm that of Figure 5-18. The average 
carbonyl content for (AAV > 9%) is uniform across AC depth (i.e., no clear C-shaped or r-shaped 
ageing gradient).  
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Figure 5- 18 Carbonyl area at air-mastic interface (𝑪𝑨𝒊 ) for one year of field ageing 
simulation, for asphalt layer of various air voids contents (AAV= 2%-14%).  
 
Figure 5- 19 Carbonyl area profile in asphalt layer with various air voids contents 
(AAV=2%-14%) after one year of field ageing simulation. 
5.5 Effect of Climate on Field Oxidative Ageing of Asphalt Pavements  
For a systematic improvement in pavements' thermal performance, customised pavement 
design and materials selection based on predicted pavement temperature profile or based on the 
experimental oxidative behaviour of materials is desirable. A better practice is forecasting the 
pavement response in terms of oxidative ageing growth rate directly upon changes in the climatic 
region. However, making customised field ageing predictions is not an easy task because 
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oxidative ageing is a multi-physical process. Interactions or constraints between the material, 
structural and climate variables on the ageing evolution must be accounted for when the ageing 
is modelled. The proposed PDEs-based FE model makes such multi-physical ageing predictions 
possible. With this framework, it becomes possible to comprehensively evaluate and determine 
the influence of climate conditions on field ageing distribution and evolution over the years in 
asphalt pavement. 
In this section, climate data for two regions and pavement structural and materials 
information for one road section (road section US277) were collected. Then, oxidative ageing 
predictions for one year of field simulation were made using the proposed framework. Thus, 
binder information and pavement structure were kept identical, but the collected climate data 
varied to measure the impact of climate region on the oxidative ageing performance. 
Hourly climate data from South Texas and South Washington States were collected for 
one year (starting from July). Information includes hourly data (air temperature, wind speed, solar 
radiation, albedo, and emissivity), average annual earth temperature at 3 meters depth, and 
coefficients of absorption were collected for these two locations. 
The stations, both located in wet, no-freeze regions, were selected to have the same 
moisture and freezing conditions but with a clear difference in temperature profiles. South Texas 
has a higher temperature than South Washington, and this is reflected in the predicted pavement 
surface temperatures, as shown in Figure 5-20, with a mean annual difference in pavement 
temperature of 14°C at any depth across the AC layer.  
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Figure 5- 20 Predicted pavement surface temperature for road section US277 at two 
climate regions. 
Figure 5-21 shows the oxygen pressure distribution in the air channels for one year of 
field ageing simulation. Although the pressure profile in both climatic regions is high (0.19-0.2 
atm), there is a clear difference between them, with lower oxygen pressure for the warmer region 
(Laredo, Texas). 
 
Figure 5- 21 Predicted oxygen pressure distribution in air channels measured at the 
middle of the asphalt concrete (AC) layer for one year of field ageing. 
The oxygen consumption rate in Texas is more significant than that in Washington due 
to having a higher temperature profile along the pavement. Consequently, carbonyl builds up in 
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Texas at a higher rate than that in Washington, even after only one year of field ageing, as shown 
in Figures 5-22 and 5-23. 
Figure 5-22 shows that the predicted carbonyl area growth at the air-mastic interface has 
decreased from 17.6% in the warm region to 5.58% growth for the colder region at any AC depth 
after one year of field ageing simulation. This difference makes up a 68% drop in the produced 
CA for these specific pavement properties and climates. 
 
Figure 5- 22 Predicted carbonyl area (𝑪𝑨𝒊) at the air-mastic interface at three depths of 
asphalt concrete (AC) layer (surface, middle and bottom) for one year of field ageing 
simulation in two climate regions. 
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Similarly (but on a smaller scale of that for 𝐶𝐴𝑖), CA at 1/3 mastic coating thickness has 
declined by 7% at the surface of AC and 4% at the bottom when shifting climate data from Texas 
to Washington after one year of ageing simulation. Figure 5-23 shows a notable CA gradient in 
South Texas region, causing binder hardening at the surface and increased susceptibility to top-
down cracking. In contrast, there is no clear gradient in South Washington section. This suggests 
that the climatic region will not only affect the degree of oxidation (and thus the degree of 
damage), but it will also change the form or type of this damage.  
 
Figure 5- 23 Predicted carbonyl area (CAb) at 1/3 of the mastic thickness across the 
asphalt layer depth after one year of field ageing simulation in two climate regions. 
5.6 Validation of Parametric Analysis using Field Ageing Data 
Extracted site cores data are collected from Soenen et al. (2020a, 2020b, 2021) and 
analysed to identify a potential link between air voids content and oxidation products content. 
Fourteen road sections with field ageing ranged from 8 to 21 years were considered (Soenen et 
al. 2020a, Soenen et al. 2020b, Soenen et al. 2021). The sections are located in various sites across 
Europe. Figure 5-24 illustrates undergone process to obtain the average air voids and carbonyl 
functional groups. Binders from the surface course are recovered. This is conducted after cutting 
the cores into thin layers or slices. Typically, the top slice is 5 mm, and the lower slices are 1 cm 
thick. Depending on the wearing course thickness, the total number of slices varied between 2 
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and 5. The void percentage is measured using nuclear density device, and the average value for 
all layers is considered.  
 
Figure 5- 24 Field cores extraction and binder recovery from aged asphalt pavements.  
Figure 5-25 shows the carbonyl area content and the corresponding average AAV for all 
14 field road sections. Generally, it is observed that top AC layers experience more ageing than 
that at deeper layers, validating the modelling results shown in Figures 5-10, 5-11, 5-18, and 5-
19 in this study. Some sections experienced a non-uniform C-shaped ageing profile, where mid-
layers maintained low oxidative ageing, where others show a decreasing r-shaped ageing profile 
along pavement depth. This can be attributed to the presence of porous course or non-porous 
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Figure 5- 25 Carbonyl area (CA) values and air voids contents of field cores for 14 road 
sections across Europe (the solid curves show the ageing pattern and CA profile along 
pavement depth). 
Figure 5-26 shows the carbonyl area difference (ΔCA, determined using the carbonyl 
content at the top and bottom slices of the asphalt layer), against air voids content. A higher ΔCA 
indicates a greater gradient in the CA profile along pavement depth. A lower ΔCA means the 
ageing profile is close to uniform along depth. When the AAV < (5~6)%, there is severe ageing 
on the top surface but minimal ageing below the asphalt top surface; thus ΔCA is close to one. 
There is a gradually increasing ageing when the AAV is above this threshold (5~6%); thus ΔCA 
decreases and ranges from 0.6 to 0.2. When the AAV > (9~10)%, the ageing is severe, and 
uniform across the whole asphalt layer depth and ΔCA is close to zero. A noticeable decrease in 
ΔCA for AAV at (5~6)% exists, agreeing well with the model results from Figures 5-18 and 5-
19. 
 
Figure 5- 26 Correlation between air voids (AAV) and carbonyl content difference 
between top and bottom of asphalt layer (ΔCA) for 14 European road sections 
 
5.7 Summary of Parametric Analysis for Field Ageing 
This parametric analysis study uses the Multiphysics modelling approach developed in 
Chapter 3 for ageing simulation of asphalt pavements in the field to assess the effects of material 
properties on the ageing evolutions. The focused material properties include thermal properties 
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of asphalt, base and subgrade layers, air voids content and distribution in the asphalt layer, coating 
thickness of asphalt mastic, and oxygen accessibility of the base layers. The effect of climate 
region on ageing growth is also studied. The ageing evolutions were examined on the spatial and 
temporal distribution of the oxidative products (carbonyl area) in the asphalt pavement structures.  
Results of altering the thermal properties show that increasing the thermal conductivity 
of asphalt layers lowers the surface temperature and increases the bottom temperature in the 
asphalt layer up to 5°C. Increasing the heat capacity of the asphalt layer generates slightly reduced 
daily temperature variations due to the greater heat storage capacity of the pavement. In 
comparison, the variations of the thermal properties of underlying layers (base and subgrade) 
cause little or no effects on the temperature profile and oxidative ageing amount and distribution 
in the asphalt layers.  
Results of altering the pavement structure (base contents) show that asphalt layers built 
on unbound granular base (free access to oxygen at both top and bottom of the asphalt layer) will 
experience greater overall ageing with a C-shaped ageing gradient compared to that built on 
treated base (access to oxygen at the top but none at the bottom of the asphalt layer) which lead 
to a r-shaped ageing gradient along pavement depth.  
The extent of oxidative ageing in asphalt mastics is also bound by the mastic film 
thickness surrounding accessible air channels (i.e., diffusion depth). The thicker the mastic 
coating film, the less the average carbonyl area will be, resulting in a potentially increased 
pavement resistance to cracking. 
The air voids content and distribution plays a vital role in limiting oxidative ageing. A 
non-uniform (i.e., C-shaped) air voids distribution within the asphalt layer allows more oxygen 
access. It increases the oxidative ageing across the pavement depth, causing binder hardening and 
aged pavements prone to more fatigue damage. Additionally, Dense asphalt pavements with a 
low air voids content (<5%) experience little to no ageing, whereas asphalt pavements with air 
void content of 5-9% experience a growing oxidative ageing rate with an increasing air void 
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content. Pavements with high air voids (>9%) will have full access to oxygen from the 
atmosphere, thus the average carbonyl content is high and uniform across asphalt pavement depth 
with no clear C-shaped or r-shaped ageing gradient. 
The climate region at which the road is constructed can significantly affect the oxidative 
ageing growth; for instance, differences in temperature within the same environmental region 
(e.g., wet, no-freeze) can still generate significant variation in field ageing performance. In 
addition, the temperature gradient and oxidation growth rate is more significant in hot regions, 
such as Texas than the cold regions, such as Washington. Thus, changing the climatic region may 
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Chapter 6 Ageing Mitigation using Anti-Ageing Compounds*  
The effect of adding anti-ageing compounds (AACs) on the oxidative ageing of binders 
and asphalt pavements in the field to prevent or reduce ageing is investigated in three stages. The 
first stage, based on laboratory testing, aims to nominate potential effective AACs, and propose 
a measuring parameter to quantify the improvement in ageing reduction. In this stage, twenty 
different AACs are mixed with bitumen to fabricate thin film samples of AAC-modified bitumen 
and subject them to laboratory oven ageing at 100ºC for different ageing periods. Then, changes 
in the oxidation kinetics of bitumen upon the addition of various AACs are analysed using Fourier 
transformation infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. 
The second stage, based on detailed laboratory testing, investigates the effects of 
nominated AACs from the first stage on the mechanical performance of bitumen subjected to 
standard laboratory ageing conditions. The AAC-modified bitumen binders were tested by 
dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) and FTIR at different ageing conditions, including unaged, short-
term ageing by thin film oven test (TFOT) and long-term ageing by pressure ageing vessel (PAV).  
Based on the PDEs-based FE ageing modelling approach, the third stage investigates the 
scale at which the AACs reduce or prevent the oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements in the field 
under a complex environmental condition, including coupled temperature and oxygen distribution 
in the pavement structure. Figure 6-1 shows the workflow of the three stages of ageing mitigation 
using AACs.  
 
* Findings of this chapter are published in:  
(1) Omairey, E. L., et al. (2019). "Impact of anti-ageing compounds on oxidation ageing kinetics of bitumen 
by infrared spectroscopy analysis."  223: 755-764. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.conbuildmat.2019.07.021  
(2) Omairey, E. L., et al. (2020). "Rheological and fatigue characterisation of bitumen modified by anti-
ageing compounds."  265: 120307. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.conbuildmat.2020.120307  
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Figure 6- 1 Workflow of ageing mitigation  
6.1 Strategy of Developing Anti-Ageing Compounds 
In this section, the effect of different anti-ageing compounds (AACs) on the oxidation 
kinetics of bitumen is investigated using Fourier transformation infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. 
6.1.1 Materials and testing methods 
Bitumen of grade 40/100, according to BSEN14023:2010, was used as a base (control) 
binder, and its engineering specifications are listed in Table 6-1. Using one source/type of 
bitumen will withdraw binder-source effects when examining AAC related changes. Others have 
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used a similar approach to neglect the binder type variances on ageing kinetics (Yu et al. 2007, 
You et al. 2011, Yao et al. 2013, Liu et al. 2015).  
Table 6- 1 Binder specifications. 
Property Value 
Penetration @ 25°C (0.1 mm) 45-80 
Softening point (°C) ≥45 
Flash point (°C) >250 
Force ductility @ 5°C (J/cm2) >3 
The selection of AACs is based on four aspects: (1) materials proven effective in previous 
studies but require further investigation, (2) polymer modifiers not tested for bitumen 
modification before, (3) multifunctional nanomaterials (i.e., materials in nanoscale size range in 
at least one dimension, that could potentially work as exfoliators/intercalators, hydroxyl groups 
providers, metal fillers, etc.), and (4) common AACs added for comparison. The selected AACs 
vary in their anti-oxidation functionality, structure and chemical behaviour to ensure the study 
covers a wide range of anti-ageing materials. The mixing ratio of AACs in the binder is based on 
two aspects, (1) availability of materials to be used in large quantities, and (2) previous findings 
and mixing recommendations. Some additives were tested at different concentrations to determine 
the best mixing ratio. A list of AACs and their concentrations are shown in Table 6-2 and details 
of these additives are discussed in this section.  
Table 6- 2 Anti-ageing compounds and concentrations. 
Additive Concentration of added additive (% by 
mass of bitumen binder) 
Irganox acid 5, 10, 15 
Tetramethylthiuram disulphide 1 
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Cloisite C20A 10 
Bentonite HCT 10 
Sodium montmorillonite 10, 15 
TRIS (hydroxymethyl-aminomethane) 5, 10 
Calcium hydroxide 10 
(3:1:1) TRIS (hydroxymethyl-
aminomethane): bentonite: calcium 
hydroxide 
10 
Irganox 1076 15 
MD1024 0.1 
(3:2) sodium montmorillonite:  Irganox 
acid 
25 
(1:1) calcium hydroxide: TRIS 
(hydroxymethyl-aminomethane) 
20 




(1:5) furfural: Irganox 1076 12 
Trimethylolpropane TMP 10 
The compounds, Furfural (2-Furaldehyde) and (Dilauryl) Thiodipropionate (DLTDP) 
(didodecyl 3, 3'-thiopropionate) were added to the bitumen and tested for improvements in 
rheological properties by Apeagyei (2011). A percentage of 3.5% (4:3 furfural: DLTDP) achieved 
a 40% reduction in the ageing hardening when added to bitumen compared to the control binder. 
However, the chemical properties and ageing kinetics were not investigated (Apeagyei 2011).  
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No studies were found covering the usage of Irganox 1076 (Octadecyl-3-(3,5-di-tert. 
butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)-propionate) for bitumen modification purposes. Irganox 1076 is a 
commercial polymer additive with low volatility, good resistance to extraction and thermo-
oxidative degradation (i.e., the process of oxygen-containing groups formation that occurs under 
the comprehensive effects of light, heat and oxygen).  
Two other types of Irganox additives are also included in this study, MD1024 and Irganox 
acid. MD 1024 (Benzenepropanoic acid, 3,5-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl)-4-hydroxy-, 2-[3-[3,5-
bis(1,1-dimethylethyl)-4-hydroxyphenyl]-1-oxopropyl] hydrazide) is commonly used for 
protection against metals and minerals contamination at high temperatures. Irganox acid is a 
hindered phenol organic (3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenylpropionic acid) that has been 
synthesized at Aston University Chemical Engineering laboratories and currently being tested as 
a polymer antioxidant.  
Hydrated lime is commonly known for reducing the rate of age hardening of bitumen 
(Plancher et al. 1976, Dickinson 1984, Edler et al. 1985, Petersen 2009, Ameri et al. 2013). This 
reduction is attributed to the absorption of asphalt components by lime that would otherwise 
increase the asphalt sensitivity to the oxidation (Petersen 2009). The use of emulsifiers such as 
lime is a common practice, especially in cold recycled asphalt pavements (Gu et al. 2019). The 
end result of using lime emulsifier in pavements is hydrated lime. For this reason, it has been 
included as a potential AAC in this study.  
Nanomaterials, such as Cloisite C20A, bentonite HCT and sodium montmorillonite are 
included in the testing program. Ghile (2006), Hassan et al. (2012), Yao et al. (2013), Kumar and 
Suman (2017), and Ortega et al. (2017) reported the beneficial effects of adding nanomaterials to 
bitumen, including the increase of bitumen’s thermal stability, resistance against permanent 
deformations and strengthening of bitumen’s bonding with rubber modifiers. These nanomaterials 
are also believed to reduce oxygen diffusion into the binder and halt or reduce ageing. However, 
there is debate on whether these improvements can justify their application in the field (Ghile 
2006, Hassan et al. 2012, Yao et al. 2013, Kumar and Suman 2017, Ortega et al. 2017). 
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Other additives, such as Tetramethyl thiuram disulphide, TRIS, and trimethylolpropane, 
are also included. Tetramethyl thiuram disulphide is used as a polymerization initiator and 
accelerator in the rubber industry (Ferington and Tobolsky 1955). TRIS (hydroxymethyl-
aminomethane), according to Wilkes and Davies (2010), is a dispersant for asphaltene inhibition 
of hydrocarbon fluids such as bitumen and crude oil (Wilkes and Davies 2010). 
Trimethylolpropane, a stable compound under different environmental and light exposure 
conditions, is included due to its ability to reduce the oxidation of trimethylolpropane esters based 
on a study conducted on palm oil palm kernel oils (Yunus et al. 2004). 
AAC-modified bitumen samples were prepared by mixing the additives with 1-3 g of 
bitumen by solvent blending method, i.e., mother liquor melting, to achieve better dispersion of 
the AACs into bitumen and create a thin-film sample on the FTIR sodium chloride testing plates 
(Li et al. 2017). Dichloromethane was used as a solvent for its high bitumen dissolving ability at 
low temperature (i.e., room temperature), high evaporation rate and low viscosity (Lamontagne 
et al. 2001). Other solvents, such as kerosene, were also used by others due to its low cost and 
availability (Li et al. 2017). 
Samples were prepared by mixing additives, bitumen and equal concentrations of 
dichloromethane by means of an ultrasonic shaker for at least 30 minutes to ensure complete 
dispersion at room temperature (20ºC).  
Afterwards, thin-film samples (0.5 mm thick) are laid on newly-polished salt plates sitting 
in metallic frames to be scanned using FTIR. The solvent is left to evaporate in a nitrogen 
environment. Then, it is placed in a temperature-controlled oven at 100ºC for 10 minutes to ensure 
complete solvent evaporation (Yang et al. 2018). 
Temperature-controlled oven, set at 100ºC under atmospheric air conditions (0.2 atm 
oxygen pressure), is used to age the thin-film specimens for extended periods up to 504 h. The 
isokinetic temperature of bitumen binders is recorded to be 100°C (Liu et al. 1996). At this 
temperature, the oxidation activation energies are independent of the binder source; therefore, the 
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oven-ageing temperature is set to be 100°C to eliminate the binder source effects. Additionally, 
at 100°C temperature, the bitumen suffers detectable but reasonable ageing at short ageing periods 
since the temperature lies within the pressurised ageing vessel (PAV) testing temperature range 
(90-110°C) (ASTM 2019) 
FTIR spectroscopy tests are then carried out at different ageing periods of 0 (unaged), 12, 
24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168, 336 and 504 h using a PerkinElmer spectrum 100 spectrometer. The 
device is set to scan in a range of 450-4000 cm-1, with a scanning frequency of 32 and 4 cm-1 
resolution. Background scans are made prior to scanning samples. The tests are run in duplicates 
to ensure repeatability of results, and the maximum percent of error obtained is found to be 11%.  
6.1.2 Analysis of Fourier transformation infrared spectroscopy of anti-ageing compounds 
modified bitumen 
Figure 6-2 shows the FTIR results for two replicates of unaged control bitumen samples. 
There is a considerable difference between the two replicates at the areas of carbonyl and 
sulfoxide functional groups (peaks 1700 cm-1 and 1031 cm-1, respectively), even though they are 
prepared at identical conditions from the same binder source. This suggests that the areas between 
the two valleys (the range between 1820 to 1650 cm-1 and 1080 to 980 cm-1, for carbonyl and 
sulfoxide, respectively) are not representative measures for oxidation. This variation between 
replicates is attributed to the differences in sample film thickness, causing divergence in 
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Figure 6- 2 FTIR spectrum of control bitumen samples (no additives) at a wave range of 
450-4000 cm-1. 
Figure 6-3 shows the FTIR spectrum for the control bitumen sample after different oven 
ageing periods. There are no peaks in the carbonyl range (1820 to 1650 cm-1) for the unaged 
bitumen. This suggests that considering a constant range (1820 to 1650 cm-1) for CA can cause 
measuring errors or originate negative values of CA. Thus, in this study, each absorption curve is 
examined individually to set appropriate ranges for both CA and SA by connecting the left 
valley’s bottom of the peak to the right valley’s bottom.  
  
Figure 6- 3 FTIR spectrum of control bitumen sample (no additives) for different age 
periods, at a wavelength range of 450- 4000 cm-1. 
A reference peak that maintains its area unchanged during ageing must be selected to 
eliminate the sample film thickness effects from the ageing parameters (CA and SA). One 
potential reference peak is that at wavelength 2924 cm-1, with shoulders at 2853 and 2953 cm-1 
that belongs to the alkyl C-H functional group. Although it was selected previously as a reference 
peak (Zhao et al. 2010), it can cause inaccuracy due to its high absorption compared to CA. 
Another potential reference is peak 1601 cm-1; however, it can also cause inaccuracy in 
calculating the ageing index because it shares a shoulder with the carbonyl. Other recognisable 
peaks are 1460 cm-1, 1377 cm-1 and 813 cm-1 representing CH2 alkanes, CH3 alkanes, and 
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aromatics. The carbonyl index (CI) is measured using Equation 6-1 for these three different peaks 
and shown in Figure 6-4 for the control bitumen samples. 
 𝐶𝐼 =  
𝐶𝐴
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
 (6-1) 
 
Figure 6- 4 Carbonyl ageing index for control bitumen at different ageing periods 
measured for different reference peaks. 
Peak 1377 cm-1 is selected as the reference peak due to its relatively compatible wave 
height compared to the carbonyl peak, causing less measurement error. More importantly, it 
maintained a consistently stable condition when bitumen was mixed with other additives. On the 
other hand, 1460 cm-1 peak seemed to be less stable during the initial ageing period, particularly 
with additives containing aromatics, such as Irganox acid, Irganox 1076, MD1024 and calcium 
hydroxide. Finally, 813 cm-1 peaks may interfere with the polymer modifiers functional groups, 
thus was not selected. 
Similar to the carbonyl index, the sulfoxide index (SI) ageing growth is also observed. SI 
is the ratio of area under peak 1031 cm-1 to the area under the reference peak for the same ageing 
period (shown in Equation 6-2). Figure 6-5 shows that SI of the control bitumen maintained the 
same CI pattern (Figure 6-4) at different reference peaks, but unlike the carbonyl, sulfoxide’s 
growth rate started to decline after 24 hours of ageing at 100ºC.  
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 𝑆𝐼 =  
𝑆𝐴
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
 (6-2) 
 
Figure 6- 5 Sulfoxide index at different ageing periods for the control bitumen without 
additives, measured for different reference peaks. 
Figure 6-6 shows the carbonyl and sulfoxide indices (CI and SI) of the control bitumen 
sample (no additives) versus the oven ageing time. Carbonyl and sulfoxide indices are measured 
as the CA and SA ratio to a reference peak 1377 cm-1. Gradual growth in the carbonyl index along 
the ageing period is observed in Figure 6-6, in contrast to the sulfoxide index, which stabilised 
with time after an initial sudden shift at the first 24 hours of ageing. This behaviour agrees with 
Zhao et al. (2010) and Ma et al. (2012) findings, where they used the Rolling Thin Film Oven 
(RTFO) ageing test to characterise the ageing properties of SBS polymer modified bitumen (Zhao 
et al. 2010, Ma et al. 2012).   
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Figure 6- 6 Carbonyl and sulfoxide indices of control bitumen sample (no additives) 
measured with respect to the reference peak 1377 cm-1 versus the oven ageing time.  
The initial values of CI prior to oven ageing (shown in Figure 6-4) are approximately 
zero due to the lack of carbonyl functional groups in the virgin bitumen. However, this is not 
necessarily the case for different bitumen sources. It is also very common to encounter carbonyl 
and sulfoxide in the virgin bitumen due to the ageing in the early processing, refining, and mixing 
operations (Zafari et al. 2014). Therefore, CI and SI plotted against ageing time to compare the 
ageing growth rate of different binders may not be practical. Likewise, CI plotted against ageing 
time for the AAC-modified bitumen cannot be utilised as an AAC selection criterion due to the 
inherent existence of the carbonyl functional group in these compounds. Figure 6-7 shows CI for 
the AAC-modified and unmodified bitumen versus ageing time for a 100ºC oven ageing 
temperature. It is clear that the CI values have different initial values and can decrease when 
AAC-modified bitumen ages. Thus, CI cannot be directly used for comparing the AAC-modified 
bitumen in terms of its anti-ageing performance.  
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Figure 6- 7 Carbonyl index against oven ageing time at 100ºC for AAC-modified and 
unmodified (control) samples measured for a reference peak of 1377 cm-1. 
To overcome the drift at the initial values of the CI, another term was adopted to compare 
the efficiency of AACs, called the Normalised Carbonyl Index (NCI), explained as the ratio of 
the difference between carbonyl index at any ageing time (CIt ) and that before ageing CIo to the 
carbonyl index at time zero (CIo), as shown in Equation 6-3.  




Thus, NCI will start from zero before ageing, regardless of the bitumen's chemical 
composition and its containing additives. Figure 6-8 shows the change in NCI with ageing time. 
NCI can drop with ageing to become a negative value for some of the AAC-modified bitumen 
specimens that contained carbonyl in their chemical composition. During ageing, this carbonyl 
decrease led to a drop in NCI, causing negative values, as shown in Figure 6-8. 
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Figure 6- 8 Normalised carbonyl index with ageing time at 100ºC ageing temperature for 
AAC-modified and unmodified (control) bitumen samples measured for reference peak of 
1377 cm-1 (a) all samples, (b) bitumen samples with positive anti-ageing AACs. 
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Figure 6-8 (a and b) shows the NCI against ageing time for all samples, according to 
these results, AACs are divided into three categories in terms of their anti-ageing effectiveness: 
(1) negative AACs, work to accelerate the ageing of bitumen, (2) non-effective AACs that did not 
alter the ageing of bitumen significantly, and (3) positive AACs, inhibit the formation of carbonyl 
and reduce bitumen ageing.  
Negative additives include sodium montmorillonite, low concentrations of TRIS and the 
combination of TRIS with nanomaterials and calcium hydroxide. Generally, all the tested 
nanomaterials did not experience any positive impacts in inhibiting the carbonyl formation upon 
ageing. This may be attributed to the nature of samples preparation and testing because the 
bitumen samples were thin-film slides and assumed to be completely exposed to air oxidation. 
Therefore, the nanomaterials added to the bitumen will introduce no resistance to the oxygen 
diffusion in the bitumen sample. Thus, additives that work towards reducing diffusion will have 
no effect in such thin film sample, and further testing is needed for the anti-ageing mechanism of 
the nanomaterials on the bitumen (covered in Section  6.2) 
Non-effective additives of no contribution to ageing resistance include TMP, calcium 
hydroxide and 10% concentration of TRIS. The bitumen modified with those additives shows 
similar NCI growth to that of the control virgin bitumen. However, increasing TRIS concentration 
in the binder from 5 to 10% led to a minor decrease in ageing progression.  
Positive additives that proved effective in reducing bitumen’s ageing include Irganox 
1076, furfural, DLTDP with furfural combination, and 10 and 15% of Irganox acid, shown as the 
overlapped curves at the bottom of Figure 6-8 (a), and shown separately in Figure 6-8 (b). The 
bitumen modified by those additives have shown a significant reduction in the growth of the NCI 
compared to that of the control bitumen. 
6.1.3 Ageing kinetics analysis of anti-ageing compounds-modified bitumen 
It can be observed from the ageing pattern of the control sample, the carbonyl formation 
is time-dependent throughout the entire ageing period, suggesting the binder is still in the fast-
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term ageing stage. Therefore, Equation 6-4 is formulated by replacing CA with NCI to model 










where, M is the limiting amount of the carbonyl formation due to the first-order reaction following 
the hot mix production; Af is frequency factor for fast-term ageing, it is bitumen-type dependent, 
measured by (1/day) units; P is the partial pressure of oxygen (0.2 atm under current oven ageing 
settings); α is the reaction order due to oxygen partial pressure; Ef  is the oxidation activation 
energy; T is the absolute temperature measured in K; t is ageing time (days); R is the universal 
gas constant which equals 8.314 J/K/mol and 𝑘𝑓 is a reaction constant which depends on the 
pressure and temperature. 
Equation 6-5 can be simplified using 𝐴𝑓
′  (an earlier approach for modelling oxidation 
(Lau et al. 1992)), where, 
 𝐴𝑓
′ = 𝐴𝑓𝑃
𝛼                                                                                                                            (6-6) 
Jin (2012) correlated the fast-term frequency factor and activation energy (Jin 2012), such that; 
 𝐴𝑓
′ = 2.031𝑒0.3076𝐸𝑓                                                                                                                            (6-7) 
Substituting Equation 6-7 into Equation 6-5 gives 
 𝑘𝑓 = 2.031 𝑒
0.3076𝐸𝑓   𝑒− 
𝐸𝑓
𝑅𝑇                                                                                                                            (6-8) 
Equation 6-8 is used along with Equation 6-4 to determine the rate of NCI. By curve-fitting the 
testing data into Equation 6-9, 𝑘𝑓 and M are obtained. Then Ef  is determined using Equation 6-
8.  
 𝑁𝐶𝐼 = 𝑀(𝑎 − 𝑒−𝑘𝑓𝑡)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   (6-9)
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where a equal 1±0.02, is the initial error resulting from the curve fitting process, and M value is 
a binder source-related parameter. Since one type of bitumen is used in this study, therefore the 
variations in M and 𝑘𝑓 values are a result of AACs inclusion.  
Table 6-3 shows the oxidation kinetics parameters obtained with R2 of more than 0.95 
for all samples, excluding bitumen sample with 2% furfural and 1.2% DLTDP (which achieved 
R2 of 0.77) due to its low oxidation rate. The samples 10% and 15% of Irganox acid-modified 
bitumen did not show any signs of oxidation initiation; thus, they did not fit into the Arrhenius 
model for fast-term ageing (Equation 6-8). On the contrary, the carbonyl amount characterised 
by NCI remained unchanged along the entire ageing period, indicating an excellent anti-ageing 
performance of the AACs. 
Table 6- 3 Oxidation kinetics model coefficients for all tested AAC modified bitumen 
samples. 
AAC modified bitumen 
samples 
















10% (3:1:1) TRIS 
(hydroxymethyl-
aminomethane): bentonite 
HCT: calcium hydroxide 
0.351 119 0.9830 
15% Sodium 
montmorillonite 
0.336 122 0.9940 
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0.286 133 0.9953 
5% Irganox acid 0.154 175 0.9761 
10% Sodium 
montmorillonite 
0.124 190 0.9988 
5% TRIS (hydroxymethyl-
aminomethane) 
0.116 194 0.9961 









Virgin bitumen with no 
additives (control) 
0.076 222 0.9962 
12%(1:5) furfural: Irganox 
1076 
0.075 223 0.9953 




0.049 253 0.9839 
10% Cloisite C20A 0.046 257 0.9833 
15% Irganox 1076 0.045 258 0.9710 
0.1% MD 1024 0.033 278 0.9703 
10% Bentonite HCT 0.031 283 0.9803 
1% Tetramethylthiuram 
disulphide 
0.023 305 0.9972 Positive 
AACs 
(reduce 
2% Furfural 0.001 567 0.9914 
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25% 3:2) sodium 
montmorillonite:  Irganox 
acid 





3.5% (4:3) furfural: 
DLTDP 
0.001 664 0.7672* 
10% Irganox acid* -- -- -- 
15% Irganox acid* -- -- -- 
*No notable oxidation was observed for those AACs modified bitumen samples, indicating 
excellent anti-ageing performance.  
 
Samples in Table 6-3 are arranged according to their fast-term activation energy in 
ascending order. Samples of small activation energies tend to have fast oxidation, while those 
with greater oxidation energies are expected to have better anti-ageing performance; thus, they 
develop fewer carbonyl compounds under the accelerated ageing conditions. Samples such as 
10% and 15% Irganox acid that performed superiorly compared to others did not fit into the 
kinetics equation. They show no signs of ageing under 100ºC oven temperature conditions for a 
thin-film binder in ambient atmospheric pressure. It is, therefore, recommended to use activation 
energy to group the AACs in terms of their effectiveness in anti-ageing performance.  
There was a great variation in M values for the tested specimens attributed to the existence 
of carbonyl and varying chemical composition of the AACs. Figure 6-9 a and b shows the 
chemical composition of Irganox acid and DLTDP. A well-defined peak for the carbonyl 
functional groups can be observed at the range 1710 to 1737 cm-1. These AAC-induced carbonyl 
functional groups led to the negative values on the initial portion of the NCI versus ageing time 
curves, especially during the ageing period of less than one day (t =1 day). This time portion was 
neglected in the curve-fitting process since it makes nonsense to fit the negative NCI values to 
the suggested ageing kinetics model in Equation 6-8. Therefore, M values cannot be used as an 
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ageing indicator for the screening purposes of variable AAC additives to evaluate the anti-ageing 
performance of the AAC modified bitumen. 
 
 
Figure 6- 9 FTIR spectrum for (a) Irganox acid and (b) DLTDP at a waves range of 450- 
4000 cm-1. 
6.2 Experimental Validation for Proposed Anti-Ageing Compounds 
Following the initial screening of AACs in Section 6.1, a detailed performance evaluation 
of AAC-modified bitumen at the long-term ageing conditions is addressed in this section.  
The AAC-modified bitumen binders that proven effective in Section 6.1 were tested by 
dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy test (FTIR) at 
different ageing conditions, including unaged, short-term ageing by thin film oven test (TFOT) 
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and long-term ageing by pressure ageing vessel (PAV). Because fatigue failure is commonly 
encountered in aged pavements, it was evaluated and characterised for the AAC-modified 
bitumen. The fatigue performance of the AAC-modified bitumen was thus characterised by the 
dissipated energy ratio (DER), SHRP fatigue parameter, and the DSR-cracking (DSR-C) 
approaches, discussed in Section 2.8.  
The study also examines the high-temperature performance and the thermal stability of 
nominated AAC-modified bitumen to cover more aspects concerning the effects of AACs on 
bitumen. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) test was employed to examine the oxidation 
onset temperature (OOT) of the AAC-modified bitumen, and the multiple stress creep and 
recovery (MSCR) test was utilised to measure the rutting susceptibility of AAC-modified bitumen 
at high temperatures.   
6.2.1 Materials preparation 
A control bitumen with a standard penetration grade of 60 was used as a base (control) 
sample. Table 6-4 lists the standard engineering specifications of the binder.  
Table 6- 4 Binder specifications. 
Test index Value 
Penetration (15ºC) 0.1 mm 24.6 
Penetration (25ºC) 0.1 mm  60.7 
Penetration (30ºC) 0.1mm 106.27 
Softening point ºC 48.6 
Ductility (5ºC) cm 5.7 
Ductility (15ºC) cm >150 
Viscosity (135ºC) Pa.s 0.4363 
The AACs selection criteria were based on a preliminary AAC screening method, 
discussed in Section 6-1. A list of the selected AACs and their concentrations are summarised in 
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Table 6-5. The specimens identification numbers listed in Table 6-5 will be used to refer to the 
samples in this study.  
Table 6- 5 Anti-ageing compounds and concentrations in modified bitumen. 
Specimen 
ID 
Additive Additive concentration  
(% by mass of bitumen binder) 
1 Control bitumen N/A 
2 Trimethylolpropane TMP 10 
3 Furfural  2 
4 Sodium montmorillonite 15 
5 (1:5) Furfural: Irganox 1076 12 
6 Irganox 1076 15 
7 (3:4) DLTDP ((Dilauryl) 
Thiodipropionate): furfural 
3.5 
The bitumen and AACs were blended using a high-speed shear mixer (FLUKO FM300) 
at a rotation speed of 4000 rpm for 90 minutes under controlled temperature conditions to ensure 
full dispersion of the additives. The temperature was kept in a 120-150°C range during the mixing 
process to prevent excessive ageing. The control bitumen sample (without additives) was 
subjected to the same mixing process to ensure that all samples experience identical mixing and 
ageing conditions. Following mixing, part of the binder-AAC mixture was stored in air-tight 
containers to be tested under unaged conditions. The remaining specimens were cast into flat 
containers to be subjected to short-term ageing (ST) and long-term ageing (LT) conditions using 
Thin Film Oven test (TFOT, ASTM standard D1754-97) and Pressurised Ageing Vessel test 
(PAV, ASTM standard D6521-18), respectively (ASTM 2002, 2019) 
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6.2.2 Dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) tests 
The dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) is used to determine the rheological properties of 
asphalt binder using Malvern Instruments Kinexus device. Bitumen samples are heated to 130°C 
and poured into 8 mm diameter moulds (2 mm vertical gap) or 25 mm diameter moulds (1 mm 
vertical gap). The samples are prepared using silicone moulds. The hot bitumen from a heated 
container is poured into the mould to form a convex surface, and then the filled mould is cooled 
to room temperature without chilling. Then, the bitumen is loosened from the mould by flexing 
the rubber mould and is adhered to the preheated lower test plate by gently pressing the convex 
(top) surface of the pellet. After that, the upper test plate is moved until the gap between the plates 
equals the testing gap, plus the gap closure required to create a slight bulge at the outside face of 
the test specimen. The excess bitumen is trimmed by moving a heated trimming tool around the 
edges of the plates to level the bitumen with the outer diameter of the plates. When the trimming 
is complete, the gap is decreased to the testing value. Finally, the bitumen is heated to the testing 
temperature and then remained for 5 min before loading (Zhang et al. 2019). 
A series of DSR tests were conducted on unaged and LT-aged bitumen samples. Table 
6-6 shows the testing schemes used in this study. The tests were run in duplicates, and in case of 
inconsistent results for the repeats, they were run in triplicates. 
Table 6- 6 Dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) testing schemes. 
Test* Temperature (℃) Frequency (Hz) Strain level Number of cycles 
LAS 20 10 0.1%-15% N/A 
64 
TS 20 10 5% 24000 
HT-PG Standard test (AASHTO T 315) 
MSCR 64      Standard test (AASHTO T 350) 
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*LAS = linear amplitude sweep test; TS = time sweep test; HT-PG = high temperature 
Performance Grading test; MSCR = multiple stress creep and recovery test 
6.2.2.1 Linear amplitude sweep test 
The Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS) strain-controlled tests were conducted at an 
intermediate temperature of 20°C with 10 Hz frequency and 0.1% - 15% strain values. The initial 
shear complex moduli (Go
*) and phase angles (δo) were obtained at undamaged condition (where 
the shear moduli and phase angles remain unchanged with low strain levels). To investigate the 
high-temperature performance due to AACs modification, LAS tests at high temperature (64°C) 
are conducted solely for bitumen samples that demonstrate good fatigue cracking behaviour. The 
same testing parameters (i.e., load frequency and strain level) used in LAS tests at 20°C 
temperature were employed for high-temperature tests.  
The initial phase angles 𝛿𝑜 and shear moduli 𝐺𝑜
∗ at undamaged condition are obtained 
using LSA test, where the shear modulus and phase angle remain unchanged at relatively low 
strain levels (e.g., <1%), as shown in Figure 6-10.  
 
Figure 6- 10 Linear amplitude sweep (LAS) test results with the shear modulus 𝑮𝒐
∗  and 
phase angle 𝜹𝒐 of the unaged bitumen with 10% TMP (sample 2) under a strain level of 
0.1 %- 15%. The test is conducted at 20°C temperature and loading frequency of 10 Hz 
for two replicates. 
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The tests are performed at different ageing conditions (unaged, ST-aged by TFOT and 
LT-aged by PAV). The initial shear modulus (at undamaged conditions) varied significantly due 
to AACs inclusion, as can be seen in Figure 6-11. Compared with the control sample (sample 1), 
samples 2, 3 and 4 caused an increase in stiffness at ST-ageing and LT-ageing conditions. In 
contrast, samples 5 and 6, containing Irganox 1076 as a main anti-ageing compound, shown a 
considerable decrease in stiffness at all ageing stages. Sample 7, containing 3.5% DLTDP: 
furfural (3: 4), maintained the same complex modulus as in the control sample (sample 1) after 
the ageing conditioning. The combination of furfural and DLTDP works as primary and 
secondary anti-oxidants, where furfural works as a free-radical scavenger and DLTDP as a 
peroxide inhibitor, prevents oxidation. Furfural is a liquid with low viscosity and DLTDP is a 
material of low melting point (39-42°C), thus, explaining the slight reduction in the initial shear 
modulus and increase in phase angle for sample 7. 
 
Figure 6- 11 Initial shear moduli 𝑮𝒐
∗  measured using the linear amplitude sweep (LAS) 
test. The test is conducted on unaged, short-term (ST, by TFOT) aged and long-term (LT, 
by PAV) aged bitumen samples modified by different AACs at a temperature of 20°C and 
loading frequency of 10 Hz.  
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The initial phase angles (shown in Figure 6-12) demonstrated negligible changes upon 
the inclusion of AACs, excluding samples 5 and 6 (containing Irganox 1076), which experienced 
increases in phase angles.  
  
Figure 6- 12 Initial phase angles 𝜹𝒐 measured using the linear amplitude sweep (LAS) test. 
The test is conducted on unaged, short-term (ST, by TFOT) aged and long-term (LT, by 
PAV) aged bitumen samples modified by different AACs at a temperature of 20°C and the 
loading frequency of 10 Hz. 
The oxidation ageing occurs when oxygen removes hydrogen atoms from carbon atoms, 
thereby causing a rise in the proportion of asphaltenes and a reduction in the content of resins and 
most of the aromatic compounds in the bitumen (Tauste et al. 2018). Irganox 1076 is hindered 
phenol organic ester anti-oxidant, works as a primary anti-oxidant and prevents thermal oxidation 
by donating hydrogen atoms for the free radicals that cause oxidation (Dessouky et al. 2015, 
Tauste et al. 2018). Irganox 1076 has a low molecular weight of approximately 531 g/mol and 
low melting temperature (50-55°C). The low molecular weight is similar to that for the dispersing 
medium (aromatics) and the non-polar viscous oil (saturates) in the bitumen (300-800 g/mol). 
Therefore, Irganox 1076 can reduce the viscosity for modified bitumen, leading to a significantly 
reduced modulus and increased phase angle, as shown in Figures 6-11 and 6-12. Based on these 
results, one may deduce that modified bitumen with Irganox 1076 alone may not be a suitable 
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anti-ageing additive with satisfying engineering performance. However, it can be feasible to use 
Irganox 1076 in combination with high-surface-area fillers, such as nano-silica (which can 
improve the rutting resistance and reduce susceptibility to oxidation by interacting with the polar 
aromatics and asphaltenes (Tauste et al. 2018)). 
One of the common problems encountered with AACs is that they can perish with time 
due to ageing and exposure to environmental conditions. It is noted from Figures 6-11 and 6-12 
that the long-term aged AAC-modified bitumen samples maintained a different behaviour than 
that for the long-term aged control sample, suggesting the additives still affect the material 
behaviour even after exposure to long-term ageing. This behaviour indirectly indicates good 
stability for these anti-ageing compounds, although chemical tests are needed to confirm this 
theory.     
6.2.2.2 Time sweep fatigue test 
The time sweep (TS) test is a strain-controlled fatigue test utilised to determine the 
complex shear moduli (G*) and phase angle (δ) at damaged condition (at 24,000 loading cycle) 
to evaluate the fatigue performance of the modified binders. The tests are conducted at an 
intermediate temperature of 20°C for 10 Hz frequency and 5% strain level and up to 24,000 cycles 
(40 minutes). The plate used in this test is 8 mm in diameter (2 mm vertical gap). The high strain 
(5%) was selected as the strain level at which virgin bitumen and AAC-modified bitumen 
demonstrate significant damage, as indicated by the decreased modulus and increased phase angle 
from LAS test results.   
The image analysis method (IAM) is used to measure the fatigue cracking extent (crack 
length) at the end of the TS test. When the DSR completes 24,000 loading cycles, loading is 
stopped, and the temperature is set to cool down automatically to 3 °C to prevent the sample from 
melting and therefore preserve cracks morphology and geometry. The sample is then pulled apart 
axially by separating the top-loading plate from the bottom plate, and the cracking pattern on the 
bitumen sample is photographed. Figure 6-13 displays the cross-section of a damaged bitumen 
sample. The effective and original radiuses of samples are measured, where the effective radius 
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(rE) is the radius of remained uncracked area at the centre of the sample. The effective radius is 
measured about the original radius (ro); the latter represents the radius of  DSR sample at 
undamaged condition (4 mm standard radius). Then the crack length is measured as (cp = r0 - rE). 
Detailed steps to determine the crack length are reported in the literature (Zhang and Gao 2021). 
The measured crack length is employed to validate predicted crack length by DSR-C model in 
Equation 2-19. 
 
Figure 6- 13 Crack morphology of bitumen under shear fatigue loading. The effective 
radius calculated by the image analysis method. 
The reason for selecting loading cycles (𝑛) to be 24,000 cycles is to verify the cracking 
damage magnitude obtained by the IAM. If the loading cycle at failure (𝑁𝑓  at which the DSR 
versus the loading cycle curve becomes nonlinear) was utilised to measure the crack length, it 
would not be possible to inspect the actual damage at that point (Pronk and Hopman 1991, 
Ghuzlan and Carpenter 2000). Therefore, the number of loading cycles at which the test ends 
were selected based on two aspects. The first aspect for selecting (n=24,000) to be the loading 
cycle at which TS test stops is that it was found previously that an intermediate crack length was 
formed at this stage of loading for two types of binders (Zhang and Gao 2021). The second aspect 
is that measured cracks did not reach a complete failure (𝑐𝑚 < 4 mm). In other words, the sample 
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is not completely separated into two parts at this stage of loading, although it shows measurable 
crack damage. 
The time sweep (SW) test is conducted for unaged and LT-aged samples at intermediate 
temperature conditions (20°C) to evaluate the fatigue performance of AAC-modified bitumen. 
The phase angles and shear moduli are recorded up to 24,000 loading cycles, as can be seen in 
Figure 6-14. 
 
Figure 6- 14 Time sweep (TS) test results for sample 2 (bitumen with 10 % TMP) for the 
unaged condition. The test is conducted at 20°C temperature, 10 Hz loading frequency, 
5% strain level, and up to 24,000 cycles. 
The parameters phase angle δn=24,000 and shear modulus |G
*
n=24,000| at (n=24,000) loading 
cycles are obtained by TS tests for LT-aged samples. The crack length at (n=24,000) is calculated 
using DSR-C model in Equation 2-19. Both LAS and TS results are used to obtain predicted 
crack length values (cp). For comparison, measured crack length (cm) at (n=24,000 loading cycles) 
for all AAC-modified bitumen samples is determined by IAM, as shown in Figure 6-15. The 
figure shows the predicted and measured crack lengths are in good and consistent agreement, and 
there is a proportional correlation between calculated and measured crack lengths at all ages (for 
unaged, ST-aged and LT-aged samples) with an R2 value of 0.7602. The correlation between 
measured and calculated crack lengths is better for LT-aged samples with an R2 value of 0.9567, 
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this is a promising finding because it is more vital for measuring fatigue resistance performance 
since asphalt pavements are susceptible to fatigue failure at later ageing stages of their service 
life, and the method proved effective in measuring this value. It is expected that the variation 
between predicted and measured crack lengths is caused by (1) possible errors in measuring the 
crack length by IAM, (2) the high healing capacity for unaged and ST-aged samples. Generally, 
results indicate that the crack length predicted by DSR-C model (Equation 2-19) can effectively 
evaluate and differentiate the fatigue performance of bitumen modified by AACs, particularly for 
those at long-term ageing conditions.  
 
Figure 6- 15 Predicted crack length (𝒄𝒑) versus measured crack length (𝒄𝒎). The predicted 
crack length is obtained using DSR-C method, and measured crack length obtained by 
image analysis method (IAM) using time sweep (TS) and linear amplitude sweep (LAS) 
tests for samples at different ageing conditions (unaged, ST-ageing, LT-ageing) at 20°C 
temperature and 10 Hz loading frequency. IAM is conducted at 24,000 loading cycles. 
Tests are replicated. 
It is also observed in Figure 6-15 that samples 2, 3 and 4 at LT-aging condition show 
larger crack lengths compared with the control sample (sample 1). This behaviour means that 
even if the AACs in samples 2, 3 and 4 can reduce the oxidation of bitumen, they are unable to 
reduce fatigue damage. Moreover, samples 5 and 6 experienced the least fatigue damage among 
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other samples; however, the shear modulus for these two samples is significantly reduced due to 
the addition of AACs, meaning they may be unable to provide stiffness modulus. Sample 7 
performed better resistance to fatigue cracking than that for the control bitumen, while still 
maintained adequate stiffness as indicated by LAS test. Thus, only sample 7 (bitumen modified 
by (3:4) DLTDP: furfural) has demonstrated a great anti-oxidation and fatigue-resistance 
performance without significantly reducing stiffness.  
To compare the different fatigue characterisation approaches, DER values at n= 24,000 
loading cycle are obtained using Equation 2-18. DER values are compared to the measured crack 
lengths (cm) and shown in Figure 6-16. There is a weak correlation between DER and measured 
crack length for bitumen samples at different ages (unaged, ST-aged and LT-aged) with an R2 
value of 0.2329, with DER having a bit better correlation to the measured crack lengths for LT-
aged samples, with an R2 value of 0.4418.  
     
Figure 6- 16  Dissipated energy ratio (DER) versus measured crack length (𝒄𝒎). DER and 
cm are obtained by time sweep (TS) test for samples at different ageing conditions 
(unaged, ST-ageing, and LT-ageing) at a temperature of 20°C and 10 Hz loading 
frequency. IAM is conducted at 24,000 loading cycles. Tests are replicated. 
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To examine the fatigue performance against other known parameters, measured crack 
lengths are plotted against the Superpave fatigue parameter (|Go*|.sin δo) developed by the 
Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) (Anderson and Kennedy 1993). Low (|Go*|.sin δo) 
indicates good resistance to fatigue cracking. Figure 6-17 shows that the correlation between 
measured crack lengths and Superpave fatigue parameter at the initial (undamaged) state is weak, 
with an R2 value of 0.5206 for samples at different ageing conditions (unaged, ST-aged and LT-
aged) and an R2 value of 0.6115 for samples tested at LT-ageing conditions. 
   
Figure 6- 17 Superpave fatigue parameter at the undamaged state versus measured crack 
length (𝒄𝒎). The undamaged fatigue parameter is obtained by linear amplitude sweep 
(LAS) test for samples at different ageing conditions (unaged, ST-aged, and LT-aged) at 
intermediate temperature (20°C), 5% strain level and 10 Hz loading frequency. The 
measured crack length was obtained by time sweep (TS) test for samples at different 
ageing conditions (unaged, ST-ageing, and LT-ageing at 20°C temperature and 10 Hz 
loading frequency. IAM is conducted at 24,000 loading cycles. Tests are replicated. 
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Comparing Figures 6-15, 6-16 and 6-17, it can be concluded the fatigue cracking for 
AAC-modified bitumen quantified by laboratory-induced and measured crack lengths correlates 
the best (highest R2 values) with the calculated crack length determined by DSR-C model.  
6.2.2.3 Multiple stress creep and recovery test 
The multiple stress creep and recovery (MSCR) test is a standard test (ASTM standard 
D7405-15, AASHTO T 350), used to measure rutting susceptibility of bitumen at high 
temperatures (ASTM 2015). This test is conducted solely on bitumen samples that demonstrates 
good fatigue resistance characteristics. The plate used in this test is the 25 mm diameter plate (1 
mm vertical gap). The temperature for MSCR test is set to be Performance Grade (PG) high-
temperature. The PG high-temperature is determined by the DSR device and high-temperature 
standard evaluation test (HT-PG) (using the standards AASHTO T-315) (AASHTO 2012).   
The fatigue cracks propagation behaviour at intermediate temperatures and the carbonyl 
growth (Section 6.2.3) suggested that samples 5, 6 and 7 contain promising AACs. However, 
samples 5 and 6, containing Irganox 1076, suffered a considerable decrease in the initial complex 
shear modulus (Figure 6-11). Therefore, samples 5 and 6 considered improper AACs. 
Nonetheless, the addition of Irgnox 1076 may still be considered for specific applications with 
lower PG-grade or when combined with other additives after further testing.  
Sample 7 demonstrated good fatigue cracking resistance and anti-oxidative action 
(Sections 6.2.2.2 and 6.2.3). However, OOT test (detailed in Section 6.2.4) indicated a decrease 
in the melting temperature of sample 7 compared to the control sample. For this reason, it is 
necessary to investigate the rutting susceptibility of the modified sample.  
To investigate the high-temperature behaviour (e.g., rutting) of sample 7, first, the high-
temperature performance grade (HT-PG) is determined, then it was implemented later for MSCR 
and LAS tests both at high-temperature conditions. It is found that HT-PG for sample 7 is 64°C, 
and HT-PG for the control binder was 70 °C. This finding contradicts with Apeagyei (2011) for 
DLTDP/furfural additives, as they observed an increase in HT-PG from 64°C at control binder to 
70°C at the modified binder, this variation may be attributed to differences in sample preparation, 
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where Apeagyei (2011) introduced an acid catalyst to mix furfural into the binder (Apeagyei 
2011). It may also be a result of using a different sample preparation procedure as they mixed the 
binder at a lower mixing rate of 750 rpm but for four hours, whereas in this study, the mixing 
time was 90 minutes with mixing rate of 4000 rpm, which can cause less volatilisation of light 
compounds.  
MSCR test is performed to measure the non-recoverable deformations. The test is usually 
conducted for rolling thin-film oven aged samples (Subhy 2017), but since the additive caused 
ageing retardation, the test was also conducted for LT-aged samples as rutting damage may 
become potential distress when induction of the AACs reduces the ageing.   
Figure 6-18 shows MSCR results for ST-aged and LT-aged samples (sample 1 and 7). 
Sample 7 demonstrated increased non-recoverable creep compliance and an unchanged per cent 
recoverable strain at ST-ageing condition, compared to the control bitumen (sample 1). At ST-
ageing condition, a negative recovered strain value is obtained; this occurs when strain increases 
in unloading phase, in the absence of load, especially when the sample is very soft, and there is 
almost no recovery. The slight increase in strain curve is enough to give a negative value for the 
total recovery; this slight increase in loading could be a result of rheometer errors at unloading 
condition (Soenen et al. 2013). At LT-ageing condition, sample 7 demonstrated a slight increase 
in the non-recoverable creep compliances and a reduced per cent recoverable strain. This means 
bitumen samples 7 have less rutting resistance compared to the control bitumen (sample 1) at high 
temperature. Increased rutting potential can be attributed to the addition of low molecular mass 
components (furfural and DLTDP), or due to reduction in polarity due to the reaction of these 
primary and secondary anti-oxidants with bitumen reducing viscosity and thermal dependency.  
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Figure 6- 18 Multiple stress creep and recovery (MSCR) test parameters at 64°C 
temperature for short-term (ST, by TFOT) aged and long-term (LT, by PAV) aged 
samples (samples 1 and 7) 
6.2.3 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) test 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) tests were carried out for unaged and LT-
aged bitumen samples using Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS10 spectrum. The device is set to scan 
in a range of (500-4000) cm-1, with a scanning frequency of 16 and 4 cm-1 resolution. KBr 
scanning plates with a 12 mm diameter are prepared by compressing KBr powder into thin discs 
(about 1 mm thickness). Then, a small amount of bitumen is placed close to the edge of newly 
prepared KBr plates and heated to 100±5 ºC. A clean steel spatula also heated, then when the 
bitumen melts, it is levelled by the spatula into a thin layer and cooled before scanning by FTIR, 
to observe the changes of chemical functional groups due to ageing in bitumen samples modified 
by AACs.  
To correlate the oxidation products growth and fatigue performance for AAC-modified 
bitumen samples, Figure 6-19 shows NCI (defined by Equation 6-3) against the ratio of change 
in fatigue crack lengths (∆ 𝑐/𝑐𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑) between the LT-aged sample and the corresponding 
unaged sample, as defined in Equation 6-10. 
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 ∆𝑐/𝑐𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑 =  
𝑐𝐿𝑇 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑 − 𝑐𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑
𝑐𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑
 (6-10) 
where, 𝑐𝐿𝑇 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑 is the predicted crack length for LT-aged samples, 𝑐𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑 is the predicted crack 
length for unaged samples. 
 
Figure 6- 19 The normalised carbonyl index (NCI) of LT-aged samples versus the ratio of 
change in the crack length propagation due to long-term laboratory ageing for all tested 
samples. In legends label, the first number represents AAC sample number and the second 
number represents the number of tests replicates). 
Results show a good linear correlation between ageing products (represented by NCI) 
and the fatigue resistance of AAC-modified binders, with R2  value of 0.8847 is found for samples 
1, 2, 3, and 4 (samples that show less effectiveness in anti-ageing, represented by black marks in 
Figure 6-19).  
Figure 6-19 also shows that samples 5, 6 and 7 (shown to have high effectiveness in anti-
ageing, represented with coloured markers in Figure 6-19) shown a decrease in both normalised 
carbonyl index (NCI) and cracking lengths propagation ratio upon LT-ageing. This observation 
means the AACs in samples 5, 6 and 7 can reduce both oxidation and fatigue damage by 
preventing build-up of asphaltene and resin fractions upon exposure to oxygen from ageing 
conditioning. The NCI retardation (remains unchanged and close to zero) in samples 5, 6 and 7 
can be attributed to the high carbonyl content in the additives prior to ageing. Whereas AACs in 
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samples 3 and 4 did not affect the fatigue resistance and carbonyl development when compared 
to the control sample (sample 1).  
Results suggest that adding furfural alone as a primary anti-oxidant (sample 3) and 
sodium montmorillonite (sample 4) are ineffective in retarding the oxidation. Recent researches 
reported many beneficial effects of adding nanomaterials to bitumen (Ghile 2006, Yao et al. 2013, 
Ortega et al. 2017), including improvements in thermal stability, resistance against rutting, and 
strengthening bonding with rubber modifiers. However, there is no evidence that nanomaterials 
can hinder oxygen diffusion into binder film during ageing, thus retard oxidation by preventing 
oxygen from the air to reach the free-radicals in the bitumen binder. Sample 2 (containing TMP) 
demonstrated poor performance, thus agreeing well with the findings in Section 6-1 regarding the 
low oxidation activation energy. TMP esters are reaction blocks used in polymer production and 
lubrication applications (Cuellar Jr 1977, Yunus et al. 2004). TMP is added to bitumen to retard 
oxidation by assuming a reaction of OH- will occur with the acidic compounds of bitumen. Due 
to the unclear behaviour of TMP in the preliminary testing stage, it was included in the current 
study for further investigation. The high crack length values (especially that at LT-ageing 
condition) and high initial shear modulus obtained for sample 2 suggest that the TMP is an 
ineffective anti-oxidant. TMP alone crystallises at medium/low temperatures; therefore, it led to 
more susceptibility to fatigue cracking when added to bitumen. Additionally, TMP melts at high 
temperatures, causing low viscosity for the modified binder. 
Samples 5 and 6 possessed high initial phase angles and low shear moduli due to the 
decrease in viscosity upon the addition of AACs; therefore, they are not recommended, although 
they achieved good anti-ageing performance, confirming Irganox 1076 is effective in retarding 
oxidative ageing of bitumen. Sample 7 with 3.5% (3 DLTDP/4 furfural) demonstrated a better 
initial shear strength with minimum ageing and fatigue failure compared to other additives.  
6.2.4 Oxidation onset temperature (OOT) test 
The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was reported to characterise the thermal 
properties of asphalt binders (Harrison et al. 1992) and measure the thermal stability of polymeric 
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materials (Focke and Van Der Westhuizen 2010). The oxidation onset temperature (OOT) is a 
testing scheme that examines the oxidation initiation temperature of materials in controlled 
temperature and pressure conditions. Therefore, it is used in this study to assess the thermal 
stability of AACs-modified bitumen in oxygen-exposed conditions and at a temperature range 
similar to that in the field. A higher OOT indicates better thermal stability at the oxygen-exposed 
condition for AAC-modified bitumen.  
The OOT is performed using the DSC Netzsch high-temperature device. The test 
measures the temperature at which the oxidation process initiates by observing the change in heat 
flux for a sample placed inside oxygen gas chamber. Oxidation is an exothermic process that 
involves a decrease in heat flow (release of energy) when initiated (such as the burning process 
of hydrocarbon materials). In other words, the machine will release less heat flow to maintain the 
control temperature level during an exothermic process. Bitumen samples of 0.05 g mass are 
placed in oxygen gas controlled-environmental cell and subjected to a 5°C/min temperature rate 
starting at 20°C room temperature. The tests are stopped at a temperature of 150°C to avoid 
reaching the flashpoint. 
The OOT test results are illustrated in Figure 6-20 for unaged and LT-aged samples. 
Results are averaged for two replicates. Sample 2 is not tested because it demonstrates negative 
impacts on fatigue resistance and carbonyl growth retardation. Results indicate initiation of 
endothermic reaction; meaning the oxidation initiation process did not commence at this 
temperature range or that the energy released from the endothermic reaction is more significant 
than that of any exothermic reactions. The endothermic reaction is initiated at lower temperatures 
for samples 5, 6 and 7 compared to that of the control sample (sample 1), as shown in Figure 6-
20. The endothermic reaction can be a result of the melting of waxy components in bitumen. It is 
argued that samples 5, 6 and 7 contain fewer asphaltene fractions and higher aromatics content; 
therefore, this influenced the chemical structure and led to lower melting temperatures (Harrison 
et al. 1992). 
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Figure 6- 20 Endothermic reaction initiation temperature for unaged and long-term (LT, 
by PAV) aged bitumen samples. 
6.3 Impact of Anti-Ageing Compounds on Oxidative Ageing of Asphalt 
Pavements in the Field using Multiphysics Modelling Approach  
Research findings confirm the importance of activation energy at the fast-rate ageing on 
the overall ageing process of binders. The effect of activation energy on field ageing of asphalt 
pavements is investigated in this section. Jin et al. (2011) found a linear correlation between the 
activation energies of the fast and constant oxidation stages based on the tests of 15 asphalt 
binders aged in laboratory using thin-film oven conditions at atmospheric air pressure (1 atm) (Jin 
et al. 2011), as shown in Equation 6-11. 
 𝐸𝑎𝑓 = 0.85𝐸𝑎𝑐 − 10.4  (6-11) 
Additionally, they established an exponential relationship between the pre-exponential factor 𝐴𝑐 
and constant-term activation energy 𝐸𝑎𝑐, and between 𝐴𝑓 and 𝐸𝑎𝑓 as seen in Equations 6-12 and 
6-13. 
 𝐴𝑐 = 0.0315 e
0.3325𝐸𝑎𝑐                                                                                   (6-12) 
 𝐴𝑓 = 0.20 e
0.3328 Eaf    (6-13) 
Thus, it is possible to predict binder-source dependent oxidation kinetics from the 
oxidative activation energy of the fast-term ageing stage.  
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In the technical report FHWA/TX-14/0-6009-2, a number of 15 binders were tested, and 
their activation energy values for the fast-term ageing stage were ranging from 35.2kJ/mol to 75.4 
kJ/mol. The activation energies for the constant-term ageing were ranging from 64.9 kJ/mol to 
103.8 kJ/mol for unmodified and polymer modified binders (Glover et al. 2014). For the current 
study, a suitable range of oxidative activation energy values (74-226 kJ/mol) is identified for anti-
ageing compounds (AACs) modified bitumen, based on Section 6-1. The improvement in anti-
ageing performance is presented in the form of a ratio between 𝐸𝑓 of AAC-modified specimen 
and that for the control specimen. It was observed that some AACs caused an increase in 𝐸𝑓 from 
222 kJ/mol to 664 kJ/mol, achieving a ratio of improvement of 3.0. Thus, a ratio of 3 is considered 
as the upper limit, and a ratio of 1 (i.e., control bitumen without improvement in 𝐸𝑓) was 
considered as the lower limit. Some AAC-modified binders did not show any signs of oxidation 
when tested under thin-film oven ageing conditions; therefore, it was impossible to determine 
their oxidative activation energies.  
Climate data, pavement structure and mixture morphology for road section US277 
located in Laredo – Texas were employed to conduct the parametric study. The model is let to 
run for one year of field ageing simulation. The original value of 𝐸𝑓 for road section US277 is 
75.4 kJ/mol. Thus, values ranging from 75.4 kJ/mol to 226 kJ/mol are selected to maintain an 
improvement ratio in the activation energy of 1 to 3.  
Figure 6-21 (a-c) shows the carbonyl area content at the mastic-air channel interface 
(where there is a minimum constraint on oxygen diffusion) for one year of field ageing simulation 
at three asphalt concrete depths. There is an evident growth in carbonyl content for bitumen 
binders of activation energies 75.4 kJ/mol and 80 kJ/mol. In contrast, for high activation energy 
values of 151 kJ/mol and 226 kJ/mol (assuming these are AAC-modified binders), there is no 
ageing. This suggests the following: (1) the activation energy at fast-rate ageing is a prime 
parameter for ageing extent and growth in asphalt binders, and subsequently, asphalt pavements; 
and (2) the addition of anti-ageing materials can mitigate or prevent oxidative ageing of asphalt 
concrete pavements.  
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Figure 6- 21 Carbonyl area at the air channels-mastic interface (𝑪𝑨𝒊) versus ageing time, 
using different fast-term activation energy values (𝑬𝒇=75.4, 80, 151, and 226 kJ/mol) at (a) 
asphalt concrete (AC) surface, (b) mid-AC depth, and (c) AC bottom. 
By looking at the increase in carbonyl index with time, it was found that there is a 14.9% 
increase in the carbonyl index for a binder with an activation energy of 75.4 kJ/mol and a 12.6% 
increase in the carbonyl index for the binder with an activation energy of 80 kJ/mol at the exact 
location (at the top of AC layer). That is 2.3% change in carbonyl index (without accounting for 
the effect of oxygen diffusion) due to a considerably small change in the oxidation kinetics. 
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6.4 Summary of Ageing Mitigation using Anti-Ageing Compounds 
This chapter investigated methods of reducing and mitigating oxidative ageing using 
chemical additives to work as anti-ageing agents. First, up to 20 different anti-ageing compounds 
(AACs) were added to the bitumen binder and subjected to laboratory thin-film oven ageing 
condition at 100°C. Then preliminary tests were conducted using Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR) test to examine the impact of AACs on the oxidative ageing kinetics and 
filter out ineffective anti-ageing additives. A screening method for AACs was proposed, and a 
normalised carbonyl index (NCI) was adopted to quantify the oxidative ageing. Additionally, the 
fast rate activation energy (𝐸𝑓) is decided to be a good indicator for the AACs effectiveness. 
Then, detailed chemical and rheological tests followed to ensure selected AACs can 
improve the bitumen anti-ageing performance while maintaining sufficient fatigue and rutting 
performance. The effectiveness of six AACs is compared in terms of the resistance to fatigue 
cracking at intermediate temperatures. FTIR tests are conducted to link the chemical structure of 
bitumen samples with their fatigue performance. The fatigue behaviour is measured by using 
several approaches (Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR), actual crack length method, predicted 
crack length, and fatigue parameter). Further tests were carried out at high temperature for the 
sample with the nominated anti-oxidant to verify their resistance to rutting at high temperatures. 
DLTDP/furfural AACs have shown a good anti-ageing performance without sacrificing the 
stiffness of bitumen, and AACs maintained their performance on bitumen even after exposure to 
long-term laboratory ageing conditions. It was also found that the DSR-C model can effectively 
evaluate the fatigue performance of AAC-modified binder, and NCI correlates well with the 
fatigue of AACs-modified binders. 
Finally, the effectiveness of AACs- inclusion in mitigating field oxidative ageing was 
investigated using the proposed oxidative ageing modelling framework. It was concluded that the 
activation energy at fast-rate ageing is a prime parameter for ageing extent and growth in asphalt 
binders, and subsequently, asphalt pavements. Increasing the fast-rate activation energy by only 
5 kJ/mol caused a reduction in carbonyl index of up to 2.3% per one year of ageing, and asphalt 
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binders with very high activation energies due to the inclusion of AACs generate little oxidative 
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Chapter 7 Summaries, Conclusions and Recommendations 
7.1 Summaries 
Bitumen binders can oxidise with air and cause ageing deterioration of asphalt pavements 
in the form of hardening, cracking and an overall decline in the mechanical performance. The 
degree of oxidative ageing is governed by many coupled internal and external physics and 
variables, making it difficult to predict. Mathematical models were established to represent the 
multiple physics that contribute to oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements. When coupled together, 
these models can simultaneously simulate heat transfer, oxygen diffusion and oxidation kinetics 
to predict the oxidative ageing of asphalt pavements. The challenge lies in the non-linearity and 
circular dependency of these physics, making them difficult to solve and converge in numerical 
applications.  
The current study establishes a partial differential equation (PDE) based Finite Element 
(FE) modelling framework to solve these multiple physics using a weak form method. The 
framework is validated using field measurements of within-pavement temperatures and oxidative 
ageing products at various ageing time and different pavement depths. A laboratory-based 
experimental investigation is conducted to select anti-ageing compounds (AACs) to mitigate 
oxidative ageing of bitumen binders effectively. Thin-film oven ageing and Fourier Transform 
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) tests are used primarily to select potential AACs. Detailed 
rheological and chemical tests are followed to detect any effects of these AACs on the long-term 
ageing performance of bitumen binders. 
7.2 Conclusions 
The specific conclusions drawn from this study are summarised as follows: 
7.2.1 Development of an equation-based Multiphysics modelling framework for oxidative 
ageing of asphalt pavements 
1. The model can effectively address the circular dependency among ageing-related 
Multiphysics (i.e., heat transfer, oxygen diffusion, and oxidation kinetics). PDE-based 
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FEM can reliably predict annual hourly profiles of temperature, oxygen pressure, and 
oxidation products growth across the pavement depth in different climate zones.  
2. The model overcomes some of the encountered uncertainties in oxidative ageing 
prediction. For instance, it relies more on site-specific climatic data, such as albedo, 
emissivity, and subsurface soil temperatures; and it does not require field calibration 
factor 𝑓𝑐𝑓 to calibrate oxygen diffusion process in the pavement. Moreover, the heat 
transfer model was calibrated to predict the temperature profile in regions susceptible to 
freezing.  
3. Oxygen pressure within the asphalt structure frequently changes due to seasonal and daily 
temperature variation, and it is affected by the oxidation process. Oxygen pressure 
becomes low with high daily flocculation during summer because asphalt mastic ages 
and consumes more oxygen when subjected to high temperatures. In contrast, oxygen 
pressure becomes high with low daily flocculation in winter because there is a low 
oxidation rate in this season due to low temperatures. This unique behaviour cannot be 
observed without using circular-dependent Multiphysics model.  
4. Design and materials selection of pavement directly impacts the severity and extend of 
oxidative ageing. For example, carbonyl area distribution takes a C-shaped curve along 
AC depth (high oxidation rate at top and bottom boundaries), in case there is free air-
accessibility through the underlying layer. If the underlying layer is inaccessible to air, 
such as cement/asphalt treated base, carbonyl area will be high at AC surface and low at 
bottom. Not to forget that this pattern is also affected by temperature profile, which causes 
irregular or different carbonyl area distribution pattern along pavement depth. Another 
example on the impact of pavement structure on oxidative ageing is the effect of 
interconnected air channels. Presence of accessible air channels is proportional with 
oxidation rate (i.e., the higher the radius and number of air channels, the higher the 
exposed surface area of mastic to air, and the higher the ageing rate). 
5. There has been a long debate regarding the uniformity and distribution of oxidative 
ageing products along pavement depth. Modelling results in this study support that 
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oxidative ageing is non-uniform and decreasing in general across pavement depth 
because it is highly sensitive to oxygen pressure and temperature profiles. 
7.2.2 Parametric analysis and field validations of oxidative ageing in asphalt pavements using 
Multiphysics modelling approaches 
1. Increasing the thermal conductivity of asphalt layers lowers the surface temperature and 
increases the bottom temperature in the asphalt layer up to 5°C. It is therefore causing 
less temperature gradient in asphalt layer, which can cause an up to 5% per year reduction 
of the ageing gradient and potential less cracking damage. 
2. Increasing the heat capacity of the asphalt layer generates slightly reduced daily 
temperature variations due to the greater heat storage capacity of the pavement. The 
maximum daily surface temperature can be reduced by 2°C upon increasing the heat 
capacity, generating a one per cent decrease in carbonyl index.  
3. The variations of the thermal properties of underlying layers (base and subgrade) cause 
little or no effects on the temperature profile and oxidative ageing amount and distribution 
in the asphalt layers. The most notable changes of temperature or ageing profiles are 
caused by changing the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the asphalt layers.  
4. The asphalt layers built on unbound granular base (free access to oxygen at both top and 
bottom of the asphalt layer) will experience greater overall ageing with a C-shaped ageing 
gradient compared to that built on treated base (access to oxygen at the top but none at 
the bottom of the asphalt layer) which lead to a r-shaped ageing gradient along pavement 
depth.  
5. The extent of oxidative ageing in asphalt mastics is bound by the mastic film thickness 
surrounding accessible air channels (i.e., diffusion depth). The thicker the mastic coating 
film, the less the average carbonyl area will be, resulting in a potentially increased 
pavement resistance to cracking. 
6. A non-uniform (i.e., C-shaped) air voids distribution within the asphalt layer allows more 
oxygen access. It increases the oxidative ageing across the pavement depth, causing 
binder hardening and aged pavements prone to more fatigue damage.  
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7. The air void content plays a vital role in limiting oxidative ageing. Dense asphalt 
pavements with a low air voids content (< 5%) experience little to no ageing, whereas 
asphalt pavements with air void content of 5-9% experience a growing oxidative ageing 
rate with an increasing air void content. Pavements with high air voids (> 9%) will have 
a full access to oxygen from the atmosphere, thus the average carbonyl content is high 
and uniform across asphalt pavement depth with no clear C-shaped or r-shaped ageing 
gradient. 
8. The climate region may not only cause different levels or degrees of oxidative ageing but 
it can also cause a considerable difference in the ageing pattern, potentially causing 
different type or pattern of damage. Additionally, differences in temperature within the 
same environmental region (e.g., wet, no-freeze) can still generate significant variation 
in field ageing performance.  
7.2.3 Ageing mitigation using anti-ageing compounds 
1. Normalised carbonyl index (NCI) was proposed to quantify the oxidative ageing of 
bitumen modified by AACs. It eliminates the impact of the initial carbonyl content of the 
binders or AACs, thus reveals the carbonyl growth rate pattern to evaluate the AACs’ 
anti-ageing performance. NCI may be a reliable parameter to reflect the impact of ageing 
products on the fatigue resistance of AAC-modified binders.  
2. The activation energy of fast-term ageing (𝐸𝑓) is a suitable parameter to differentiate the 
anti-ageing efficiency of the AACs.  
3. The compounds (DLTDP/furfural), Irgnaox 1076 and (furfural/Irganox 1076) 
demonstrated a good anti-ageing behaviour by retarding carbonyl content growth and 
decreasing fatigue damage caused by the cyclic loading and long-term ageing conditions. 
In contrast, the additive Trimethylolpropane TMP caused adverse impacts on the binder 
in terms of fatigue resistance. Sodium montmorillonite and furfural alone did not show a 
pronounced effect in terms of fatigue cracking and anti-oxidation activity. The addition 
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of Irgnaox 1076 caused a drop in the initial complex shear modulus. Therefore, it should 
be used with precaution for certain applications after conducting further tests.  
4. The long-term aged AAC-modified bitumen maintained different linear viscoelastic 
properties than those for the long-term aged control bitumen, suggesting that the AACs 
can tolerate the long-term laboratory ageing conditions. This behaviour indirectly 
indicates good stability for these anti-ageing compounds.     
5. Compared to existing fatigue parameters for bitumen, the predicted crack length based 
on DSR-C model demonstrated a good agreement with the measured crack lengths, 
suggesting it is a promising fatigue cracking evaluation criterion for AAC-modified 
binders.  
6. The activation energy at fast-rate ageing is a prime parameter for ageing extent and 
growth in asphalt binders, and subsequently, asphalt pavements. Increasing the fast-rate 
activation energy by only 5 kJ/mol caused a reduction in carbonyl index of up to 2.3% 
per one year of ageing. The asphalt binder with high activation energies due to the 
inclusion of anti-ageing additives generates minor oxidative ageing in the field. 
7.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
In this study, a Multiphysics modelling framework for predicting oxidative ageing in the 
field was developed and validated. However, the model did not consider other ageing types, such 
as UV radiation ageing and moisture-induced ageing. The future work can couple the current 
oxidative ageing with other types of ageing in one integrated model with considering the water 
effects on the ageing Multiphysics model.  
Additionally, a lifetime ageing modelling is needed (e.g., more than ten years of ageing), 
with given consideration to the optimised computational load. The challenge lies in how to 
optimise the finite element models and the ageing-related constitutive models to minimise the 
computational load. The parallellevel computation on supercomputer will be a strong tool to 
reduce the total computational time. 
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Moreover, a three-dimensional stress-induced damage and pavement mechanical 
response model can be integrated with the current two-dimensional time-dependent oxidative 
ageing model to work as a circularly dependent unit. Such that, the interactions between the 
ageing evolution and the damage growth can be coupled and predicted in a more realistic method. 
The changes in the air voids due to mechanical stress can be incorporated in the current ageing 
model, and vice versa, the present ageing gradient along the pavement depth can cause a stiffness 
modulus gradient.  
This study investigated the effect of anti-ageing compounds (AACs) experimentally on 
bitumen binders under different laboratory ageing conditions and levels, then implemented the 
observations on asphalt pavements in the field. The next step is to evaluate the AACs’ efficiency 
on asphalt pavements aged in field conditions. The improved mechanical performance of the 
asphalt due to the addition of the AACs need to be validated using different types of the asphalt 
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